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Preface

It can not be said categorically that Abhinavagupta propounded 

his aesthetic theories to support or to prove his Tantric philosophy 

but it can be said definitely that he expounded his aesthetic philoso

phy in light of his Tantric philosophy. Tantrism is non-dualistic as 

it holds the existence of one Reality, the Consciousness. This one 

Reality, the consciousness, is manifesting itself in the various forms 

of knower and known. According to Tantrism the whole world of 

manifestation is manifesting out of itself (consciousness) and is 

mainfesting in itself. The whole process of creation and dissolution 

occurs within the nature of consciousness. In the same way he has 

propounded Rasadvaita Darsana, the Non-dualistic Philosophy of 

Aesthetics. The Rasa, the aesthetic experience, lies in the conscious

ness, is experienced by the consciousness and in a way it itself is 

experiencing state of consciousness: As in Tantric metaphysics, one 

Tattva, Siva, manifests itself in the forms of other tattvas, so the one 

Rasa, the Santa rasa, assumes the forms of other rasas and finally 

dissolves in itself. Tantrism is Absolute idealism in its world-view 

and epistemology. It refutes the Realistic and dualistic theories of 

reality and epistemology. Abhinavagupta too has refuted the realis

tic and dualistic theories of Aesthetics. And he did it in light of his 

Tantric philosophy.

Therefore, it was needed to bring out clearly the connecting 

points or the running thread between his Tantric philosophy and his 

Aesthetic philosophy. The present work endeavours to discuss 

Abhinavagupta's Aesthetic theories philosophically and critically. 

Abhinavagupta's Aesthetic Philosophy is so convincing and logi

cally grounded that it is found difficult to raise some critical points.
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But it is found, and it is true, that he has propounded his Aesthetic 

philosophy on the ground of absolute idealism, therefore it is quite 

natural for him to ignore or underestemate the utility and value of 

the Realistic theories. To throw flood of light on such issues, along 

with expounding his theories, is the objective of this present work.

I am indebted to my teachers sitting under whose feet I learnt 

the alphabets of the Tantrie philosophy and, to some extent, got 

insight in peeping in it. I do not find words to express my gratitudes 

to them. May Lord Siva grant them long, healthy and happy life.

Dr. Kailash Pati Mishra 
Deptt. o f Philosophy & Religion 

Banaras Hindu University 
Varanasi-221005
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AESTHETIC PHILOSOPHY OF 
ABHINAVAGUPTA



Chapter 1

Introduction

The Indian philosophy of aesthetics has been discussed and 

developed in the context of drama and poetry. The major problem 

before the Indian philosophers was to discuss the nature of aes

thetic pleasure experienced by watching drama and by reading or 

hearing poetry. They started to search the location, where the 

aesthetic pleasure lies, and the mode of its experience. In the 

context of aesthetic pleasure experienced by drama they got a well 

systematically written treatise on drama, the Nàtya Sâstra by 

Bharata Muni for their discussion. In the context of poetic pleas

ure, different schools were developed holding different views 

regarding the, cause of the origin of the aesthetic experience, such 

as use of style (Rïti), use of figures of speech (Alankafa) and 

capacity of words to express suggestive meaning (Vyahgârtha- 

dhvani) in the poetry.

The Indian theory of language (specially that of Bhartrhari 

and Abhinavagupta), as well as the Indian aesthetic theory (the 

Rasa theory of Bharata and Abhinavagupta) has a definite meta

physical background. Interestingly, the metaphysical background 

of the linguistic theory is the same as that of the aesthetic theory. 

More amazingly, the process of reaching the metaphysical position 

too is almost the same. The philosopher starts with the analysis of 

the existential situation and logically and consistently moves to 

discover the metaphysical ground. For example, the linguist be

gins with finding out what is the actual origin of the spoken word
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(vaikhari-vak) and comes to the finding that the speech (Vak) 

which seems to come from the vocal chord, really first originates 

in the mind in the form of the ideation (madhyama vak). This too 

logically presupposes the will to speak the word (pasyanti vak). 

Through this search process it becomes evident that language or 

speech is an activity and that it is not a physical activity but an 

ideational one — a deliberate activity of consciousness. This 

finding clears the ground for accepting a metaphysical entity in 

which this entire process of language is going on. After all the 

language activity, the philosopher thinks, would not take place in 

air; there must be a sentient reality — the consciousness (Citi or 

Samvit) in which the linguistic process originates and is also 

sustained. The scientific limitation of the western philosopher of 

language may not allow him to go beyond the boundaries of 

empirical experience, but there is no difficulty on the part of the 

Indian philosopher in accepting consciousness as an ontological 

entity, as the Indian tradition provides the clue for accepting a 

deeper or higher mode of experience, acquired by the seers and the 

yogins, through which they are believed to have had the actual 

cognition of the Reality or Consciousness.

It can be said that the Indian philosopher of language was 

moving in search of language, and as a pleasant surprise he caught 

hold of the reality called Consciousness or the Self. In the context 

the adage goes — 'One was searching for 'Cowries (pennies), and 

luckily one tumbled upon 'Cintamani, the wish-fulfilling gem 

('Varatikaman-Visyamanah cintamanim labdhavan). The same 

process of discovery is to be found in the case of the aesthetic 

experience too. If we analyze the situation of beauty, it becomes 

evident that beauty is not a physical thing but a matter of 

experience -- the aesthetic experience. Moreover the joy of beauty
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(the aesthetic enjoyment) spontaneously comes from within the 

self or consciousness, although the stimulus may come from the 

external world. It will not be very difficult to discover that the joy 

which seems to be derived from the external object, does not 

really belong to that object but springs forth from within the self 

or consciousness of the enjoyer. So, aesthetic enjoyment (the Rasa) 

too presupposes the Self or Consciousness which is the natural 

matrix of Rasa and the Self is not a mere presupposition but is also 

confirmed in the experience of the seers. The Upanisadic and 

Tantric seers have experienced the Self as made of 'Rasa' as it were 

(raso vai sah).

It is, therefore, quite natural for Abhinavagupta to base his 

aesthetic theory, as also his theory of language, on the metaphysics 

of consciousness or the Self. The link between aesthetics and the 

metaphysics of the Self, suggests similarity between aesthetic 

experience and the spiritual experience called Self-realization or 

Brahma-realization or the experience of Moksa. Abhinavagupta, as 

also other Indian aesthetic philosophers, regards the aesthetic joy 

as the 'sibling' (sahodara) of the spiritual joy (’Brahmananda 

sahodara'). The aesthetic philosophy of Abhinavagupta is pro

pounded in his two great writings : Abhinavabharati and 

Dhvanyalokalocana. Abhinavabharati is a commentary on the 

Natya Sastra of Bharata and Dhvanyalokalocana is a commentary
  X

on Dhvanyaloka of Anandavardhana. According to Saiva 

Tantrism, The process of creation is held to be the play, Ilia, 

drama of Siva. Siva is perfect bliss and dynamic in nature and the 

cosmic drama is due to the natural flow or overwhelming of the 

bliss. Since the world is the manifestation of Absolute Conscious

ness which is bliss in nature the world is the expression of bliss. 

Tantrism maintains.that whatever pleasure is found in the world
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is the grossified form of the manifestation of the Absolute bliss. 

The goal of the seeker is to experience the Absolute bliss, which 

can be attained by realizing the non-dual state of consciousness. 

Through aesthetic experience one rises above the level of the 

individual enjoyment to the universal experience. Commenting on 

Dhvanyâloka Abhinavagupta took inspiration from Bhartrhari's 

theory of sphota to propound his aesthetic concept of Dhvani. 

Bhartrhari propounded that the ultimate Reality is Sabda, the 

word, Sabda Brahman. The whole material world (artha) is the 

manifestation of Sabda Brahman. There is nothing in the world 

which is devoid of Sabda. Bhartrhari differentiated between the 

word (Sabda) which manifests or causes the meaning and the word 

(dhvani-sound) which bears or conveys the meaning. Sound 

(dhvani) which bears the meaning is not the real word (Sabda). 

The real word (Sabda) is sphota which is Atman or consciousness 

itself. Vedas are the first creation or manifestation (anukâra) of 

Sabda Brahman to which follows the whole material world. 

Bhartrhari has propounded non-dualism (Sabdâdvaita), the pure 

unity and set the goal of the Grammarians to realize the pure unity 

by kramasarhhârayoga and Sabdapürvayoga. For Abhinavagupta, 

the uttered words and the meaning (arthas) they manifest are the 

mere particularities, like the outer adornments of the body. The 

true inner soul of the aesthetic experience is the rasadhvani 

(aesthetic experience) that the words and ideas.evoke. In the 

aesthetic experience one is completely caught up, subject-object 

duality is overcome and there is oneness with the universal 

rasadhvani itself. In this way aesthetic experience at its highest 

level is the experience of the Self itself as pure and perfect bliss. 

In Indian tradition Siva is held to be the originator of all sorts of 

art, music, dance etc., and He is called Natarâja, the great nata, the 

actor of the drama and the great dancer. So, it was natural for
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Abhinavagupta, a great Tantric, to comment on drama and poetry 

in view of Tantric philosophy. He propounded his aesthetic 

theories in the light of his Tantric philosophy and his aesthetic 

theories are almost held established in Sanskrit poetics. He was so 

occupied with his Tantric philosophy that his expositions of 

aesthetic theories do not seem to be literary rather to be spiritual. 

According to Tantric Saivism there are thirty six tattvas (Catego

ries) through which the Universal Consciousness, Siva, manifests 

itself in the form of creation of the world. The Tantraloka of 

Abhinavagupta consists of thirty seven chapters. It is said that the 

main subject of Tantraloka is contained in thirty six chapters. 

Abhinavagupta added thirty seventh chapter to show the tran

scendence (Anuttara) of Siva that the Reality is beyond thirty six 

tattvas. The Natya sastra of Bharata also consists of thirty seven 

chapters and about it also it is said that the main subject is 

contained within the thirty six chapters. The thirty seventh is the 

mere extension of the thirty sixth. Abhinavagupta, in his 

Abhinavabharati, commenting on the Natya sastra, has prayed all 

the thirty six categories of creation in his benedictory verses, 

praying one category in the beginning of a chapter and in the thirty 

seventh chapter he has prayed the Anuttara. In his 

Dhvanyalokalocana also he has prayed the four levels of Vak in 

his benedictory verses.

Although, Abhinavagupta explains aesthetic experience in 

line of spiritual experience, he places the aesthetic experience in 

status next to the spiritual experience and accepts parity between 

the too, he maintains that there is a basic difference between the 

aesthetic experience and the 'laukika' (secular or empirical) expe

rience. Aesthetic enjoyment is caused or triggered, for example, by 

watching the drama which may be the 'anukrti' (copy) of the
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laukika life but not by the laukika life itself. Though, according to 

Abhinavagupta's metaphysical position, the laukika is as much 

related with the self as the aesthetic and the spiritual. So for as the 

logical relation between the spirit (Consciousness or Self) and the 

world of matter is concerned, creation is taken to be the free 

manifestation or self-creation of the Siva-consciousness. Moreover 

this position has aesthetic overtones, as creation is regarded the 

blissful dance of Siva, the Nataraja (the cosmic Dancer). Creation 

is a play or sport (Lila or Krida) or a drama played or enacted by 

Siva together with the Pasus (the individual selves) who too are 

his own manifestations. However, in the case of the Pasus, because 

of their malavarana' (the covering of impurity), the world has 

ceased to be drama, but it is quite possible that by removing the 

impurity with the help of sadhana, the Pasu too (like Siva) can 

enjoy the world activity as drama or poetry or music or as any 

other artistic activity. The entire empirical life itself can be made 

aesthetic and spiritual. Abhinavagupta calls the world the llla- 

vilasa' (playful enjoyment) of consciousness, and advises to 'bliss

fully play and enjoy, being seated in the self and taking everything 

as it is ( vilasa svastho yathavasthitah — Anuttarastika).

(i) Philosophical tradition of Abhinavagupta

The philosophical tradition of Abhinavagupta comprises 

three schools of Kashmir Saivism, namely, Krama, Pratyabhijna 

and Kula. In its combined or reconciled form it is called Trika 

darsana or Trika sastra.1 Each of these schools have their own 

independent philosophical tradition, literature and line of teachers. 

Abhinavagupta learnt the philosophy of each tradition from the

t . w  trsir i

I —  Malinivijayavartika, 192, p. 20.
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teachers of each tradition and reconciled the philosophy of these 

schools in his own philosophical works. There is found difference 

among these schools in regard of some views but these differences 

are not so that they can not be reconciled. These schools originated 

independently and separately but in due course of time their 

thoughts were dissolved into one stream of tantric tradition, 

especially in the time of Abhinavagupta and it was clearly 

expressed in his works like Tantraloka. He learnt the texts of each 

of these schools, practised the spiritual sadhana prescribed in each 

of these schools and then presented them in a reconciled form in 

his works. All of these schools have contributed in the develop

ment of Tantric philosophy. These schools have tantras and 

Agamas as their original source so they are called Tantric schools 

and their philosophy is called Tantric Philosophy. Each of these 

schools have different Tantras and Agamas and also different texts 

composed by the scholars of each of these schools. All the acaryas, 

the scholars, of these schools belong to the state of Kashmir, 

therefore the philosophy propounded by them is called Kashmir 

Saivism.

As a school of philosophy, the Krama sampradaya, it is held, 

emerged in the later period of seventh century and in the period of 

the beginning of eighth century A.D. Sivananda is held to be the 

first acarya of this tradition. He initiated three female yogins in 

his Tantric discipline, namely, Keyuravti, Madanika and 

Kalyanika. There are three main acaryas initiated by them, namely 

Govindaraja, Bhanuka and Eraka. Govindaraja initiated 

Somananda. In the tradition started by Bhanuka there were mainly 

two persons, Ujjata and Udbhata. There was no tradition of 

disciples of Eraka.

In this tradition the names of other acaryas are also found
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mentioned, such as Hrasvanatha, Bhojaraja and Somaraja. The 

basic Agamas of this tradition are Kramasadbhava, Kramasiddhi, 

Brahmayamala, Tantraraja Bhattaraka. The other important texts 

of this tradition are Kramasutra, Kramodaya, Pancasatika, 

Saraddhasatika, Kramastotra, Mahanayaprakasa, Mahanaya- 

paddhati, Kramakeli, Dehastha devata cakra stotra, Kramavasana, 

Rjuvimarsini, Maharthamanjari, Maharthodaya and Tantraloka 

Viveka.

This school is called Krama because it holds the purification 

of Vikalpa samskaras (citta vrttis) essential for the attainment of 

ultimate Reality and it holds attainment of liberation in krama 

(succession), step by step. This school is called by many other 

names also, such as Rramanaya, Anuttara-krama, Anupaya-krama, 

Devata-krama, Mahakrama, Mahartha-krama, Auntara-krama, 

Mahartha amahartha-naya, Mahanaya, Mahasara, Atinaya, 

Devatanaya, DevTriaya and Kalinaya. These names have their 

philosophical significance. These various names depict the various 

characteristics of this tradition. This is called as Krama because it 

holds the successive manifestation of creation also.1 Due to the 

manifestation of samvit (consciousness) in the processes of crea

tion, maintenance and destruction (dissolution), it is called 

Mahakrama.2 Despite the successive manifestation of the creation 

of the world in form of differences and duality, this school holds 

and maintains the transcendental aspect of the ultimate reality, so

—  Pratyabhijnahrdayam, p. 94 

2. "SI#

¥  ^T: MR'ilRid: 11 —  Mahanaya Prakasa, p. 45.

t3  ̂ H5i*H ffrT 11 —  Mahanaya Prakasa, p. 39.
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it is called Anuttarakrama.1 In this school, the ultimate truth is 

called Mahartha, so it is called Maharthakrama.2 Due to holding 

Kali as the ultimate reality, this school is called Kalinaya. This 

school provides the highest spiritual and yogic achievements, so it 

is called Anupaya-krama.3 And, due to the divinity of the stages 

of spiritual discipline (sadhana), this school is called Devata- 

krama.4

This is the specific feature of the Krama school that it holds 

five stages of the manifestation of vak sakti (power of speech), as 

para, suksma, pasyantl, madhyama and vaikhari.5 Vak sakti is held 

to be the vimarsa of Parasamvit or the ultimate Reality. 

Parasamvit manifests itself in these five stages of speech. From the 

view point of Sakti these stages are called as cit, ananda, iccha, 

jnana and kriya. From the view point of the manifestation of the 

world these stages are called as srsti, sthiti, samhara, anakhya and 

bhasa. From the view point of articulated word (varna dhvani) 

these stages are called as vimarsa, bindu, nada, sphota and sabda. 

The stages of vak (speech) are held to be the stages of conscious

ness. Pasyantl, madhyama and vaikhari are held to be iccha sakti, 

jnanasakti and kriyasakti respectively. Suksma is the unified form

—  Maharthamanjarl Parimala, p. 172.

2. f̂ Ŵ rfrT l —  Maharthamanjarl Parimala,

p. 194.

ST^qiWT: ^  I —  Mahanaya Prakasa, 1/13.

3^RRcT ITFl 11 —  Cidgagana Candrika,4/113.

5. Maharthamanjarl, 89-90.
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of all these three as the different colours live in unified form in the 

egg of the pea-cock. From this point of view suksma is the first 

manifestation or vimarsa of the ultimate Consciousness.1

The period of the emergence of Kaula Tantras goes back to 

fifth century A.D. . The names of ten acaryas of this tradition are 

mentioned in Tantraloka, they are— Ucchusma, Sahara, Candagu, 

Matanga, Ghara, Antaka, Ugra, Halahalaka, Krodhi and 

Huluhulu.2 Abhinavagupta has given a detailed information about 

the Kaula literature in his Tantraloka out of which many are now 

not available. The important texts of this tradition are - Kalikula, 

Siddhayogisvarimata, Malinlvijayottara, Ratnamala, VTravalT, 

Haradesa, Khecarimata, Yonyarnava, Siddhatantra, Utfullakamata, 

Nimarthadasastram, Trisiromata, Gamasastra, Tantraraja, 

Brahmayamala Madhavakula, Devyayamala, Kulakramodaya, 

Yogasancara, Trisirobhairava, Kulagahvara, Deviyamala and 

Nityatantra. Kularnava tantra is an important text of this tradition. 

Paratrimsika is also an important text of this tradition which deals 

with the problems of the philosophy of language. Abhinavagupta 

had got spiritual initiation of this tradition from Sambhunatha.

This school is called Kula and Kaula both in the Agamas. 

It is called Kula because it calls the ultimate Reality as Kula. The 

whole world emerges from it and dissolves into it. This is the 

unity of Anuttara and Anuttara which is called the samarasya 

(eqilibrium) of Siva and Sakti. To denote the transcendence of 

Parama Siva it is called as Akula. Abhinavagupta and Somananda 

took Paratrmsika as a basic text of Kaula tradition and interpreted

■iu)'ici^uii<j(tiR(ri 3tTWT^I —  Maharthamanjari, 129.

2. Tantaraloka, Ahnika, 22.
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and presented its principles in their commentaries and other texts.1 

They interpreted the Kaula concept of para and the varna-krama, 

order of alphabets as held in Kaula tantras.

The time of the beginning of the Pratyabhijna school of 

philosophy is held to be the ninth century A.D. The main tantras 

of this tradition are Mallnivijayottara tantra, Svacchanda tantra, 

Vijnanabhairava, Netra tantra, Svayambhuva tantra, Rudrayamala 

tantra, Naisvasa tantra, Anandabhairava, Ucchusmabhairava and 

Mrgendra agama. The first name in the history of the philosophi

cal tradition of this school comes as Vasugupta who arranged the 

thoughts of Saivagamas in order and presented it in his Siva-sOtra. 

According to the Sivasutra vimarsinl of Ksemaraja the Siva-sutras 

were found by Vasugupta in the state of dream. Siva-sutra is a 

basic text of this school of philosophy. There are many com

mentaries written upon it. The oher works of Vasugupta are— 

Spanda karlka, Spandamrta, Basavl tika (commentary) on 

Bhagavadglta and Siddhanta candrika. The time of Vasugupta is 

estemated between 825 to 850 A.D. . After Vasugupta there come 

the names of Kallata, Ramakantha and Bhaskaracarya. The works 

of Kallata are — Spanda Sarvasva, Tattvarthacintamani, Spanda 

Sutra and Madhuvahinl. The time of Kallata is estemated to be 

855 A.D. . The work of Ramakantha is Spandvivaranasaramatra. 

The time of Ramakantha is estemated to be in the early half of 

•tenth century A.D.. The works of Bhaskaracarya are — Siva-sutra 

Vartika, Vivekajnana and Kakavya stotra. Bhaskaracarya is held to 

be comtemporary of Ramakantha.

1. 3«!lft«r: TR Tte Ill'll¿IH

^  'bleiirH'Vii I —  quoted in Tantraloka, Ahnikal, on 

page no. 48.
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The other important name in the development of Kashmir 

Saivism is of Somanada. He gave the actual philosophical shape 

to this school. This is the man who at first propounded the path 

of pratyabhijna for the atainment of liberation. His son Utpaladeva 

wrote Isvaraprtyabhijna and commentary upon it, from then this 

school began to be called as Pratyabhijna school. The time of 

Somananda is estemated to be the early half of the ninth century 

A.D. The works of Somananda are — Sivadrsti, Sivadrsti vivrti and 

Paratrmsika vivrti.

After Somananda there comes the name of his son and 

disciple Utpaladeva. The time of Utpaladeva is estemated to be in 

the early half of the tenth century A.D. The woks of Utpaladeva 

are— Isvarapratyabhijnakarika, Isvarapratyabhijna vrtti, Isvara- 

pratyabhijnatika, StotravalT, Ajadapramatr siddhi vrtti and vrtti on 

the Sivadrsti of Somananda.

After Utpaladeva there comes the name of his son and 

disciple Laksamanagupta who was the teacher of Abhinavagupata. 

The mention of the works of Laksamanagupta is not found. After 

Laksmanagupta there comes the name of great scholar 

Abhinavagupta. After Abhinavagupta the names of Ksemaraja, 

Mahesvarananda and Jayaratha are worth mentioning. Ksemaraja 

wrote uddyota (commentary) on tantras. His other works are 

Pratyabhijnahrdayam and Spandanirnaya. The main work of 

Mahesvarananda is MaharthamanjarT.

There are some basic differences found among the concepts 

of these schools of Kashmir Saivism. The main difference between 

Krama and Kula is that whereas the Kula school emphasizes upon 

Sambhavopaya for the attainment of liberation the Krama. school 

prescribes Saktopaya for the attainment of liberation. According to
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Kaula school liberation can be attained by concentrating upon 

'Aham' (the I) and holds that there is no succession or stage in 

attaining liberation. The Krama school prescribes the purification 

of vikalpa samskaras (citta vrttis) and it holds that the seeker 

passes through many stages in the process of the attainment of 

liberation. The Pratyabhinna school talks mainly about the thirty 

six categories of creation and holds that the recognition of self as 

ultimate reality is the means to attiain liberation. The Krama 

school gives important place to religious rituals. The Kaula school 

prohibits the performance of religious rituals to the seekers 

(sadhakas). The Pratyabhijna school neither prescribes nor prohib

its the performance of religious rituals.

(ii) Life and Works of Abhinavagupta

The time of Abhinavagupta, a great scholar the India has 

ever produced, is held by the historians in between the latter half 

of the tenth century A.D. to early half of the eleventh century A.D. 

It is said that his ancestor, Atrigupta, a brahmin scholar of repute, 

originally belonged to Kannauj who later on migrated to Kashmir 

in the reign of king Lalitaditya of Kashmir. His mother was 

Vimalakala. Both of the parent of Abhinavagupta were extreme 

devotee of Lord Siva and the follower of Saiva philosophy, 

religion and rituals. His mother departed in his childhood and 

soon after her death his father renounced the worldly life and took 

the life of asceticism. The early death of mother and renunciation 

of father turned Abhinavagupta to the devotion of Siva. He began 

to spend his time in the houses of Agamic teachers. Abhinava

gupta went from one teacher to another teacher and sought knowl

edge of almost every branch of philosophy prevailing at his time. 

He learnt grammar from his father, Narasimhagupta, dvaita tantras 

from Vamanatha, brahmavidya from Bhutiraja, dualistic cum-



nondualistic 3aivagmas from Bhutirajatanaya, Krama and Trika 

darsana from Laksamanagupta, poetic theory of dhvani from 

Induraja and dramaturgy from Bhatta Tota. He mentions some 

others also as his teachers such as, Srlcandra, Bhakti vilasa, 

Yogananda, Candravara, Abhinanda, Sivabhakti, Vicitranatha, 

Dharma, Siva, Vamana, Udbhata, Bhutlsh and Bhaskara. He learnt 

Kaulika literature and practices from Sambhunatha and he says 

that it is from his teaching that he got peace and self-realization.1

A description of Abhinavagupta's personality is found in 

four verses composed by one of his disciples. In these verses he has 

narrated about the peculiar personality of a great tantric scholar. 

He says that Abhinavagupta is the incarnation of Daksinamurti 

and out of compassion he has taken the bodity form and come to 

Kashmir. He saw him sitting in a room situated in the middle of 

a garden of grapes. The room was pervaded by the smells of flower 

garlands and incense sticks. The walls of the room were smeered 

with sandalpaste. Dance with music was going on. Many women 

yogins and siddhas were gathered. He was sitting on a golden seat 

and srerved by his disciples among whom Ksemaraja was also 

present. There were two dutis, women partners of tantric sadhana, 

standing his sides. One held a jug of wine and a box of betel in 

her hand and other held a lotus and a citron in her hand. 

Abhinavagupta's eyes were trembling in ecstacy. There was a 

rudraksa bead hanging fom his ear and a tilaka of ashes was made 

on his forehead. His long hairs were tied with garland of flowers. 

He had a long beard and his skin was golden, his neck was shining 

with the use of Yaksapanka powder, his upavita was hanging 

down from his neck. He had worn a silken cloth which was white 

like the rays of moon. He was sitting in the position of Vlrasana.

1. T.A., 1/51.
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His one hand was lying on his knee holding a rosary with 

his fingers that denote the sambhavl mudra. He himself was

tradition that Abhinavagupta,with his twelve hundred disciples, 

entered a cave and did not return. The cave is called Bhairava 

cave.

His known works are— Bodha Pancadasikâ, Mâlinïvijaya 

vàrtika, Parâtrmsikâvivrti, Tantrâloka, Tantrasâra, Tantravata- 

dhânikâ, Dhvanyâlokalocana, Abhinavabhâratï, Bhagavadgltâ- 

rthasangraha, Paramàrthasâra, Isvarapratyabhijnâvimarsinî, Isvara- 

pratyabhijnâvivrtivimarsinl, Parÿantapancâsikà, Ghatakarpaka-

-HddÿdRi) 4lRl-i)Rl<6trê-

TïïM d^rblRldl} 11

3ïï#T: Rl^d'T:,

5T«ÏÏ ÏÏT̂ RsîïïT̂ ÏÏ RldUWdi

playing nada-vina.
y

About the last events of his life it prevails in Kashmir Saiva

ÏÏRÜ W f:

afid><Ĵ IMdR: W W W  îiïRWfrt^T:
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kulakavivrti, Kramastotra, Dehasthadevatacakrastotra, Bhairava- 

stotra, Paramarthadvadasika, Paramarthacarca, Mahopadesavim- 

satika, Anuttarastika, Anubhavanivedana, Rasyapancadasika, 

Tantroccaya, Pururavovicara, Kramakeli, Sivadrstyalocana, Purva- 

pancika, Padarthapravesanirnayatika, PrakTrnakavivarana, Kavya- 

kautukavivarana, Kathamukhatilaka, Laghviprakriya, Bheda- 

vadavidarana, Devistotravivarana, Tattvadhvaprakasika, 3iva- 

saktyavinabhavastotra.

Dhvanyalokalocana and Abhinavabharatl are his two works 

on Aesthetics. Dhvanyalokalocana is a commentary by Abhinava- 

gupta on the Dhvanyaloka of Anandavardhana. The historians of 

Indian poetics intend to fix his time during the middle of the ninth 

century A.D. The Dhvanyaloka contains two distinguishing parts— 

first there are karikas (verses) presented, then second, there is vrtti 

(explanation) given in prose. There is a debate among the scholars 

whether Anandavardhana is the author of both the parts or of only 

the vrtti part as sometimes the words like dhvanikara and vrttikara 

are used by Abhinavagupata which give ground to hold the author 

of the karikas to be other than Anandavardhana. However 

Abhinavagupata has commented on the both parts and showed 

difference found in both and also tried to reconcile them. 

Abhinavabharatl is a commentary on the Natya Sastra of Bharata.

Natya Sastra of Bharata

In the early Indian literature discriptions of many Bharata 

are found. Mentions of Adi Bharata, Vrddha Bharata and Jada 

Bharata as author of Natya Sastra are found. Therefore it is a 

problem before the historians to determine who was the Bharata, 

the author of Natya Sastra and what was his real date of living.
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Saradatanaya, the author of Bhavaprakashana says that there were 

two versions of Natya Sastra, one ascribed to Adi Bharata or 

Vrddha Bharata and the other to Bharata. The first version of 

Natya Sastra was two times larger than the present available text 

of Natya Sastra. The first version contained twelve thousand 

verses and was called 'dvadasasahasrlsamhita'. The present avail

able version of Natya Sastra contains six thousand verses and is 

called 'SatasahasrI samhita.'1 There were different views prevail

ing regarding the author of Natya Sastra and the identity of 

Bharata. Some held that Bharata was not a name of an individual 

but a title to be given to any dramatist. Some were of the view 

that some portion, specially the first six chapters were written by 

a disciple of Bharata and the questions asked in the form of 

disciples were also asked by his disciples and this portion was not 

the work of Bharata. This view was refuted by Abhinavagupata.2 

He says that there is no evidence to hold the view that some 

portions were written by a person other than Bharata and he asserts 

that it was the style of Bharata to raise questions and answer them 

by himself.3 There was also a view that there were three pro

pounder acaryas of natyasastra— Sadasiva, Brahma and Bharata 

and by taking the essence of the thoughts of the three acaryas this 

present Natya Sastra was prepared to establish the supremacy of 

the views of Brahma and this was not the original work of 

Bharata. This view was also refuted by Abhinavagupta on the

Bhavaprakasana, p. 287.

2. T335FT HHIuiWMkfi

—  Abh., p. 40.

3. W g ft :  M<=Klc4H JRRftfBddldJ —  Abh., p. 39.
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basis of non-availability of any evidence in this regard in the text.1

Descriptions of many acaryas of Natya being existent before 
Bharata are found in various literary works. Panini, the grammar
ian has mentioned the names of Silalin and Krsasva as the author 
of Nata sutras (aphorism) in his Astaddhyayi.2 Bharata himself has 
mentioned four acaryas of Natya in the last part of his Natya 
Sastra as— Kohala, Vatsya, Sandilya and Dhurtila.3 Abhinava- 
gupta has also mentioned Kohala many times in his Abhinava- 
bharatl.4 He has mentioned the name of Dattila in SangTtadhyaya 
but has not mentioned Vatsya and Sandilya anywhere in his work. 
There are mentions of Nakhakutta and Asmakutta also found as 
the earlier acaryas of Natya. Visvanatha in his Sahityadarpana and 
Sagaranandi in his 'Natakalaksanakosa' have discussed the views 
of Nakhakutta and Asmakutta. Sagaranandi has mentioned 
SatakarnI as an acarya of Natya in his 'Natyalaksanaratnakosa', 
Saradatanaya and Abhinavagupta have mentioned Nandi or 
NadikeSvara as Natyacarya. Saradatanaya in his Bhavaprakasana 
has mentioned Sadasiva, Padmabhu, Drohini, Vyasa and Anjaneya 
as Natyacaryas. Abhinavagupta has cited vrses composed by 

Katyayana.5 He has also mentioned the names of Rahula and

1. d*IHyi<dlHlrNI<HM Hdd4)yKWKPl^H 47

W ,  4 $ ^PlRKfadH, SfrT '44lgdlRd4>sj#-
W TPTTW Ic^l —  Abh.,N.S. part 1, C h.l, p. 40.

2. | —  Panini, 4/3/110.

I —  Panini, 4/3/111.

3. M  4icPRirf5^^fM :

Abh.,N.S. part 1, C h.l, p. 75.

4. w fi ... tftSeUKi^dl 3 M  44fcN— Abh.,N.S. part 1, C h.l, p. 87.

5. diloHl-^d—

HlRidilduP 45Ff dUTlirleidiliiKH,

Abh., Ch. 14, p. 245-246.
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Mátrguptácárya as commentators of the views of Bharata. No 
independent work of Nátya of all these acaryas mentioned above 
is found. The only available text of Natya is the Nátya Šastra of 

Bharata.

There are two editions of the available Nátya Šástra found— 

(1) Published from Niranayasagar press, Mumbai which contains 

Thirty Seven chapers and (2) Published from Chowkhamba San

skrit Series, Varanasi which contains thirty six chapters. 

Abhinavagupta has asserted the Nátya Šástra to be of thirty six 

chapters.1

The content of the Nátya Šástra is as following —

(1) The first chapter of the Nátya Šástra is named Nátyotpatti 

addhyáya which deals with the origin of drama.

(2) The second chapter is Mandapáddhyáya. It describes about 

the making of the stage, auditorium, etc.

(3) The third chapter is named 'Raňgadaivatapujana addhyáya. It 

describes about the worship of the gods related to the art of 

drama.

(4) The fourth chapter is called 'Tándavalaksana1. It describes the 

characteristic of Tándava, a kind of dance.

(5) The fifth chapter is named 'PQrva raňgavidhána'. It describes 

the preparations made before the start of the play.

(6) The sixth chapter is called 'Rasáddhyáya'. It deals with the

1.

%[frHT^Mí?b UFTII —  Abh., C h.l, Verse 2.



nature of 'Rasa', the aesthetic pleasure or aesthetic experi

ence.

(7) The seventh chapter is named 'Bhava-vyanjaka'. It deals with 

the nature of emotions (bhavas).

(8) The eighth chpater is termed 'Arigabhinayavddhyaya'. It 

deals with the various aspects of acting.

(9) The ninth chapter is called 'Upangabhinayadhyaya'. It also 

deals with the factors of acting, such as about the movement 

of hands and feet in course of acting.

(10) The tenth chapter is called 'Carlvidhana'. It deals with the 

motion of dance.

(11) The eleventh chapter is called 'Mandalavikalpanam'. It de

scribes about the speed etc. of dance.

(12) The twelfth chapter is named 'Gati pracara'. It instructs the 

actors how to go on the stage.

(13) The thirteenth chapter is called 'Kaksapravrttidharmi 

vyanjaka'. It deals with the various parts of the stage and the 

various pravrttis, the attitudes.

(14) The fourteenth chapter discusses about the nature of chanda, 

the nature of verses.

(15) The fifteenth chapter also discusses about the nature of 

chanda.

(16) The sixteenth chapter discusses the various aspects of poetry, 

such as laksana, guna, alankara and dosa etc.

(17) The seventeenth chapter discribes 'Kakusvaravidhana' which 

contains discussions about the uses of language.
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(18) The eighteenth chapter deals with the kinds of drama. It is 

called 'Dasarupakaddhyaya'.

(19) The nineteenth chapter is called 'Sandhinirupanadhyaya1. It 

describes about the sandhi, how to relate the different phases 

of the play.

(20) The twentieth chapter deals with the vrttis, such as kaisikl 

etc.

(21) The twenty first chapter describes about the aharya abhinaya, 

the dresses etc.

(22) The twenty second chapter is called 'Samanyabhinaya'. It 

deals with he various emotions, the states of love and kinds 

of nayika (heroine).

(23) The twenty third chapter describes about the action of love 

making and the role of duti (the messanger).

(24) The twenty fourth chapter describes about the grades of the 

actors.

(25) The twenty fifth chapter is called 'Citrabhinaya'. It describes 

about the specific aspects of acting.

(26) The twenty sixth chapter is called 'Vikrtivikalpadhyaya'. It 

deals with the falsity of acting.

(27) The twenty seventh chapter deals with the skill of acting and 

the vighnas (obstacles) and the way to remove them.

(28-35) From the twenty eight to thirty fifth chapter there are 

discriptions about the art of music etc.

(36) The thirty sixth chapter describes the qualities of the hero 

and other workers.

Introduction 21
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(37) The thirty seventh chapter also deals with how the heaven of 

drama came down to earth from the heaven. This has been 

held the subject of the thirty seventh chapter.

Althought the aesthetic philosophy of Abhinavagupta is 

contained in his commentary works but these commentaries have 

occupied more important place in the history of Indian poetics 

than the text commented upon. The aesthetic theories of 

Abhinavagupta are treated as his original contribution. In the 

exposition of his theories he had an extremely independent mind. 

Whereever found necessary he disagreed with his teachers and he 

was ready even to oppose the tradition. He says, "We don't care in 

the least if it is described in this way in the Ramayana itself. In 

fact, it might he described in the Veda itself, and we wo'nt be 

stifled by this fact.

imwulsfa cTSTT cjfufdfaid ■e)fr*Hd: I W  cprcfai W

'cWMd) fewfa: I -  Abh. Vol. Ill, p. 74.

Nature of Drama

Natya (drama) in Indian aesthetic tradition, is held to be the 

fifth Veda, of a next status to the four vedas i.e. Rg, Yajur, Sama 

and Atharva. According o the Natya Sastra of Bharata, Natya was 

created by Brahma, the god of creation of Hindu mythology, on 

request of the devas who wanted an object of entertainment which 

can be seen and heard. Brahma borrowed various things from the 

different Vedas and used them as various aspects of Natya. He 

took art of speech (dialogue) from the Rgveda, the art of music 

from the Samaveda, the art of acting from the Yajurveda and 

Rasas from the Atharvaveda1 and after compiling all these into 

one the Natya-veda was formed. It was meant for all. There was

1. Natya Sastra, Ch. 1, Verse 2.
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no discrimination of caste, creed or sex in reading it or utilising 

it.

The purpose of Natya Veda, Drama

The purpose of drama is to give aesthetic pleasure or enable 

to spectators to experience aestheic pleasure and along with it to 

educate them into the pursuit of the Purusarthas. It was meant for 

the persons of all intellectual levels. The pessons who find it hard 

to read or understand the Vedas and the Puranas can get education 

by watching drama.1 Drama directly and perceptually presents the 

relation between action and its fruits and, therefore, it educates 

and brings inprovement in the spectator.2 All necessay instructions 

concerning the presentation of drama are given in Natya Veda 

which is found in the systematic presentation of the Natya Sastra 

of Bharata.

1. Abh., Vol. I, 4.

2. Abh., Vol. I, 12.



Chapter 2

Philosphical Background

(i) Nature of Consciousness

Kashmir Saivism, the philosophical tradition of 

Abhinavagupta, is a non-dualistic philosophical system of Tantric 

or Agamic tradition. This system holds the existence of only 

consciousness. It does not accept the independent existence of 

matter (jada). According to this system the consciousness mani

fests itself in the various forms of individual beings and the matter 

(jada) or the world made of matter. In accord of the different 

characteristics of consciousness it has been called by different 

names. These different names of consciousness depict the different 

characteristics of consciousness, therefore the nature of conscious

ness can be better understood by discussing in this perspective.

From the viewpoint of tattva (category or entity) the con

sciousness is called Atma (soul).1 In Kashmir Saivism the exist

ence of soul is held to be self-proved. The Kashmir Saiva philoso

phers say that there is no need of arguments to prove the existence 

of soul. Even the negation of the existence of soul proves its 

existence. They say that the knower is presupposed in every 

process of knowledge. As there can not be any activity without a 

doer, so there can not be knowledge without knower. In this way 

if the soul is negated or its existence is refuted, as this negation or 

refutation can not be performed without any negator or refuter, the

1. 4d^lcHI I — Sivasutra, 1.



existence of the refuting agent is proved.1 Thus the existence of 

soul is naturally proved. In the Kashmir Saivism the consciousness 

or soul is held to be jnanarupa (of the form of knowledge) and the 

knowledge is held to be the very nature of the soul. As light and 

brightness are not two different things so the soul and knowledge 

are non-different. Brightness is not the quality of light, it is its 

nature. In the same way knowledge is not the quality of the 

consciousness or the soul, it is its nature. Advaita-vedanta of 

Samkaracarya and Kashmir Saivism both hold knowledge to be 

nature of the soul, but there is a basic difference between the two 

concepts. According to Advaita-vedanta knowledge is a state of 

inactivity or passivity, whereas knowledge is activity in Kashmir 

Saivism.2 According to Advaita-vedanta knowledge is vastutantra 

(object oriented) whereas in Kashmir Saivism it is purusa-tantra 

(subject oriented).

Kashmir Saivism holds that the existence of soul is self

proved and it is told by the Agamas that in its ultimate nature the 

soul is Siva.3 Being even in the form of soul Siva is ultimate
A /

reality. In its ultimate nature Siva is inderscribable. Being of the 

form of consciousness Siva has no form or figure as the matter

3T3TSW Pftq 3T fafo 3T fotsfa I —  I.P.V., 1/1/2.

2. f^iT ÎcWTl̂ TTI

q!Mch4uf| 11 —  I.P.V., 3/1/1.

3. tfa  3Uc^Pkl=b<u| ^-WUldllcW: fo g : I ^

^PlRldKH^ui 3T#if ^  W :  fog: UdiWkHI

w f o :  f l̂d —  T.A., 1/56, Commentary.

4. 'WkHHIdlPMRuM

Rw Pi'441 P̂T: Î̂ b4l Uglfoll I —  Sivadrsti., 1/1.
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possesses form, not the consciousness. Being without form and 

figure Siva is unknowable by the intellect. Its ultimate nature can 

not be described within the categories of reason. Being totally 

unknowable by reason, it can be said neither sat (real) nor asat 

(unreal) and even not sadasat (real and unreal both). Being inde

scribable Siva is called Anuttara.1 Here a question arises that 

being Siva indescribable how can be the knowledge of its nature 

or any statement about its nature or any description of its nature 

possible. In this regard the Kashmir Saiva philosophers say that 

the ultimate nature of Siva can be described on the basis of 

Agamas which are the records of the higher experiences of the 

yogins and so they are authentic too.

Siva is perfect.2 There is nothing like any type of shortcom

ing or lackness in it. It is a non-dual entity. There is nothing 

besides it. The soul present in everything is Siva. Ultimately there 

is no difference of knower and known in the external world. The 

one self is manifesting in the various different forms of the world.3 

That ultimate reality is absolute because it is independent, non- 

relative and beyond the sphere of all the limitations.4 Parama Siva 

is sat (existence), cit (consciousness) and Snanda (bliss). In 

Advaita-vedânt also Brahman is called sat, cit and ànanda, but 

there is difference in the interpretation of this term between

1. ïï ^  ■qmcU’ÂUîi ^

faMfKÿKHj I — T.A., 2/28.

2. dMI^ÎWTOïtS# w .  ft]ëf 3 ^ 1  _  J.A., 1/108.

Rii'iiR*Ku<iniHR3<ri, I —  Pratyabhijnâhrdayam, Sütra 3,

Commentary.

4. ÏÏFT ïï

T O  f̂ Tïï: 11 — T.A. 1.59.



Advaita-vedanta and Kashmir Saivism. Advaita-vedanta explains 

saccidananda in negative way or in terms of neti-neti, (not this, 

not this), the upanisadic style. According to Advaita-vedanta 

Brahman is called sat because it is not asat (non-existent), it is cit 

because it is not acit (non-consciousness-matter-jada), it is ananda 

because it is beyond all kinds of imperfection and limitation. 

Kashmir Saivism explains saccidananda in positive way. Accord

ing to it it is sat because it has existence, it is cit because it is 

consciousness, and it is ananda because it is full of bliss 

(anandaghana). According to this system existence and conscious

ness are identical. Existence (satta) is consciousness (cetana) and 

consciousness is existence. The consciousness has the awareness of 

its existence and perfect bliss because consciousness (samvit) is 

self-luminous.1

From the viewpoint of kriya (activity) the consciousness is 

called Sakti. The word Sakti is made of the term '3akana'2 which 

means the capability of doing something. In Kashmir Saivism 

consciousness is held to be active. The meaning of the term 

'cetana' is that who possesses the activity of cetana (consciousness) 

or the activity of knowing. The ghata (pot) can not be called 

cetana (conscious) because it has no awareness of either its own 

existence or the existence of others different from it. Therefore it 

is acetana (non-conscious).3 Opposite to it, the person named 

Caitra performs the-¡activity of cetana (consciousness), as he has 

awareness of himself and the things different from him like nlla

1.  I —  T.A., 2/10.

2. 'JfieiH $!lRb:’ UIh*4 f^ fW uuR<wR*kq'W<5'HH I — Vijnana Bhairava, 
p. 13.

3. -WlcHPl FJTFTft tfa  S fW ld,

— i.p.v., 1/5/13.
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(blue), pita (yellow), sukha (pleasure) and duhkha (pain), so he is 

cetana.1 According to Kashmir Saivism the activity of 

consciousnees is the very nature of consciousness. In Nyaya 

philosophy consciousness is said to be the accidental quality of the 

soul. In Advaita-vedanta the soul is said to be a cetana tattva 

(conscious entity) but the soul is said to be originally inactive. 

According to this system whatever the conscious activity is in the 

soul, it is aupadhika (imposed) and it is due to Maya or Avidya. 

Kashmir Saiva philosophers say that it is not apt to say that soul 

is conscious rather to say that consciousness is soul. As to say 'the 

head of Rahu (rahoh sirah) is just a formal usage, actually Rahu 

and its head both are one and the same thing.2 According to 

Advaita-vedanta activity in consciousness comes due to Maya. 

Activity is not the nature of the consciousness. Advaita-vedanta 

takes kriya (activity) in the sense of karma (action-voluntary 

action). In this sense activity denotes imperfection as it is moti

vated for the fulfilment of desire which signifies the desire to get 

something which is lacking in the agent. On the other hand it 

implies the state of duality (difference), as there is something 

different from the agent to which it aspires. Thus according to 

Advaita-vedanta in the state of perfection and non-duality there is 

no possibility of activity (kriya). Opposite to it, in Kashmir 

Saivism the conscious entity Siva is by nature active. There is a 

form of activity which is possible in the state of perfection and 

non-duality. The technical name of such kind of activity in

1. # v r  w i^p i 3t#rfrr ......

3fWPT?l, rfrT: I
—  I.P.V., 1/5/13.

2. t̂cPT f̂ rfrT: StlM ffrT TFijt: f$R Pi =!>*(, —
Sivasutra vimarsni, 1/1, Com. 21.



Kashmir Saivism is Spanda.

The word spanda is derived from the root 'spadi' which 

means 'subtle movement.1 This activity of consciousness is called 

vimarsa which is in it by nature.2 In Advaita-Vedanta the con

scious entity Brahman is said to be only prakasa or jnanarupa, 

there is no concept of kriya or Vimarsa in it. In Kashmir Saivism 

the' consciousness is always prakasavimarsamaya' (prakasa and 

vimarsa both) and 'jnana- kriya- rupa' (of the form of knowledge 

and activity both).3 The vimarsa is said to be the sara (essence) or
✓ A

hrdaya (heart) of Siva. The conscious entity is always active and 

its activity is of the form of Ahamvimarsa (I-consciousness).5 

Prakasa can not be imagined without vimarsa, Prakasa without 

vimarsa is like jada (matter).6 The conscious entity can never be 

without vimarsa. It is said that if it would be so then in the 

absence of consciousness nothing other than the material stone etc. 

can be found to be in the world; in other words, no living entity 

can be found in the world. Spanda is said to be the svatantrya sakti 

(power of freedom) of the consciousness. By the power of freedom 

the consciousness, in itself, manifests the world of idam-vimarsa 

(this consciousness). There are two categories of vimarsa told in

1. ft

SrfifbtT tiPK-WI f̂ RT 11 —  T.A., 4/184.

2. I —  T.A., 4/183.

3. F4(rliyh4lil4)H'irtĤ i:, AFPtR: WrMHj —  S.S.V., 1/1, Comm.21.

4. 'HTCBJr 4 T ^ T :| —  I.P.V., 1/5/14.

5. WP|imf5¥f ¿ iR ld l^ R ^ :  I

11 —  T.A., 4/182-83.

6. WIFfWiTCTFT ft^T4TI

W^Tfsqfqwtsft 11 —  I.P.V., 1/5/1.
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Kashmir Saivism— the pure vimarsa-- aharnvimarsa (I conscious

ness) and the vimarsa of multifarious world (idam vimarsa). When 

the vimarsa is only in the non-dual state of consciousness, there is 

no process of creation, then it is pure vimarsa or aharnvimarsa, and 

when the process of creation begins, it assumes the form of 

idamvimarsa (this consciousness).1 These categories are also 

called as internal creation (antahsrjana) and external creation 

(bahihsrjana).2 The capacity to do anything is called the power of 

freedom. According to Kashmir Saivism the power of the vimarsa 

of the spanda inheres such kind of freedom and capability that it 

can dissolve the manifested things in its nature, it can manifest 

itself in the form of existent things, it can bear them by uniting 

them, and at the same time it can remain separated from them.3 In 

Advaita-vedanta Brahman is said to be free but there is no freedom 

of activity in the nature of Brahman. Brahman is called absolute 

for being independent in the sense of its existence as it does not 

depend Upon any one for its existence. The concept of freedom is 

from the viewpoint of existence there in Advaita-vedanta. Kash

mir Saivism takes the concept of freedom in both sense, i.e., 

freedom for existence and freedom for activity. It holds that 

freedom of activity is the real meaning of freedom. The power of 

freedom in the form of spanda can perform any type of activity of 

manifestation,4 it can even imagine the forms of non-existent

1. wRuh tj=t frpsfir, ^  ^
*$<u|4Rbdkdl-

fieri —  M.M., p. 34.

•2. ^SRft W&eTTf —  R.P., 25.

3. f^r?ff TRTTffr 37Tr*4̂ bfrfcl, SffiqR Ttoilfrl, 3WT H.cbWirl,

SRHft ^J'Hiddlri fcfcr wrra?T:i —  I.P.V., 1/5/13.

4. Ftfcr W k -- I —  T.A., V. 4, p. 214.
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entities like, sky flower, barron woman's child, hair's horn etc.1 

Power of freedom is the main sakti of parama Siva, the other 

saktis are inherent in it.2 This is never uncontradictable will of 

Parama Siva.3 This is called Absolute.4

In Kashmir Saivism the conscious entity, the consciousness, 

is said to be basically free. Freedom is said to be para sakti (the 

transcendental power). Sakti is non-different from Siva. The con

sciousness manifests itself in the form of power of consciousness. 

To manifest itself in the form of power of consciousness is 

vimarsa. Its other name is ananda (bliss). The bliss is the nature of 

Parama Siva and it is not different from freedom. Due to its 

unimpeded freedom and overwhelming bliss Parama Siva, despite 

manifesting in various multifarious forms, remains whole (one) 

and perfect. The unlimited extension or manifestation of its will 

is its freedom.5 The freedom of the ultimate reality is the vimarsa 

of consciousness. Vimarsa is the nature of consciousness which 

can never be separated from it. According to Kashmir Saivism 

Prakasa and Vimarsa are inseparable. Prakasa can not be without 

vimarsa and Vimarsa also can not be without Prakasa. Vimarsa is 

called by different names in Kashmir Saivism, such as, para sakti, 

para vak, svatantrya, aisvarya, kartrtva, sphuratta, sara, hrdaya, 

spanda, etc. From the viewpoint of tattva, prakasa is called Siva

1. ^  'HdHdxfdl Wld-^HJ ^  yqTfosqft SjlHlirl ffrT

¡̂¡fldildt WRf H sRtrM —  I.P.V., 1/5/14.

2. I —  I.P.V., 1/5/13.

3. ^)<Pl<JdR|cy^: |

ftR: 11 —  S.D., 1/2.

4. qPHÎ fd: 31HR: —  I.P.V., 1/5/14.

5. S.D., 1/2.
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and Vimarsa is called Sakti. There is Absolute unity or identity 

(samarasya) between Siva and Sakti.

According to Kashmir Saivism the Universal Conscious

ness, due to its will of creation, manifests itself in the various 

multifarious forms of the world. The will of creation remains in 

the universal consciousness, before its external manifestation, in 

the same way as our thoughts remain in consciousness before 

expression. From the nondual Absolute Consciousness, the multi

farious world comes out in the same way as the different colours 

of pea-cock comes out of the liquid of its egg. The ultimate 

Consciousness, Parama Siva is the root cause of the world. It is the 

material as well as the efficient cause of the world. It is the 

material cause as the world is manifesed from within itself. Siva 

is the efficient cause because it creates the world by itself from 

within itself. The point is that the material of the world is 

Consciousness. The main cause of the creation of the world is the 

freedom of will of Parama Siva. Parama Siva creates the world for 

its Ilia (play) out of its freedom of will. It does *not need any 

material or base (adhikarana) other than it for the creation of the 

world. The creation is performed by its will only. Parama Siva 

creates the world by its freedom of will and manifests itself in the 

stages of creation. Being infinite it manifests itself in the forms of 

finite. It has no purpose or motive in creating the world. Creation 

is called its svabhava (nature). He is said to be the performer of 

five actions, viz., srsti (creation), Sthiti (maintenance), samhara. 

(dissolution), nigraha (concealment) and anugraha (grace). Parama 

Siva creates the world out of play and assumes the stage of 

bondage. But, actually it remains infinite and ultimate reality in 

the stage of bondage or limitation. No real change occurs in its 

nature. All the changes are mere appearance. Parama Siva is full
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of bliss and its overwhelming bliss or spanda becomes manifested 

in the form of world. Creation and dissolution are its play which 

is said to be unmesa (externalization) and nimesa (inward contrac

tion) of its spanda.

Parama Siva out of its freedom of will manifests itself in the 

form of the world. The creation of world is explained in order of 

thirty six categories (tattvas). Out of these, the first five tattvas are 

the manifestation of different Saktis of Parama Siva and the 

remaining others are the manifestation of the power of Maya, a 

form of the power of freedom of Parama Siva. The remaining 

thirty one tattvas, the manifestation caused by Maya, are called 

abhasa (appearance) of the consciousness. Being set to create the 

world, the immanent aspect of Parama Siva is called Siva. Siva 

tattva is called the first spanda of Parama Siva.1 This is the state 

of the predominance of the power of consciousness (cit sakti). This 

is the state of the experience of pure I (aham). The second tattva 

of the order of creation is Sakti tattva, which is the non-different 

nature of Siva. The vimarsa of Prakasa (Siva) is sakti. The activity
/ O y x

set for external manifestation is Sakti. Siva and Sakti are non- 

different and one. The difference between them is made only for 

practical purpose, to understand or analyse the two aspects of one 

Reality. In the state of Siva tattva the nature of experience is aham 

(I), in the state of Sakti tattva the nature of experience is 

ahamasmi (I am). Ananda sakti predominates in this state. The

1.

tT WT: f W r P p f i l  3 # :  11 —  S.T.S., 1. 

F̂TWl PlfadW 11 —  S.T.S, 2.



third tattva in the order of creation is Sadasiva.1 This is the state 

of the manifestation of the power of will of Parama Siva. The 

nature of experience in this state is 'aham idarn (I this). Aham 

denotes Siva whether idarn denotes the world. In this state the part 

of experience as this is less expressed whereas the part of the 

experience as aham predominates and it let it to be covered. The 

external spanda of the will of 3iva is called Isvara tattva.2 This is 

the state of the manifestation of the power of knowledge (jnana 

sakti) of Parama Siva. The nature of experience in this state is 

'aham idarn (I-this) where the idarn part of the experience is 

predominant and the aham part becomes secondary. In this stage 

of creation the states of jnana sakti and kriya sakti both are held 

to be there but the jnana sakti predominates here. The fifth tattva 

of the order of creation is Sadvidya.3 At this level of creation there 

is predominance of kriya sakti. The nature of experience in this 

state is 'aham idamasmi' (I am this). This is the state of the equal 

level of the aspects of aham (I) and idarn (this).

In Kashmir Saivism Consciousness is held to be Vak sakti 

(power of speech) and the whole process of creation is explained 

in terms of the manifestation of Vak sakti.4 There are four stages 

of Vak sakti in the process of the manifestation of creation — para, 

pasyantl, maddhyama and vaikharl. Para is the transcendental 

state. This is the state of Siva and Sakti which is the level of cit

fafaell^PK d: tKlRldlsfafefa: I —  S.T.S., 3.

2. fast §<widi PiRatf*ilsfa n̂w: i

t̂r *rafa ^rit^fah^faRfrr: 11 —  S.T.S., 4.

3. S.T.S., 4.

4. P.T.V., p.4.
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sakti and ananda sakti from the point of view of sakti.1 There is 

no world at this level, even there is no will of creation at this 

level. This is-the state of purnaham or purnahanta (the perfect I).2 

Para Vak is the highest state of Siva-sakti tattva.4 When there 

arises the will to create in the state of Para vak, that will to create 

is called Pasyanti. In the state of Pasyanti the world remains in the 

form of will. This is the state of the manifestation of the power of 

will. Maddhyama vak is the level of the manifestation of the 

power of knowledge. At this level the world becomes more 

manifested in comparision to the level of Pasyanti, but it remains 

in aham. When the world becomes manifested in the form of 

external world it is called Vaikharl. Vaikharl is the state of the 

manifestation of the power of action (kriya sakti)4 From the 

viewpoint of the manifestation of word the state of Para is that 

level where there is no form of word, or, in other words, the word 

is not yet manifested. At this level, the transcendental aspect of 

the word is there which is being without form, or, being akrama 

(without succession), is the source of the manifestation of all the 

words. This primeval word is called Onm. This Onm is present in

1. ^  TO —  T.A., 6/180.

2. y r WtfcT ^

^  PM'bdlHJ

ircttf 4 ^  —  I.P.V., mangalacarana

3. M r: WttilRdl I —  I.P.V., 1, p. 203.

4. PFT f̂ PTT

w ppft ^ 1

'HHi'Hdl orfxf: 11 —  M.M., 49, p. 105.
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our pure consciousness. This is the Para Vak. When we will to 

speak to express our thoughts, this is the level of PasyantI Vak. 

After having will to speak out, the form of what to be spoken 

arises in. our mind, this is the state of Maddhyama Vak. When we 

articulate that word, it is Vaikhari Vak.

From the viewpoint of experience, there are five states of 

consciousness described in Kashmir Saivism. These states are -- 

jagrat, svapna, susupti, turlya and turlyatita.1 Out of these the two 

states, turlya and turlyatita are the transcendental states of con

sciousness. There is no actual difference between them. The 

difference made is just from the point of view of subtility and 

most subtility. Jagrat is the state of the sense experience of the 

worldly being.2 In this state the pramata (knower) knows the 

object different from him. At this level of experience the jfiana is 

in the mode of subject- object. In this state the knower uses his 

inner senses (antahkarnas) and his jnanendriyas and gets knowlge 

of decision, egoism, samkalpa, word, touch, colour, taste and 

smell.3 This is the state of the predominance of sattva guna. In the 

state of dream4 the flow of the indriyas toward outside is checked

1. ^  tpf XT

I —  T.A., 10/228.

2. —  S.S., 1/18.

3. °il«S 'N'T ?  •HI'txrH ^  W?f ^

3T? RKIcH.W: I

5lHJtlRb4i)<^RiR^c) tTTl I —  S.S. Vartika, 8.

4. Plch(rM|:| —  S.S., 1/9.

WHW«yifll4PKWd: 11 —  S.S., Vartika, 1/9.
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and it becomes confined within the mind in the form of mental 

activities. The knower perceives the objects in the same way as he 

perceives in the state ofjagrat but the perception is mental, in the 

form of Vikalpas (ideal) only. In this state the rajoguna predomi

nates. In the state of deep sleep getting experience only by inner 

senses (citta) is called the state of susupti. In this state the 

tamoguna becomes so dominating that the power of jnanendriyas 

become unable to experience neither in the form of knowledge nor 

in the form of the object of knowledge (jneya).1 In the state of 

susupti there is experience of the objects but in implicit form.

In every second state of consciousness the part of its 

preceeding state may be present. In this way by addition and then 

calculating them, there are many states of consciousness. In the 

state of Jagrat there may be state of svapna and susupti, and in the 

state of svapna there may be state of Jagrat and susupti, and in the 

same way there may be state of Jagrat and svapna in the state of 

susupti. According to Kashmir Saivism in all the five states of 

experience the knower is one.2 The Kashmir Saiva philosophers 

say that if in each state of experience the knower is different, then 

the knowledge of other states will not be possible neither to get 

nor to tell.3 These all five states are the states of the experience of

^< ^41  -JTctn 

Rli^lRlicb: ^  11
Mchlfcfdll

arq^ft FTR*T ^  ^W T I —  S.S. Vartika, 1/10.

2. ifrr ^  ^  —  T.A., 10/229.

^  Fll^l —  T.A.V., 10/228.



one knower getting by himself.1

From the viewpoint of the order of the manifestation of 

Consciousness from the state of perfection to the state of imperfec

tion, there are seven states described in Kashmir Saivism which 

are called together with saptapramata. These stages are devided in 

two states as suddhadhva (pure category) and asuddhaddhva (im

pure category). The first four stages come under suddhaddhva and 

the remaining three are within asuddhaddhva. The first stage of the 

manifestation of Consciousness is the state of Siva pramata. From 

the viewpoint of tattva it is the level of Siva-sakti. The form of 

experience at this level is 'aham' (I) and from the viewpoint of 

Sakti this is the level of cidananda sakti. The second stage of 

manifestation is called Mantra mahesvara pramata. From the 

viewpoint of tattva ,this is the level of Sadasiva2 and from the 

viewpoint of sakti, this is the level of icchasakti. The form of 

experience at this level is 'ahamidam'. The third stage of manifes

tation is called Mantresvara pramata. From the viewpoint of 

tattva, this is the level of Isvara3 and from the viewpoint of sakti, 

this is the level of jnana sakti. The form of experience at this level 

is 'idamaham.' The fourth stage of manifestation is called Mantra 

pramata or vidya pramata or vidyesvara pramata. From the view

point of tattva, this is the state of Sadvidya.4 At this level the form

1. W«TT*fRl W(i I —  T.A.V., 10/228.

2. cmr ^  W W tt#  wgn w i m  flFpta

—  P.H., Sutra 3, Comm.

3. im f l i t  ^ ¿ 4 ’d l*'dW W H lfW u<4l^'!JI<^ M  W  « if iw -  

fafeiri ipf: l —  P.H. Sutra 3, comm.

i&BRK J t ^ l  — P.H. Sutra 3, comm.
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of experience is 'ahancedanca' and from the viewpoint of sakti this 

is the level of Kriyà sakti. The fifth stage of manifestation is 

called the state of vijnânàkalapramàtà. From the viewpoint of 

tattva this is the state of purusa. In the sixth stage of manifestation 

the pramàtà is called sakala pramâtà and in the seventh stage it is 

called pralayâkala pramâtà. From the viewpoint of tattva the 

pramàtà in sixth and seventh stages is purusa tattva. These three 

stages, viz., vijnânâkala, sakala and pralayâkala, are the stages of 

bondage, impurity and limitation. In the state of vijnânâkala Siva 

is fettered with ânavamala only. In the state of sakala it is fettered 

with all the three malas, viz, ânava, mâyïya and kârma. In the state 

of sakala all the malas are active and in the state of pralaya, they 

remain inactive.1

(ii) Nature of Knowledge

The first thing which is considered regarding the nature of 

knowledge is whether knowledge is substance or quality. This 

issue is related to another issue that what is the relationship 

between knowledge and consciousness or soul. In Indian philo

sophical tradition some schools hold knowledge to be substance 

and some hold it to be quality. The schools that hold knowledge 

to be substance are— Sàrhkhya, Advaita-Vedànta. Kashmir 

Saivism and Saiva-siddhânta. The schools which hold knowledge 

to be quality are-Càrvâka, Nyâya-Valsesika and Mïmârhsà. 

Cârvàka holds knowledge to be the quality of the body, it does not

1.

J|=bl5i1=ĥ l Wd: I ^T:
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admit the existence of soul. According to this school knowledge 

is product of the combination of four mahabhutas, viz, earth, 

water, air and fire. When these elements get united the knowledge 

or consciousness is born naturally. They do not need existence of 

soul to explain the phenomena of consciousness or knowledge. 

The Carvaka's position is refuted by Naiyayikas and others by 

saying that consciousness can not be produced by matter as they 

are opposite to each other. The Nyaya-vaisesika system holds 

knowledge or consciousness to be the quality of the soul. Accord

ing to this school consciousness or knowledge is an accidental 

quality of the soul, this is not inherent in its nature as its essential 

aspect. When the soul gets united with the body etc. made out of 

the combination of atoms (paramanus) consciousness or knowl

edge arises in soul and when the soul is separated from the 

combination of atoms, in the state of liberation, the soul ceases to 

be conscious or to have the acitivity of knowledge. The Mlmarhsa 

school holds knowledge to be the essential quality of soul.

Kashmir Saivism holds consciousness to be the nature of the 

soul. Knowledge and Consciousness are held to be synonymous. In 

this way knowledge is the very nature of consciousness. As light 

and brightness are not two different things, so are the knowledge 

and consciousness. Being the nature of consciousness knowledge 

is held to be substance. Kashmir Saiva Philosophers say that as 

brightness is not the quality of light but it is the nature of light so 

knowledge is not the quality of consciousness but it is its nature.

Here Naiyayikas may raise objection that if knowledge is 

the nature of soul then there should be the process of knowledge 

in the state of deep sleep. Knowledge being the nature of soul 

must be present with the soul always. In the state of deep sleep 

there is the existence of the soul but there is no process of



knowledge there. In reply to this objection Kashmir Saiva philoso

phers say that in the state of deep sleep the consciousness is 

covered so its light does not come out. When the sun is covered 

with clouds and its rays do not appear, it does not mean that the 

sun has ceased to have rays. When the clouds are removed the sun 

again appears shining. The point is that the sun never ceases to 

shine. What happens is that it is covering which obstructs the 

shining and it is the covering which is removed. In the same way 

in the state of deep sleep the activity of consciousness or knowl

edge is obstructed and when the obstruction is removed by getting 

awakened the consciousness again appears working. The knowl

edge is always there in the nature of consciousness.

Another issue which is discussed in relation to the nature of 

knowledge is whether knowledge is a state of activity or it is a 

state of passivity. Advaita-Vedanta and Kashmir Saivism both 

hold knowledge to be the nature of consciousness but they differ 

whether it is activity or passivity. According to Advaita-Vedanta 

knowledge is a state of passivity. Advaita-Vedanta takes activity 

in the sense of karma or voluntary action which is performed for 

the fulfilment of desire. As the Absolute Consciousness, Brahman 

is Perfect, there is nothing to be desired, there can not be any place 

for activity in the nature of Consciousness. Advaita-vedanta ex

plains that as the water of pond receives shadow of any one, as the 

mirror receives the shadow, our consciousness receives the knowl

edge of object. There is no activity on the part of the water of pond 

and on the part of mirror while receiving the shadow. In the same 

way the phenomenon of knowledge occurs remaining passive. 

Opposite to it, Kashmir Saivism holds knowledge to be a kind of 

activity. According to Kashmir Saivism all sorts of activity are 

not karma and all are not motivated for the fulfilment of desire.
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There can be activity in the state of perfection. The activity which 

is held to be in the nature of consciousness is called spanda in 

Kashmir Saivism. This is also called the freedom of conscious

ness. Kashmir Saivism holds that activity is the nature of con

sciousness.1

It is said conscious because it performs the activity of 

knowledge. Without holding activity on the part of the knower or 

consciousness we can not explain grasping or understanding which 

occurs in knowing. In the examples of pond and mirror there 

occurs physical reflection. The pond or mirror does not grasp, 

understand or apprehend the object of which shadow falls in it. 

But when a conscious knower knows an object he grasps, under

stands and apprehend it. This may occur in an effortless manner. 

But there is activity in the process of knowing.

The other issue related to the nature of knowledge is how 

the knowledge itself is known. Whether knowledge is paratah 

prakasa or it is svatahprakasa, illumined by others or illumined by 

itself. The Nyaya system propounds the theory of anuvyavasaya, 

repeated knowledge. According to it knowledge occurs always in 

subject-object mode. Any object is known only after being the 

object of knowledge. Nyaya is the system which holds that even 

the knowledge of self (soul) occurs in subject-object mode. In this 

way,according to Nyaya knowledge is paratah prakasa. Kashmir 

Saivism holds knowledge to be svatah prakasa. It holds that in the 

process of knowing the object, the knowledge is also known. It is 

not the case that knowledge becomes the object of knowledge then 

it is known. For example, the light of a bulb falls on the table and 

tl\e table is illumined, in the process of illumining the table the

1. FITT, —  Parapravesika, p. 2.
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bulb itself is illumined. It does not happen that after falling the 

light of bulb on the table and illuminiing the table the light goes 

back and falls on the bulb and then the bulb gets illumined. In the 

same way knowledge is known while knowing the object.

The other issue regarding the nature of knowledge is 

whether validity (prâmânya) found in knowledge is external to it, 

for validity the knowledge depends upon other hings external to it, 

or the validity is internal and the knowledge is valid by itself, it 

does not depend upon external factors for its validity. There are 

different views in the schools of Indian philosophy regarding the 

validity of knowledge. According to Sâmkhya system validity and 

invalidity both are internal, svatah. The Sâmkhya system holds 

consciousness to be inactive by its nature and holds that the act of 

knowledge is performed by buddhi. Buddhi is the product of 

prakrti which has its three constituents sattva, raja and tama 

(gunas). These gunas are also present in buddhi. In the process of 

knowing when there is predominance of sattvaguna, the knowl

edge gained is valid and when the other gunas are predominant, 

the knowledge gained is invalid. This theory of Sâmkhya is 

refuted by Mïmârhsâ and Kashmir Saivism saying that validity 

and invalidity can not be there simultaneously in buddhi, as both 

are opposite to each other. Buddhism holds validity to be external 

and invalidity to be internal in the knowledge. Buddhism holds 

nirvikalpaka (indefinite) stage of perception as perceptual knowl

edge and it holds savikalpaka stage of perception as a part of 

inference (anumâna). According to it in the stage of nirvikalpaka 

pratyaksa the nature of the thing (object) is not known. At the 

stage of savikalpaka pratyaksa the thing is changed, it is not the 

same thing which was at the time of nirvikalpaka pratyaksa. The 

nature or form of the thing known at the time of Savikalpaka
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pratyaksa is the result of our thought construction, imagination 

(kalpanapodham), inferred on the basic of our previous perception, 

the nivikalpaka pratyaksa. Thus in the light of the theory of 

momentariness Buddhism holds that invalidity is internal and 

validity is external.

The Nyaya school of philosophy holds validity and invalid

ity both to be external (paratah prakasa). It propounds its theory of 

anuvyavasaya (repeated knowledge). According to this school our 

first hand knowledge is neither valid nor invalid. The validity or 

invalidity of knowledge is apprehended only after applying the 

second hand knowledge, by making the first hand knowledge the 

object of our second hand knowledge. It is the state of second hand 

knowledge, anuvyavasaya, when the validity or invalidity of the 

knowledge is ascertained.

The Mimarhsa school and Kashmir Saivism holds validity 

to be internal in the knowledge and invalidiy external to the 

knowledge. According to these schools the knowledge is valid by 

itself. It does not depend upon external factors for its validity. It 

depends upon external factors only to ascertain the invalidity of 

knowledge. Our all bhaviour goes holding our knowledge to be 

valid. We need its verification only when there is doubt about its 

validity. So it is for the invalidity that external factors are 

required. Kashmir Saiva philosophers and also the Mlmamsakas 

say that if there is not validity internal in the knowledge or if the 

knowledge is not valid by itself, svatahprakasa, then the validity 

of the knowledge can not be ascertained. If the second knowledged 

is require for the validity of first knowledge, the second knowl

edge will require third and the third will require the fourth and it 

will go infinitely and there will be fallacy of infinite regress.
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The other issue which is discussed regarding the nature of 

knowledge is whether knowledge is vastutantra or it is 

purusatantra. Nyaya-vaisesika and others hold knowledge to be 

vastutantra, knowledge is always of the thing. According to this 

there is always duality of knower and known. Kashmir Saivism 

holds knowledge to be purusatantra, oriented to purusa. According 

to Kashmir Saivism there is unity in knower, knowledge and the 

known. Knowledge is the nature of the knower and the known 

resides in knowledge, it is not different from the knowledge. The 

knower manifests himself in the form of the known. Kashmir 

Saivism maintains non-dualism in the epistemology also. 

Advaita-Vedanta is also non-dualistie system but it holds knowl

edge to be. vastutantra. According to this school, in the state of 

non-dualism the activity of knowledge is not possible, as there is 

nothing different from the knower to know. So the process of 

knowledge occurs only in the state of duality (difference), which 

is caused by Maya or avidya. According o Kashmir Saivism the 

knower wills to see himself in the form of object. In the state of 

non-duality the knower knows himself, there is I-consciousness 

(aham vimarsa). The known is the abhasa (appearance) of the 

knower. It is the freedom of the Absolute knower or it is the nature 

(svabhava) of it that it manifests itself in the various multifarious 

forms of the objects of the world.

Another specific feature of the epistemology of Kashmir 

Saivism is that it holds citi (consciousness) to be the sole 

pramana. The Kashmir Saiva philosophers say that this is citi or 

consciousness which knows the object, which ascertains the valid

ity of knowledge and which applies the pramanas (perception etc.) 

to gain the knowledge. All the pramanas are only the means of 

citi. The real pramana is the citi itself.



(iii) Idealism of Kashmir Saivism

The words 'Idealism' and 'Realism' are used in the philo

sophical traditions of East and West in a technical sense, different 

from that in literature or in common parlance. In ordinary lan

guage the word 'ideal' stands for a model to be achieved. Simi

larly, the word 'real' stands for the actual truth which we come 

across in life. In the philosopical tradition, however, the words 

'ideal' and 'real' are used in ontological sense. They are used 

chiefly in the context of the world or the object which we 

perceive. That the object is real would mean that it is independent 

of our knowing. In other words, it is not a creation or projection 

of mind, and as such it exists in its own right. Such a thing would 

naturally be made of independent matter and not of idea. On the 

other hand, that the world is 'ideal' would mean that it is a 

projection of mind or consciousness, appearing as real, although 

not real in itself. It would be like a dream object which poses to 

be a real material thing but which is really an appearance. The 

crucial difference between Realism and Idealism lies in the ques

tion whether the world exists independently as material entity or 

it depends for its existence on a knowing consciousness which 

ideates it. Ideaslism takes the world to be an appearance of 

consciousness; the world is 'ideal' that is, it is made of ideas so to 

say.

So far as the ontological status of the world appearance is 

concerned, there seem to be two forms of idealism in the Indian 

tradition. The first one represented by the Advaita-Vedanta and 

the Madhyamika Buddhism, holds that the world appearance, 

though having practical reality (vyavaharika satya or samvrta 

satya), is ultimately unreal; from the point of view of the ultimate 

reality, there is no world at all. In other words, appearance can not
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stand reality, just as the illusion of the snake can not survive after 

the knowledge of the rope.

The second form of idealism, represented by Kashmir 

Saivism, maintains that appearance, although false in so far as it 

is taken to be independent material thing is co-existent with the 

real as the ideal projection of reality. In other words, appearance 

as appearance is true, and as a process of ideation or ideational 

projection it is part of reality. According to Kashmir Saivism, the 

world appearance is a free self-projection of consciousness and as 

such it is not contradictory reality.

We can also find another classification of Idealism into two 

types, made from different angle. According to the first type, the 

world appearance is a creation or projection of the individiual 

consciousness, this is called drstisrstivada (Subjective idealism). 

According to the second, the world-appearance is a creation of a 

cosmic or universal consciousness — this is called srstidrstivada 

(Absolute idealism). The Buddhist Vijnanavada is of the first 

type, and the rest of the Indian idealistic systems are of the second 

type. Obviously Kashmir Saivism is an Absolute Idealism.

Before we see how Abhinavagupta, the principal philoso

pher of Kashmir Saivism, refutes realism and establishes idealism 

and how for his idealism differs from that of Samkara and others, 

we would like to cast a glance upon its development in Kashmir 

Savism. Primarily, seeds of idealism are found in the Agamas. On 

which the philosophy of Kashmir Saivism is based, but there it is 

not stated in clear philosophical form. It is stated in the Agamas 

that the world is an idealistic manifestation or, ideation (Vimarsa) 

of the ultimate reality, Siva or the Self. The post Agamic history 

of Kashmir Saivism starts with the Siva-sutras of Vasugupta, 

where emphasis is laid upon the upayas (paths of salvation) only.
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Idealistic thought is found in the works of Somananda, Utpaladeva 

and Abhinavagupta. Somananda, the father of the Pratyabhijna 

philosophy in his Sivadrsti brings out the position that the world 

is a manifestation of the ultimate Consciousness or Self. This 

position is developed by Utpaladeva in his Isvarapratyabhijna 

karika. The fullest exposition of this position is found in the works 

of Abhinavagupta, specially in Isvarapratyabhijna VimarsinI and 

Tantraloka. The principle of the non-duality and freedom 

(Svatantrya) of the Self, emphasized in the Agamas, is fully spelt 

out in the philosophy of Abhinavagupta who maintains that the 

world is a free self-projection of the Self.

The idealism of the Kashmir Saiva school has developed 

almost autonomously from its own sources, the Tantras (or the 

Agamas). However, we can trace with some success, historical 

influence on Abhinavagupta. Before the coming of Abhinavagupta 

on the philosophical scene, Indian tradition had some eminent 

idealistic thinkers among whom Bhrtrhari of the Grammarian 

school is an important figure. The thinkers of the Buddhist 

Vijnanavada and Sarhkaracarya existed prior to Abhinavgupta. So 

it may be said that these philosophies were well known to him. 

He often refutes vijnanavada and vivartavada in his writings, yet 

we can find striking similarities between his own idealism and 

those of vijnanavad and vivartavada. Thus it would not be a far 

fetched idea to guess that these two powerful forms of idealism 

influenced Abhinavagupta. He states the name of Bhartrhari with 

great respect. It is clear that he was very much influenced by 

Bhartrhari. Bhartrhari accepts the ultimate reality as 'word' (Sabdai 

Brahman) and explains the creation of the world from Sabda. 

Abhinavagupta too conceives Sakti as Vak (speech) and explains 

the creation of the world as ideation (vimarsa) of Sakti which is



the very nature of Siva, the ultimate Reality. The Abhasavada 

(idealism) of Abhinavagupta seems to have been influenced, to 

some extent, by the Vivartavada of Bhartrhari. Here it is notewor

thy that Somananda has criticised the theory of Sabda Brahman 

(word as ultimate Reality). He does so because according to him 

creation of the world can not be explained simply from the ’word' 

(Sabda) without bringing consciousness therein. Obviously, 

Somananda has not done justice to the position of the Grammar

ian. There is no doubt that Bhartrhari regards Sabda as also 

consciousness. As a Grammarian, he conceives consciousness (citi 

sakti) in term of Sabda. Abhinavagupta, however, understands the 

Grammarian in the right perspective. He himself propounds the 

theory of vak (Speech) in Tantraloka1 and in the commentary on 

Paratrrhsika.2

According to Kashmir Saivism, the world is the manifesta

tion of Siva-consciousness and the process of manifestation occurs 

not outside it, but within itself. The world exists in consciousness. 

It is ideation or appearance of consciousness, and in that sense is 

not inert (jada), so Kashmir Saiva philosophers negate the inert

ness of things propounding their ideal existence.

As an idealist, Abhinavagupta is obliged first to refute the 

realist. The realist ammounts to present mainly two arguments in 

his favour. Firstly, the existence of things does not depend upon 

their being known, the process of knowing does not infulence or 

transform the things, it merely reveals what already exists. To be 

realated to the knower is not significant for the existing thing, the 

relation is accidental and not necessary. In other words the things 

exist in their own right, secondly, the object has pragmatic value

1. T.A., 3/66 onwards.

2. Paratrmsika-vivarana, pp. 3-15.
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(arthakriyakaritva or samvadi pravrtti), and therefore it is real. To 

put this argument in the naive way, the world is real beacuse it is 

experienced as real.

In answer to the realist Abhinavagupta would say that even 

if the things exist in their own right, we have no way to ascertain 

their independence, for they never come to us in the independent 

way. They always come to us through our knowledge; 

epistemologically speeking, their existence is always related to 

our knowledge (jnana-sapeksa). We do not and can not know them 

as independent of our knowledge (jnana-nirapeksa). In plain 

words, the things always come to us as we see or know them and 

not as they are in themselves. Therefore, the independent existence 

of things can not be proved.

Answering the second argument of the realist concerning 

arthakriyakaritva (pragmatic test) of the thing, Abhinavagupta 

shows that illusion too has arthakriyakaritva, therefore it cannot be 

the test for truth. The realist argues that the thing is real because 

it proves its reality existentially; for example, water is real 

because it quenches our thirst, and wound on the body is real 

because it causes pain. The idealist would reply that we find all 

these things in our dream also. In dream, the ideal water too 

quenches our thirst and we feel pain there too after being hurt. In 

other words, illusion too has an equal amount of arthakriya, the 

beauty of illusion is, and that is its very nature, that it is false and 

yet it has complete arthakriya. Therefore, the realist can not prove 

the reality of the object on the basis of arthakriya.

It may be noted here that the idealist does not really succeed 

in disproving the reality of the object. In refuting the realist what 

the idealist really succeed in is not disproving the realist, but 

showing that the realist's argument is not potent enough to prove
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his position, that is, the realist's position gets the benefit of doubt. 

The idealist really clarifies only the fact that whenever the thing 

comes to us it comes in the form of knowledge or appearance. We 

do not know what it is in itself, we know only how it appears to 

us. Therefore its independent and real existence can not be proved.

Now we are in a position to understand Abhinavagupta's 

idealism which is called pratibimbavada or Abhasavada. Accord

ing to Abhinavagupta what we perceive is the reflection or 

appearance of our consciousness. Ideas are inherent in our con

sciousness and by projecting them outside we perceive them in 

mateial form. So ultimately things are ideal. They are like reflec

tions in a mirror. The entire world is reflected in the mirror of 

cosmic consciousness. However, this analogy should not be 

streched too far. The mirror is an unconscious thing (jada) and 

therefore it does not have the freedom of reflection, the objects are 

reflected in it from outside and in a conditional way. But the 

consciousness reflects the objects from within itself, and that too 

freely.

Here, a question naturally arises which Abhinavagupta him

self raises as a purva-paksa. The question is : How is reflection 

(pratibimba) possible without the real thing of the orchetype 

(bimba).1 We find in our empirical experience that reflection 

occurs in the mirror only when there is a real object to be 

reflected. In answer to this, Abhinavagupta says that the existence 

of 'bimba' is not necessary for 'pratibimba'. Of course, normally we 

find that pratibimba has bimba too, but the two are not logically 

related. We can find in our actual experience the existence of 

reflection (pratibimba) without bimba. In our dream experience,

T.A., 3/52.
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for example, we perceive the object that is reflected in our mind 

without the presence of real object outside. So it is quite possible 

that the whole world is reflected in consciousness without being 

a real world there outside.

A further question arises here : Even if it is granted that the 

world is a big dream, we will have to accept a real world which 

we see in the working state and from which we derive the ideas 

which in turn' reflect themselves as real objects in the dream 

experience. This is the same question which Aristotle asked in 

refuting Plato's idealism. In answer to this, Abhinavagupta says 

that this too is not necessary. Ideas are inherent in consciousness; 

they are not due to exernal things. Just as, according to the 

materialist, forms of matter are inherent in matter itself, they have 

not come from outside, so also the ideas can be inherently present 

in consciousness. The Saiva philsophers hold that the 3iva-con- 

sciousness has not borrowed the ideas from any where else, the 

ideas are inherent in itself. The possibilities of free reflection is 

exemplified in yogin's creation. A yogin can project or materialise 

things out of his free will.1 So consciousness can freely reflect or 

project ideas.

It should be pointed out that Abhinavagupta's idealism is an 

Absolute idealism. The world is not the reflection of the indi

vidual consciousness but of the Absolute consciousness that is 

Siva. That the ideas are inherent in Siva-consciousness does not 

mean that the ideas are the necessary nature of it. The ideas are 

really freely assumed by Siva. In other words, ideas ae not the 

'Svarupa' (eternal nature) but the svatantrya (freedom) of Siva- 

consciousness. The ideas are inherent in consciousness or they are

1. fa<k4el ft I —
I.P.K., 1/5/7.
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nature of consciousness only in the sense that they do not come 

from outside. This contention is significant for it distinguishes the 

Kashmir Saiva idealism from that of the Hegelian type. In the 

Hegelian idealism it is held that difference is inherent in the 

nature of the Absolute and its evolution is logically necessary, as 

for example, the form of a tree consists in the seed in its potential 

form and the seed must evolve in the form of the tree. But in 

Kashmir Saivism, the idea of the world is not necessarily inherent 

in the nature of the Absolute, but it is its free menifestation. 

Although the whole process occurs within the Absolute conscious

ness, as dream occurs in our mind, there is no determinism or 

causal necessity in the Absolute here.

It may be pointed out that the Absolute idealist has an upper 

hand on the Subjective idealist or is placed in a more convenient 

position in answering certain objections from the side of the 

realist. For example, the question from the side of the realist may 

be as to why the world appears to all the subjects in one and the 

same way, or what is the explanation of the harmony or 

co-relation present in the experiences of different individuals, or 

why the world is three even if there is no individual visualising it. 

We do not mean that these questions can not at all be satisfactorily 

answered by the subjective idealist, what we mean is that the 

Absolute idealist can do it more easily by saying that the world 

is a projection of a cosmic mind and not of the individual mind.

One of the most significant points in the idealism of 

Abhinavagupta is that he calls the appearance (abhasa) real or true 

(satya). This should not give the misunderstanding that he is a 

realist. He emphatically denies realism and calls the world illu

sory like the rope-snake or the shadow-ghost.1 What he means by

1. IPTt I — Anuttarastika.
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calling the appearances real is that appearance as appearance is 

true. That is, the object is false in the sense that it is not an 

independent material object, but it is true as projection or appear

ance of consciousness. We may understand this position with the 

help of an analogy. The filmshow projected on the cinema screen 

is false only in the sense that actual persons in flesh and blood are 

not working there or that there are no real material objects. But 

that the show is a motion picture or that it is an actual projection 

from the film reel we can not deny. As picture it is true, as an 

actual material object it is false. Similarily, the world appearance 

like the cinema show is true and it is only in this sense that 

Abhinavagupta calls it real. The insight he gives is that if we have 

to deny the independent and material nature of the world from the 

point of view of the real, we can do so not by calling the world 

totally unreal but by calling it a projection or apparent manifesta

tion of the real (consciousness). The point is that it can not be 

denied that a process of appearance is going on in the bosom of 

reality. To say that the world is not even abhasa and is totally 

unreal is self-contradictory, for then we can not explain the hard 

fact that the world appears before us. The world can not vanish by 

cursing it, as Abhinavagupta would put it.

The above point in Abhinavagupta's idealism can be better 

appreciated if we consider it by juxtaposing it with the type of 

idealisms like that of Advaita-Vedanta and Madhyamika Bud

dhism. According to Advaita-Vedanta, the world is ultimately 

unreal (tuccha), in Para-Brahman it does not exist even as appear

ance. It comes as appearance only in the state of Isvara which is 

ultimately false. But the question is : How can the world- 

appearance be denied even as appearance? In order to maintain the 

falsity of the world, we are obliged to hold the world as appear
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ance or projection of consciousness even from the real point of 

view; we can not say that the world is mere nothing from the 

point of view of Reality. The point is that appearance as appear

ance becomes a fact or is true even from the point of view of 

reality.

Moreover, Abhinavagupta would agree, if the world-appear- 

ance is not accepted as a self-creation or self-projection of Reality 

but is accepted as a super-imposition on Reality from outside, then 

in that case there would be duality as we find in the case of the 

rope-snake illusion where the rope lies natural and inactive and the 

snake is super-imposd on it from the side of the ignorant indi

vidual. The point is that in order to preserve the non-duality of the 

Absolute Reality, the world-appearance must be taken as the self

projection of the Absolute and not as a super-imposition on it. 

Kashmir Saivism takes it as a self-creation or self-projection of 

£iva.

A further point to be noted in this connection is that Siva is 

not obliged to project the world. There is no determinism or 

necessity on the part of Siva to create. He does it perfectly out of 

his freedom (svatantrya) as sport or play (krlya or Ilia). This 

activity of Siva is what is called Spanda (spontaneity) or Vimarsa 

(effulgence). Creation is a free sportive activity of the Siva- 

consciousness, it is symbolically called the dance of the Nataraja 

(the dancing Siva). Freedom (svatantrya) is one of the fundamental 

principles of Kashmir Saivism.

The above contention of Kashmir Saivism again distin

guishes its position from the idealism of the Hegelian type, In the 

Hegelian idealism the Absolute is not pure unity but unity in 

difference and is logically bound to evolve its potentiality into 

concrete actuality, and in this very process it realises its freedom.
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In other words, the Absolute, in order to attain its inherent 

freedom, is obliged to manifest ifself. But in Kashmir Saivism the 

Absolute Reality is pure unity, and its manifestation into the form 

of difference or unity-in-difference is its freedom. Siva does not 

manifest in order to attain freedom or get ananda, but it does so 

out of freedom and ananda. This is done in the state of freedom 

and ananda is already there, and it freely overflows in the form of 

the cosmic dance.

Thus the Kashmir Saiva philosopher would differ from 

Hegel and side with the Advaitin in so far as he maintains that the 

Absolute is pure unity and that it is by no means obliged to 

manifest. But he differs from the Advaitin in so far as he takes the 

world-appearance to be a self-projection of Siva and not a super

imposition on Siva. In this sense we can call Kashmir Saivism 

Lilavada and Advaita-Vedanta Mayavada. In fact, the Advaitin 

would not be happy in being labelled as 'idealist', for 'idealism' in 

the technical sense means that the world is an ideal projection of 

consciousness. The Advaitin would prefer to call the world 

addhyasa (superimposition) due to ignorance than ideal projection 

out of lila.

This difference between the Advaita-Vedanta and Kashmir 

Saivism could also be stated in the following way. The Advaitin 

conceives freedom as 'freedom-from' and not as 'freedom-to', 

'Freedom-to' presupposes activity, and Brahman is inactive 

(niskriya). Brahman is pure knowledge and no will, and therefore, 

there is no question of 'freedom-to' in Brahman. But Kashmir 

Saivism conceives freedom as both 'freedom-from' and 'freedom- 

to'. The Absolute of Kashmir Saivism is both knowledge and will 

or Jnana and kriya or prakasa and vimarsa or Siva and Sakti. 

Spanda or Spontaneous activity is the nature of consciousness
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(Siva). Siva is not only unaffected by the world-process (that is, 

free 'from' the world process) but is also 'free to' manifest the 

world process out of His ananda.

It will be significant here to mention Apurnakhyati, the 

theory of error, held by Kashmir Saivism. The problem of error is 

well discussed in almost all the schools of Indian philosophy. In 

this context it is remarkable that realistic systems have discussed 

the problem from the point of view of realism showing that the 

illusory object is ultimately real, and on the other hand, idealistic 

systems have discussed the problem from their own point of view 

of idealism, showing that the object of illusion is ultimately 

appearance. For example, explaining the rope-snake illusion, the 

Nyaya-vaisesika would say that the snake which we perceive in 

the rope, does exist elsewhere (anyatha); it is known here through 

what is called jnanalaksana-pratyaksa; so the knowledge obtained 

here is the knowledge of a real thing existing elsewhere. 

Ramanuja would say, according to his principles of pancikarana 

(everything is present in everything), that the snake is actually 

present in the rope; the snake already implicitly present in the rope 

is now explicitly present to consciousness (satkhyati or yathartha- 

khyati), The Mlmamsaka (prabhakara) holds that error is due to 

non-apprehension (akhyati) of the distinction between two 

knowldges obtained together. In the knowledge of the rope-snake, 

we have actually two knowledges— the knowledge of the snake 

which comes from memory, and the knowledge of the rope which 

we receive through perception. Thus we find in the realistic 

treatment of error that the realist attempts to show that error is 

really knowledge and it has corresponding object. This shows also 

that he is not ready to accept the object of illusion as appearance.

The idealist would point out that a real sanke may exist
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elsewhere, but the snake which is the object of our 'perception' 

here is not real, although it appears to be real. In the subjective 

idealism of Buddhist Vijnanavada, it is held that the snake which 

we 'perceive; in the rope, is not there in the rope, it is actually in 

the subject or the mind, and is projected on the rope. The 

knowledge of the snake, therefore, is a case of knowing the ideal 

projection of one’s own self (atma-khyati). The Advaita-Vedanta 

holds that the rope-snake is not real and yet it appears, so it can 

not be described as sat or as asat (anirvacanlya-khyati). In this 

context, Kashmir Saivism holds that the illusory can not be said 

to be wholly false; it is not bare nothing., but is a projection or an 

actual ideal creation of consciousness. To hold the illusory a 

material entity independent of the knowing self, is an incomplete 

(apurna) view of the object; the complete view is that it is an ideal 

projection of consciousness. Thus illusion, here, is a case of 

incomplete knowledge (apurna khyati or apurna jinana). It is 

remarkable here, that ignorance in Kashmir Saivism is conceived 

as incomplete knowledge and not as total absence of knowledge. 

The Kashmir Saivite would say that obviously illusion is not the 

absence of knowledge, really it is wrong knowledge, and wrong 

knowledge means imperfect knowledge. When we 'see' the snake 

in the rope, it is not the absence of knowledge for we are actually 

'seeing' or knowing the snake. The only thing herein, is that we are 

not knowing the snake in its reality and therefore, our knowledge 

of the sanke is imperfect. The reality of the snake is that it is a 

projection or appearance (abhasa) of our mind. When we come to 

know that the snake is not an independent material object but a 

projection (abhasa) of our mind, then we know the full truth, and 

our knowledge of the snake is now complete or perfect (purna).

Thus through the discussions in the foregoing pages we see
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that Ahinavagupta succeeds in establishing his idealism consist

ently. A question may arise here : Self-consistency is there all 

right, but does Abhinavagupta really succeed in demolishing 

realism and establishing his own position? In answer we can point 

out that judging his positon impartially, we find that he of course 

succeeds in not allowing the realist to positively prove his (real

ist's) case, but he does not succeed in actually disproving the 

realist's position. In other words, he succeeds in making the realist 

a doubtful case, but the realist gets the benefit of doubt, and the 

possibility of his position can not be ruled out. Similarly, on the 

other hand, the idealist does not succeed in proving his position, 

but certainly he succeeds in establishing the possibility of his 

position. To talk in the Kantian way, we. can know the thing only 

as it appears to us, we can not know what it is in itself. In itself 

the object of our perception (the sense-datum) may be an inde

pendent material substance and it may be an ideal projection of 

consciousness as well. So, considering the question from the 

rational and critical point of view we can conclude that both the 

positions are possible, but none of the two stands proved or 

established.

However, the philosophy of Abhinavaupta can not be called 

speculative, as it is based on the Agmic experience. As the proof 

of his philosophy he relies upon the Agamas. He employs reason 

only to make his position self-consistent and to show its possibil

ity. But he is well aware that his position, any position, can not 

be proved on the basis of reason. The proof can come only from 

the side of the Agama which is a record of the esoteric experience 

of the seers and yogins. Abhinavagupta calls it the tradition of 

experience1. His claim is that the Agamic experience which is of

1. I — Paratrrhsika vivarana.
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a deeper or higher order, is an actual phenomenon and that it can 

be verified as well. There may be objections against the so-called 

higher experience, but here there is no room for considering them.



Chapter 3

Nature of Aesthetic Object

In Indian Aesthetics the aesthetic pleasure or aesthetic 

experience is called 'Rasa*. Therefore the aesthetic theory is called 

'Rasa theory'. The whole Indian aesthetics rounds over the concept 

of Rasa. The word rasa, in ordinary usage, is used in the sense of 

taste, relish, flavour, juice, essence etc. In ordinary usage this 

word has two aspects -- the object of taste and the experience 

(activity) of taste. In aesthetics also this word denotes both of its 

aspects. The object of aesthetic experience is rasa and it is the 

aesthetic experience itself. Abhinavagupta, in his philosophy of 

aesthetics has emphasized on its aspect of experience but he has 

also discussed it as the object of experience. Here, we are 

concerned with the object of aesthetic experience and as object its 

constituting factors.

The aesthetic pleasure is obtained or experienced during the 

course of watching drama and hearing poetry. Poetry and drama 

are held to be the same. The drama has a upper hand upon poetry 

as it is enjoyed by applying two means, eyes and ear, and enjoyed 

in two ways as it is seen and heard; whereas the poetry is only 

heard, applying only the sense organ of ear. Abhinavagupta holds 

that the qualified persons co nceive the dramatic situation narrated 

in the poetry in their mind and they enjoy the poetry like drama.1

1. —

xFSRJT 11* ffcTI —  Abh. N.S. Parti, Ch. 6,

p.684, B.H.U. edition.
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Therefore there is no basic difference between drama and poetry.1 

Hence drama is held to be the object of aesthetic experience. He 

says, 'Natyameva rasah', 'drama is rasa'. So it is necessary to 

discuss the nature of drama in regard to find out the real nature of 

the aesthetic object.

Defining drama Abhinavagupta says that 'drama is different 

from worldly things and it is also distinct from their imitation 

(anukara), reflection (pratibimba), pictorial presentation (alekhya), 

imposition of similarity (sadrsyaropa), determination (adhya- 

vasaya), fancy (utpreksa), dream, magic shows (indrajala) etc. It 

is also distinct from the correct knowledge (samyagjnana), errone

ous cognition (bhranti), doubt (samsaya), uncertainty (anava- 

dharana), determination (adhyavasaya), ordinary, knowledge 

(vijnana) of its spectator. It is a thing which is of the nature of rasa 

and can be known by direct experience in the form of aesthetic 

enjoyment.'2 In this way Abhinavagupta emphasizes on two 

things — that the drama is not worldly (laukika) but «non-worldly 

(alaukika) and, that it is not the imitation of any worldly object. 

He says that drama is of the nature of rasa, aesthetic enjoyment, 

and it is neither worldly nor the imitation of worldly object, thus 

by implication he wants to say that rasa is found only in drama,

1. ^  W:, TJcf W: I

— Abh. N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 684.

^T: I 3*34 d ld ^ d !   W: R  ^
| rf l’ — Abh. N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 684.

'HIZdlcf U*idl4̂ msWI: I ^  dT HI<dAd WT: I Ibid.

2. 'Wi RfWftWFmrctc&JT-

Rl^lHfild^dl'dMKd^dAdddAd <yW4ldfai?l dWT: l” —  Abh. N.S.

P a rti,  Ch. l , p .  15-16.



it can not be experienced in the worldly life.1 Now the question 

arises that if drama is neither a worldly object nor the imitation of 

worldly object and also can not be known in the manner the things 

are known in the world, then what is drama and what is presented 

on the stage? To give the answer of this question Abhinavagupta 

comments on the verse2 of Bharata which expounds that drama is 

the re-presentation of the bhavas (emotions) found in all the three 

worlds. It is not the presentation of particular person or imitation 

of a particular person and also not the presentation of the bhavas 

(emotions) of a particular person. Bharata says that emotions are 

presented on the stage and they too in a generalized way. Com

menting on this verse of Bharata, Abhinavagupta discusses the 

possibility of the presentation of a particular person or character 

on the stage in the form of imitation. This discussion comes in 

reference to daityas and devas, to whom Bharata told that the 

drama presented before them was not their individual presentation 

but it was the presentation of bhavas (emotions) in a generalized 

way. The story narrated in the Natya sastra is that in the drama, 

played in the presence of daityas and devas, consisted of the 

superiority of devas upon daityas which caused anger in daityas 

and consequently they intended to destroy the stage etc. of the 

drama and to becalm them Bharata preached the nature of drama. 

Abhinavagupta, in his commentary, examines all the possible 

ways of the presentation of the imitation of a particular person 

(character) on the stage. He says that oneness of character (a 

particular person) with the actor can not be presented on the stage.

1. H — Abh. N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 685.

2. ^ebHdta *Rrff
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—  Abh. N.S. Part 1, Ch. 1, Verse 107, p. 105-109.
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The knowledge of oneness (or similarity) of the character and the 

actor can not arise in any way, in any mode of knowledge. The 

particular person (the character) and the actor can not be taken 

one or same as the twins are mistaken as one due to physical 

similarity. They can not be understood one as it occurs in errone

ous knowledge in which silver is perceived in place of shell due 

to the similarity of whiteness belonging to both of them and after 

the rise of correct knowledge the perception of silver is contra

dicted. The sameness of both can not be established by àropa 

(imposition) as it occurs in the case of the beautiful face of nàyikà 

(heroine) is understood to be similar with the moon. It also can 

not be established by adhyavasàya (determination) as it occurs in 

the case of a wild animal to be understood as cow on the basis of 

some similarity. It also can not be established by utpreksà (illus

tration, facy) as it occurs in the case of the beautiful face of the 

nàyikà illustrated as held to be moon by the nàyaka (the hero). It 

can not be held to be the same as it is found in the pictorial 

presentation of some one either in painting or as described in 

words. It can not be taken as occurs in hevàka wherein the 

disciples repeat the pronunciation of Vedic mantras imitating the 

pronunciation of the guru (teacher). It can not be the same as a 

thing is created or presented by the magician by his power of 

magic (indrajâla) or by his skills of hands. Abhinavagupta says 

that if the oneness or sameness of both is taken in the ways 

mentioned above there will be something as extraordinary and 

being so it will create indifference in the spectator and conse

quently there will not be aesthetic enjoyment. He further says that 

if the sameness is taken as pre-supposition where the similarity is 

taken as determined then it will become like the things seen in 

worldly life and it will cause the rise of the emotions in the same 

way as it causes in the real worldly life. He says that when a
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couple is seen in the condition of love making in the real world 

it causes the rise of happiness, anger, hatred etc. in the perceiver 

and the mind of perceiver gets disturbed. Here Abhinavagupta 

wants to say that if drama is taken as the imitation of the real 

world then it will cause disturbance in the mind of the spectator 

and he will not be able to get aesthetic enjoyment.1

Abhinavagupta further says that when a particulr person, i.e. 

a historical person, for instance, Rama, STta, Ravana, Sakuntala, is 

narrated in poetry and presented in drama, on the stage, he can not 

be presented as a particular person as such or as his imitation, 

because of the difference of time of his being existent and the 

presentation on the stage. Due to the physical absence of the 

historical person the actor can not imitate the conduct of that 

person. What is presented in drama is not the historical person but 

character (anukarya). The poet narrates the bhavas, the emotions, 

the ideas, the concepts in poetry and the actor presents bhavas on 

the stage with the association of other means of the drama, like 

music, dance, etc. Therefore drama has been said by Bharata, to 

be the bhavanukirtana of the three worlds. It is the anukirtana of 

the bhavas. Klrtana means kathana (expression in words) and 

anukirtana means re-expression. The bhavas which are expressed

1. cnTTfW— ^  dt= i ^ »iw^h ^
§(cMdJ

—  Abh. N.S. Part 1, Ch. 1, p. 105-107, B.H.U. edition.
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by the poet in his poetry (or drama) are being expressed again on 

the siage or the bhâvas which are expressed in all the three worlds 

are being re-expressed through the drama. When the character 

(Râma) is presented on the stage it is presented in a generalized 

way. The conduct of Râma is taken in a generalized way by the 

spectator. It becomes like, 'if such actions are done they give 

result like this.' If the character, Râma, is not taken in a general

ized way but taken as the historical man, there will not be any 

experience of aesthetic enjoyment on the part of the spectator due 

to the association of religious faith in Râma. In place of aesthetic 

enjoyment there will arise the sense of worship etc. in the 

spectator.

Drama is not imitation (anukâra). When an actor (bhânda) 

imitates any one's (of prince or leader) actions, speech etc., 

declaring that he is imitating such and such person, it causes only 

laughter1 in the spectators and not the aesthetic enjoyment. The 

purpose of such imitation is also to cause laughter among the 

spectators not to produce aesthetic enjoyment. Imitation of a 

person by another person is not possible in any way. It is not 

possible because physically both are different, one's body can not 

be the body of another, one's conduct can not be the conduct of 

another. In the case of a character (anukârya) being presented on 

the stage, imitation is not possible because the character is not a 

physical person, but poetic creation. The body of the character, 

conduct, action are not present actually to be imitated. These are 

present in narrations, in conceptual form, in the form of ideas. It 

may be said here that the character is not present physically but

1. 3#T «IFJtïï rlfë[ fàWîftfcT îlftng,

—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 1, p. 116.
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present in ideas or bhavas, so if physical imitation is not possible 

then the actor may imitate the emotions of the character. 

Abhinavagupta says that imitation of emotions also is not possi

ble. The emotion of Rama (character) can not be the emotion of 

the actor. The sorrow of Rama can not be the sorrow of the actor. 

There is emotion of sorrow in Rama due to the loss of Sita who 

was his wife. The actor can not take Sita as his wife. 

Abhinavagupta says that due to absence (abhava) of emotion in 

the actor, the imitation of bhava (emotion) is not possible. For 

imitation implies difference (dualism) and when one is absent 

then it can not be imitated by other. Abhinavagupta says that 

emotions are universals. They are expressed in association with a 

particular but not in the all particular individuals equally, similarly 

or simultaneously. It is presented on the stage in a generalized 

way. The actor may present the general means (anubhavas) of the 

expression of the emotions. He may show the state of face, 

movement of eyes, eyebrows, tearing etc. in the presentation of a 

particular emotion. It may be said that in the case of the arousal 

of such emotion such bodily and facial changes generally occur in 

all. So when the actor is presenting the emotion of the character 

(Rama), it is not the presentation of the emotion of a particular 

character but it is the presentation of the emotion in a generalized 

way.1

If drama is not imitation then what is the real nature of 

drama? Abhinavagupta says that it is pratyaksakalpa, perceived in 

mind in conceptual form like perception but not the object of 

perception, and it is known by anuvyavasaya. According to him it

1. ^  Mt ttFT ddrHMIciJ ’tit dHd,*KcdldJ
T dMifcdRd T̂tfcTI ftRJ tH k N H  3

35: I — Abh. N.S. Part ), Ch. 1,
p. 119-120.



is jnanarupa, of the nature of knowledge, not perceived as physi

cal object but known by anuvyavasaya. The poet expresses the 

ideas (emotions) in his poetry, it is presented on the stage and 

watched by the spectator. Anuvyavasaya is a term used in Nyaya 

philosophy to know the knowledge of the knowledge. According 

to it the knowledge 'I know the table', is known only by applying 

another knowledge, as to say, 'I know that I know the table.' The 

drama is anuklrtana means that it is first expressed by the poet 

and secondly presented on the stage or it is first expressed as 

bhava in the world and secondly presented on the stage. It is of 

the nature of experience united with emotions.1 Drama is non- 

worldly (alaukika). When a spectator goes to watch a drama he 

thinks in his mind that he will get something non-worldly to 

watch. He will be free from worldly tensions for some time and 

enjoy. All the efforts made by the dramatist, actors and other 

associates are directed to make the spectators able to get aesthetic 

enjoyment, something non-worldly (alaukika).2 In poetry beauti

ful figures of speech and words are used3 and in drama music and 

dance are used to divert the mind of the spectator from worldly 

tensions. He identifies himself with the emotive situation pre-

1.
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— Abh. N.S. Part 1, Ch. 1, p. 125.

 l’ — Abh.
N.S. Part 1, Ch. 1, p. 113.

3. '^1^ 5

^frrf^R r:l 

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 1, p. 112.



sented on the stage. He rises above the limitation of time during 

watching the drama. His own heart becomes responsive to the 

emotions presented on the stage and his own cittavrtti (mind) 

becomes immersed in the emotions arisen in itself and he experi

ences his own self united with his cittavrtti. Therefore drama is 

that thing which is known by anuvyavasaya with the help of the 

processes of hrdaya samvada (response of heart), tanmaylbhavana 

(identification), as mentioned above which itself is the nature of 

asvada (taste), where the self is manifested united with cittavrtti, 

which is called by the synonymous words like camatkara, 

carvana, nirvesa, bhoga etc.1

Here, at this stage of discussion, Abhinavagupta wanted to 

discuss the theories of error (khyativada) propounded by other 

schools of philosophy but due to the fear of subject to be too 

philosophical and consequently to be nirasa (without rasa) he 

stopped promising to discuss this aspect elsewhere, in philosophi

cal text.2
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2.

i)HI3c*jeW|4f^nfaq4)eh|if ^  di l̂d>l4d4dlte-

T; ^  f^TT MeHiyiM'jrl;

i-̂ iPtrtri’e=hK’H6l̂

^W5T5RTf^R^WWT: (dfadl
wi

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 1, p. 121-123.

qllHI<W<Rld% 3 t l < l d c ^ l d P i n i d ^ M  ;3RTST

—  Abh., N.S. Part i ,  Ch. l , p .  123-125.
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Discussing the nature of drama Abhinavagupta says that 

according to Kohala (a dramatacian different from Bharata) there 

are eleven angas (parts) of drama— rasa, bhava, abhinaya, dharml, 

vrtti, pravrtti, siddhih, svara, atodya, song and rahga,1 but accord

ing to Bharata there are five ahgas (parts) of drama2— rasa, bhava, 

abhinaya, song, and atodya (music). Rasa is of nine kinds Srhgara

(erotic), Hasya (comic), Karuna (pathetic), Raudra (furious), Vira
' >

(heroic), Bhayanaka (terrible), Blbhatsa (odious), Adbhuta (mar

vellous) and Santa (quietistic).3 Bhava is of three types— sthayl, 

sancari and sattvika 4 The word bhava, etymologically, is derived 

from the root bhu which means — to be, to cause to be. It also 

gives the meaning of 'to pervade'. Therefore the word bhava is 

used in two senses — (i) that causes something to be, and (ii) that 

affects or pervades (vasana). According to the first meaning it is 

that which is brought about in the poetry by the poet, that is 

kavyartha (the meaning or the essence of the poetry) and that is 

the very purpose of the poetry, that is rasa and later on it is

1. THT «rrar Uf̂ FPJT: «rtf ifftflPpPT: I

Rife: TTR W :  11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, Verse
10, p. 601.

2. W  T*?T ^ iR hII tT 71̂  jfld ld li) 3frT

wiw i ^ (cift) i
— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, Verse 10, p. 601.

3. I

^  ^ 5  T3T: 'PJcTT: 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, 
Verse 15, p. 608.

4. ^  ^  I

FflRRI^lfelT^n^l I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, Verse
16, p. 612.



brought about by the means of drama.1 According to the second 

meaning these are so called (as bhavas) because they pervade, as 

a smell, the minds of the spectators.2

Some bhavas are held to be existent permanently in the 

mind of every one and so they are called sthayi bhavas (the 

permanent state of emotions, basic emotions etc.). Sthayljbhavas 

are inborn in man's heart. They permanently exist in the rhind of 

every man in the form of latent impressions (vasana). These 

impressions (vasana) are derived from actual experience of life, 

either from this present life or from previous lives, and the man 

carry them with him from life to life. The sthaylbhava is also so 

called because it is more deeply felt and dominates all other 

emotions. It is so called also because it persists in the poetry or 

drama from beginning to end. It belongs to both to the character 

and to the spectator. The sthaylbhavas are nine in number3 —

(1) Rati (delight) (2) Hasa (laughter)

(3) £oka (sorrow) (4) Krodha (anger)

(5) Utsaha (heroism) (6) Bhaya (fear)

(7) Jugupsa (disgust) (8) Vismaya (wonder)

(9) Sama (serenity)
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1. ffrT SfrT W :, 3T 'HM'UPd ffrT ^RT:? 3 ^
ÎsqT«tfr 'Hl^Pd 5trT *[M: | — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 7,

p. 783.

2. ^  'HiRwfafri i
— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 7, p. 787.

3. rTSTTI

I — Abh., N.S., Ch. 6, verse 17,
p. 613.
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Abhinavagupta says that in our beginningless wanderings in 

the universe passing through one life to another life, we have had 

every conceivable experience to have every possible emotion. He 

says that there exists no living being who is devoid of the latent 

impressions of these basic emotions.1

The sthaylbhavas do not appear in a pure form. They are 

accompanied with other emotions which depend on it and have no 

independent existence. They appear as invariable concomitants 

and are liable to change. They are called vyabhicarlbhavas (tran

sitory emotions). These emotions arise simply because of the 

presence of permanent emotions. It is said that these are like 

waves, which rise from the ocean of the permanent emotions and 

subside into it. The vyabhicarlbhavas are thirty three in number2-

(1) Nirveda (indiference), (2) Glani (disgust), (3) Sahka 

(doubt), (4) Asuya (jealousy), (5) Mada (pride), (6) Srama (exer

tion), (7) Alasya (idleness), (8) Dainya (affliction), (9) Cinta 

(anxiety), (10) Moha (delusion), (11) Smrti (memory), (12) Dhrti 

(firmness), (13) Vrlda (bashfullness), (14) Capalata (fickleness),

1. H^dRld^RidWHI^: ilMt *RfrTI — Abh., N.S. Part 1, p. 282.

2. Pl^dlPu;i^ltsilldWSll^m<: I

3TTcTFT ^  f̂ RTT 41?: 11

ste t ^TOcftlT 3 # 'T t ^ c tT  ?PIT I

fpif Pistmm ^

d-4rŷ K*il *[M: IHHI^Idl  ̂ 11 

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, verse, 18, 19, 20, 21.
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(15) Harsa (joy), (16) Avega (excitement), (17) Jadata (stupor), 

(18) Garva (proud), (19) Visada (gloom), (20) Autsukya (long

ing), (21) Nidra (slumber), (22) Apasmara (epilepsy), 

(23) Supta (asleep), (24) Bibodha (awakening), (25) Amarsa 

(intolerence), (26) Avahitha (hiding), (27) Ugrata (acridness), 

(28) Mati (intellect), (29) Vyadhi (illness), (30) unmada (insan

ity), (31) Marana (death), (32) Trasa (awe), (33) Vitarka (wrong 

argumentation).

With the rise or awakening of the sthaylbhavas some physi

cal changes occur naturally. These changes are called sattvika 

bhavas. They are eight in number1 —

(1) Stumbha (trembling), (2) Sveda (sweating), 

(3) Romarica (horripilation), (4) Svarabhaiiga (break in voice),

(5) Vepathu (tremor), (6) Vaivarnya (change of the colour of 

body), (7) Asru (tear), (8) Pralaya (dissolution).

Abhinaya (acting) is held to be of four kinds2—

(1) Ahgika (bodily movement), (2) Vacika (speech), (3) Aharya 

(dress), (4) Sattvika (physical changes which occur naturally).

Gita (song), atodya (music) and other angas (parts) of drama 

like dharml, vrtti, pravrtti have been discussed by Bharata and 

Abhinavagupta. These parts of drama play the role of subsidiary 

in aesthetic experience and are not important for philosophical 

discussion. Therefore we intend to concentrate on the discussion 

of bhava and ways of its expression.

1. fbTTir: I

'4 ^ 4 ^  SfePI Srrel Ulfacfci: 11 — Abh., N.S., Ch. 6, Verse 22.

2. w 4 :

11 —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, Verse.23.
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In our ordinary life, generally, an emotion is manifested 

accompanied by three elements — causes (karana), effects (karya) 

and concomitant elements (sahakarin). The causes are the various 

situations and factors of our life due to which the emotions are 

excited. The effects are the reactions caused by it which are 

expressed by our face, gestures, movement of eyes and eyebrows 

etc. The concomitant elements are the accessory emotions which 

accompany it temporarily. These are the means or ways of the 

expression of the basic emotion. In aesthetic experience these are 

not taken in the sense in which these are taken in the worldly 

affairs. These are treated different from their worldly sense of 

cause and effect. Therefore they have been given aesthetic terms. 

The cause is called vibhava, the effect is called anubhava and the 

concomitant elements are called vyabhicaribhavas or sancarl 

bhavas. The vibhava is rendered into English as the determinants 

or the emotive situation, the anubhava is rendered as the conse

quent or the mimetic changes and the sahcarins are rendered as 

the transitory mental states or feelings. Thus the emotive situation 

presented in the poetry or drama is called vibhava. It arouses 

emotion, in the spectator not as cause in the sense of causation 

(causing effects) but in quite different form. The term vibhava 

depicts the meaning of cognition, vijnana.1 They are so called 

because they are the ground of the determination of words, 

gestures and the representation of the temperament. According to

1. arc faWt ifrT 4OT14J 3 ^ — I
I ft'HloH'rli'l'l qi'l'fi'HTqiRH'Hi $rHd) (d'HM: I 441 fd'HlRld

4^t54f F̂lWlfWnOTT: I

3#T f°PlT4 ^  I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 7, verse 4,
p. 792.
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Abhinavagupta these things are known (vibhavyate) by them so 

they are called vibhava.1 The vibhava has two aspects, namely

(i) Alambana (primary sources), and (ii) Uddlpana (the setting). 

The referent of the emotive situation or the object (visaya) of the 

emotion is called alambana vibhava. Uddlpana vibhava is that 

which provides support or tend to make the emotive situation 

more effective. For example, in the drama, Abhijnana 

Sakuntalam, the alambana vibhavas will be Sakuntala and 

Dusyanta; the uddlpana vibhavas will be the physical beauty of 

both characters, the spring flowers, the bees etc. The vibhavas 

belong to the characters represented on the stage.

The physical changes which occur on the rise of an emotion 

as the consequent are called anubhava. These are different from 

the consequents of an emotion happened in the real life so they 

are called anubhava. The literal meaning of the word anubhava 

would be, that which follows the bhava, the rise of bhava, or that 

which comes after the rise of bhava. On the stage; when these are 

presented with the help of four kinds of abhinaya (acting) the 

basic emotion is expressed and known to the spectators.2 The 

anubhavas intend to illuminate the basic emotion related to the 

character. When these are acted on the stage by the actor these 

help the spectators to know the basic emotion of the character.

1. ^ RiRiyd̂ l
RrHNi: I

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 7, p. 793.

T’JtT: 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 7, verse 5,
p. 793.
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There are two kinds of anubhava— (i) voluntary, and (ii) involun

tary. The physical changes which occur following the rise of an 

emotion as the consequent of the will of the person in emotion or 

which are intended to express willingly, are voluntary anubhavas, 

such as the movement of eyes and eyebrows in the situation of 

love. There are some other changes which occur automatically 

with the rise of an emotion, without any effort, such as change of 

the colour of body, horripilation, blush etc. These involuntary 

anubhavas can be produced by efforts even in the case there is no 

such feelings in the heart. But the involuntary anubhavas are the 

natural changes and they occur only when the emotions are 

present in the heart. Hence they can not be produced artificially. 

Therefore the voluntary anubhavas are called simply bhavas but 

involuntary anubhavas are called sattvika bhavas. The anubhavas 

belong to character. The vyabhicarlbhavas are the feelings that 

accompany the primary emotions of the character. They are liable 

to change and are not inherent in the character's personality.

These factors when they are presented in drama or poetry 

and they are experienced by the spectator they are not called as 

cause, effect and concomitants. The permanent emotion which is 

presented by the actor can not be said to be the cause of his 

emotion, as he is not expressing his own personal emotions, and 

it also can not be said the cause of the emotion eperienced by the 

spectator. It is so because the situation presented is not related 

either to the actor or to the spectator in the manner it is related to 

the character presented. For example, the religious character Slta, 

the wife of Rama, can not be held the object of love either by the 

actor or by the spectator as the religious trust will prevent the rise 

of such an emotion in both of them. Sita is the object of love only 

for Rama and for others she is the object of respect and piety.
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Therefore due to the absence of cause there will not be effect, and 

due to the absence of the effect other concomitants will become 

irrelevant. Hence these factors, in Indian aesthetics are not called 

as cause, effect and invariable concomitants (karana, karya and 

sahakarin). They are termed as vibhava, anubhava and 

vyabhicaribhava. These are the means or medium through which 

the bhavas are expressed by the poet, presented by the actor etc., 

and known by the spectator. The sthaylbhava is the central and 

the most important factor of the aesthetic experience. The other 

factors, i.e., vibhava, anubhava and sahcarins are simply the 

necessary accompaniments of the aesthetic experience. They play 

the role of raising sthaylbhava to prominence. Abhinavagupta has 

not included vibhava and anubhava among the bhavas but as 

external element to the bhavas as medium of the expression of 

bhavas.1 Regarding the presentation of vibhava and anubhava 

Bharata has not given any special instruction. He simply says that 

this must be learnt from the actual life and must be presented as 

it occurs in the actual life.2 Abhinavagupta says that if in this 

sense the drama is called imitation then he has no objection.3

Abhinavagupta says that the bhava of poet (arisen in the 

mind of poet) is expressed in poetry through the narration of 

vibhava, anubhava and sahcarins. This bhava is not the personal

1. SRT 5 dMfi*M «¿Iris'll I 1*4 f^mT: I ^  ‘l^HHslWdl
I iftf $ 4l'4dl<Wliiqi4Pi

ft ^ , _  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 7, p. 784.

2. Cl'ldi'HOId/llift'l: I

fasrrara 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, verse 6, p. 796.

S!l«W<jTkfclciidi*H<widJ — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 1, p. 126.
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feelings of the poet but the generalized bhava. These bhavas when 

presented in drama through the various means of drama and the 

presentation of vibhava, anubhava and sancarins with the use of 

acting they pervade the heart of the spectator and it makes the 

bhavas of the nature of asvada (taste) and the spectator rises above 

the awareness of time and experience the aesthetic pleasure

(rasa).1 This bhava (of the poet) comes in expression with the

pratibha (intuitive power) of the poet and is not born from worldly 

object.2 In the context of poet and poetry it is called bhava and as 

the object of aesthetic experience it is called rasa as the sole 

purpose of poetry (kavyartha) is to experience the aesthetic pleas

ure (rasa) and in the context of the spectator's experience also it 

is called rasa. There are nine sthayibhavas and corresponding to 

each of them there are nine rasas. Thus the Srngara (erotic) has 

the sthaylbhava rati (delight), the Hasya (comic) has the 

sthaylbhava hasa (laughter), the Karuna (pathetic) has the

sthaylbhava soka (sorrow), the Raudra (furious) has the

sthaylbhava krodha (anger), the Vira (heroic) has the sthaylbhava 

utsaha (heroism), the Bhayanaka (terrible) has the sthaylbhava 

bhaya (fear), the Bibhatsa (odious) has the sthaylbhava jugupsa 

(disgust), the Adbhuta (marvellous) has the sthaylbhava vismaya 

(wonder), and the Santa (quietistic) has the sthaylbhava sama 

(serenity). The sthayibhavas when they are presented through the

3T3 ffrT 11

WTŴ WhJT *TI

^xpfc t W i  ■m  3 ^  11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 7, verse 1,2,
p. 789-799.

2. 35%: cM-llPl^lW 3: 3RT*fa:

3tR3T33h3:1 —  Ibid.
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means of acting etc. and are tasted (experienced) by the mind of 

the spectators not by the organ of taste (tongue), or other sense 

organs, as it occurs in worldly tasting of fruit etc., it is called rasa 

of the natya (drama).1 Abhinavagupta emphasizes that the aes

thetic object is not a physical object and also not experienced by 

applying sense organs, it is tasted by mind and directly by the 

consciousness.2 Bhava, Vibhava and anubhava all are 

jnanasvarupa (of the nature of knowledge) and they are not 

physical object.3 The accumulation of all these, i.e., bhava, 

vibhava, anubhava etc. is natya (drama) and from this there is 

rasa, so the natya is rasa and he says that the rasa is not only in 

natya (drama) but also in poetry which also can be conceived as 

pratyaksakalpa (similar to perception) as natya (drama).4

In this way bhava and rasa both are taken as the object of 

aesthetic experience. Now the question arises that from rasas 

bhavas are derived or from bhavas rasas are derived. Some 

scholars hold that they are connected interdependently and thus 

due to this interdependence of them there is aesthetic experience.5

11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, verse
33, p. 683.

2. ^ <UHMNK ^ TJcfl tHIdlRt+dliRd I cit%
ttHMNKMtKTFfl tT ^  SfrN — Abh., N.S. Part 1,
Ch. 6, p. 683.

3. * r r^ * IR 5 q fiH lR u |: | S tfiR zn T ^ l

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 683.

w  i hi<4I4hî 1 ^  w: i w)<4
I — Abh., N.S. Part l, Ch. 6, p. 684.

5. 4 1 ^  UtHlPlIrl I

WTRP^JI^Wtt^TffxlRfcf 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p.687.
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The rasas are expressed by the means of different types of acting 

so they are known as bhavas by the dramatists.1 As the different 

food items collectively are known as meal so the bhavas with 

acting are known as rasas.2 Neither rasas are devoid of bhavas nor 

the bhavas are devoid of rasas.3 As in the meal, the grains with 

association of other elements give taste so the bhavas and rasas 

pervade each other and become the object of aesthetic tasted 

Rasas and bhavas are related to each other like the seed of a tree 

and its fruit.5 As the seed lies in the root of the tree so the rasas 

lie in the root of the poetry or drama. The root is ultimately the 

consciousness of the poet which is of the nature of rasa (ananda). 

From there the poetry is expressed being generalized which 

pervades the heart of the spectator. The rasa lies in the conscious

ness of the spectator which is experienced through the knowledge

Hl<4l=hji*r: 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, verse
34, p. 688.

2. 4411

«irar Wl — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, verse 35,
p. 689.

3. T #  'HleliilHbRd UWFtfd: I

>H**K$dl I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, verse 36,
p. 689.

4. <*)5mT <ll (̂T5W

W  TidNt 'Hld-nPd iRWtHJ I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, verse 37, 
p. 690.

wm m : ^  tN t 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, verse
38, p. 691.
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(apoddhära buddhi) of vibhâva etc.1

1. #>T W  fëlïï ïï«iï m : I d^dlfè t̂frTjf̂ îT ïT%5f%
W n f W ^ T  s g ^ f r i R R l  ï ï  ^  H J i w i T S f :  I ■ + ñ J l d y m K U Í ) ^ d d í ^ T a '  

d > l ° ^ < H i < l  d ¿ o i t m i < :  I ^  t i f à d K H I * f d t  m  I W ï ï R T ^ T  ^  d d k f l c 4l ^ f t f ï ï F T

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Čh. 6, p. 691.



Chapter 4

Refutation of dualistic theories of Rasa

Abhinavagupta expounded the nature of Aesthetic object to 

be jnanarupa (of the form of knowledge). The constituents of 

aesthetic object, i.e. vibhava, anubhava and sancarl, are jnanarupa 

and different from worldly object or physical object. They are the 

means of the expression of bhava, idea or emotion. These all 

factors involved in the experience of Rasa are jnanarupa. Jin the 

epistemology, Tantric Saivism of Abhinavagupta holds the non- 

dualistic nature of knowledge. Knowledge is held to be 

purusatantra contrary to the views of Advaita-vedanta and others 

who hold jnana vastutantra. The knowledge is the very nature of 

the knower. Knowledge and consciousness are synonymous. The 

knowledge does not depend on the object (vastu). The object has 

no existence independent of knowledge. The object is always 

known united with the knowledge which is the very nature of the 

knower. The Tantric Saivism of Abhinavagupta holds the unity of 

the knower, the knowledge and the known. In the light of non- 

dualistic philosophy Abhinavagupta can not accept any aesthetic 

theory which holds the existence of Rasa different from the 

knower, the consciousness. Therefore, Abhinavagupta refuted the 

theories which held the dualistic characteristic or position of Rasa 

in any form.

In Abhinavabharatl and also in Dhvanyalokalocana, 

Abhinavagupta referred various theories prevailing before him 

and refuted them. This refutation comes in the context of the
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interpretation of the Rasa sutra (Rasa aphorism) of Bharata who 

defines Rasa as 'vibhavanubhava samyogad rasanispattih'.1 Out of 

the combination of the determinant, consequent and the concomi

tants the rasa is born, and Bharata has given the example of the 

production of six rasas (tastes) from the combination of various 

food items. He says, 'as taste (rasa) results from the combination 

of various spices, vegetables and other food items, and as six 

tastes, (rasas) are produced by the food items such as raw sugar, 

spices and vegetables, so the permanent mental states, when they 

are combined with various other mental states attain the nature of 

rasa.2

At first Abhinavagupta takes for examination, the theory 

which holds the rasa a produced entity and existing separately 

from the spectator. This theory is called utpattivada and is as

cribed to Bhatta Lollata and Dandin. According to this theory the 

birth of Rasa takes place when the sthayibhava (the permanent 

mental state) is combined with vibhava (the determinant), 

anubhava (the consequent) and the saricarins (the concomitants). 

Rasa is the permanent mental state intensified with the combina

tion of the determinant etc. When it is not intensified with the 

combination of the determinant etc. it is simply a permanent 

mental state. There is no fundamental difference between the 

permanent mental state and the rasa. This rasa is present in both 

the person reproduced (the character) and in the reproducing 

actor. It is present in the person reproduced in the primary sense

1. Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 621.

2. I 3TW—  W  f t  H H M sH lq fa  cTCT ^TRT-

^H tW T W tN rf: I W  f t—  m

HHmicitqjidi 3#r Fnf^rf w n  ( ĵwinft) t^ n F j^ f f f t i ’ — Abh., 
N.S. Parti, Ch. 6, p. 678.
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and in the reproducing actor in the secondary sense by virtue of 

the capacity of recollection of the similarity of the character.1

In refuting the views of Lollata Abhinavagupta has referred 

the arguments advanced by Sahkuka against the views of Lollata 

which are as following :

(1) The permanent mental states are known only after their 

combination with the determinants etc. The permanent men

tal states can not be known without the determinants etc. 

Which is known by the combination of the determinants etc. 

is the rasa and not the permanent mental state. Therefore 

rasa and permanent mental states are different. The perma

nent mental state can not be said the rasa.2

(2) The knowledge of the permanent mental states which occurs 

before the combination of the determinants etc. is their 

indirect knowledge brought up by the means of mere words; 

that can not be said rasa. Before the combination of the 

determinants etc. the status of the permanent mental states 

can not be said rasa. Because in that state it is not tasted or 

experienced. And when it is combined with the determinants 

etc. and experienced then it is rasa and not the permanent 

mental state. Therefore it is not right to say that the perma

nent mental state is rasa.3

(3) If the permanent mental state is held to be rasa before its

1. tfa RrHMÎ NlRFHIOHfadl TiT: I I TTl'H'MKRl I
31H,4)fiR 3tfir ^  I — Abh.,

N.S. Parti, Ch. 6, p. 623.

2. I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, 
p. 624.

3. WFU — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 624.
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combination with the determinants etc. then the definition 

of rasa given by Bharata becomes redundant as rasa is 

already there prior to its combination with the determinants 

etc.1

(4) Since there are various gradations of the permanent mental 

states of delight etc. are found, such as strong, stronger, 

strongest or weak, weaker and weakest, then accordingly 

there will be infinite gradations of the rasa if the perma

nent mental state is held to be rasa. But there is no gradation 

of rasa, so the permanent mental state can not be said 

rasa.2

(5) Bharata has propounded six varieties of the comic (hasya 

rasa) on the basis of the six qualities of laughter. This 

division can be the division of the permanent mental state of 

laughter but not of the comic (hasya rasa). There may be 

subdivisions of the permanent mental state but not of the 

rasa. Bharata has made this division on the basis of the 

permanent mental state and not on the basis of the division 

of rasa. There can be quantitative variations of the perma

nent mental state but not of the rasa. The six divisions of the 

laughter are : smita (slight smile), hasita (smile), vihasita 

(gentle laughter), upahasita (laughter or ridicule), apahasita 

(vulgar laughter) and atihasita (excessive laughter).3

(6) If the variations of rasa are held on the basis of the quanti

tative variation of the permanent mental states then there 

will be infinite number of permanent mental states and rasas

1. fttlRKgmi — .Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 624.

2. I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 624.

3. I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 624.



in the ten states of love (kama) propounded by Bharata and 

thus there will be infinite kinds of one Srhgara rasa (Erotic). 

The ten states of kama (love) are : abhilasa (longing), 

arthacinta (anxiety), anusmrti (recollection), gunaklrtana 

(enumeration of the merits of the beloved), udvega (dis

tress), vilapa (raving), unmada (insanity), vyadhi (fever), 

Jadata (stupor) and marana (death).1

(7) The intensified permanent mental states are called rasa but 

in experience its contrary is found. It is found that the soka 

(sorrow) is at first intense and becomes weaker with time. In 

this way there is no chance for the intensity of sorrow and 

so there will not be karuna (pathetic) rasa.2

(8) In the same way in the feelings of krodha (anger), utsaha 

(heroism) and rati (delight) a diminution is seen when the 

amarsa (indignation), sthairya (firmness) and seva (sexual 

enjoyment) are found absent.-

In this way after refuting the views of Bhatta Lollata and 

Dandin Sankuka presents his own theory. According to him there 

is no difference between the permanent mental state and rasa. The 

permanent mental state is rasa. The actor reproduces the perma

nent mental state of the character and because it is reproduction
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1. — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,
p. 624.

— Abh., N.S. Part
. 1, Ch. 6, p. 624.

3. Ibid.
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(anukarana) it is called by a different name, rasa.1 This repro

duced permanent mental state is perceived by means of the 

presentation of the determinants, consequents and the transitory 

feelings by the effort of the actor. In the form of presentation 

these are artificial and unreal, as they are the imitation of the 

permanent mental state of the character and do not belong really 

to the actor but due to the skillful acting they seem to belong to 

the actor as lying in him. Sañkuka says that the determinants can 

be known through the power of poetry, the consequents through 

the skill of the actor and the transitory mental states through the 

actor's ability to present his own artificial consequents but the 

permanent mental state can not be known even through the power 

of poetry. It is known only through inference on the basis of the 

presentation of the actor. The words like delight and sorrow when 

they are used in poetry they merely refer them belonging to the 

expressed thing, they do not produce the knowledge of the 

feelings or they do not make the hearer to perceive the feelings; 

the knowledge is brought up only when they are presented in 

acting. The verbal representation (acting) does not consist merely 

in words but the effects which the words produce. The gesticular 

representation (áñgikábhinaya) does not consist merely in the 

movement of the limbs but in the effect which this movement 

produces. Representation (abhinayana) is a power of communica

tion which is different from the power of verbal expression 

(abhidhá sakti). The permanent mental state, narrated in poetry, 

therefore, is known only through the representation and not by the

1. UtrHIfy
RÍJM<rld: ü íf lW i:

—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 625.
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poetry.1 Therefore, the imitated (represented) permanent mental 

state is rasa and not the permanent mental state. Here a question 

may be raised that the knowledge gained on the basis of artificial 

representation of the determinants etc. must be also unreal. In 

answering this Sahkuka says that sometimes causal efficiency 

(arthakriya) is found even in erroneous cognition. He gives an 

example of two persons who hold the light to be jewel and run to 

get it.2 According to the analogy there was a jewel kept in a room 

and its light was seen from a distance and at another place there 

was a lamp kept and its light was seen similar to the light of jewel 

from a distance. One person held the light of the jewel to be the 

jewel and another person held the light of the lamp to be jewel 

and ran to get the jewel. The knowledge of the jewel of both the 

persons was erroneous as the light of the jewel is not the jewel 

itself and the light of the lamp is not the jewel. One gets the jewel 

and another does not get the jewel. Sahkuka further says that the 

imitated knowledge of the rasa is like the knowledge of the horse 

gained from the painted horse. It is neither true, nor false and nor 

erroneous. He calls it the knowledge gained from a special kind 

of inference, citraturaganyaya (logic of painted horse). He further 

says that the knowledge gained by seeing the reproducing actor is 

none of the following perceptions : 'The actor is really happy', 

'Rama is really that man', 'That man is not happy', 'Is this Rama 

or not?', 'This is similar to Rama' but it is the perception like, 'This

1. f^TMfl I 3PJW: ftlW: I ^raifbiT: $AHpMI^Ml4'NdlctJ.
I 'tfrT: $c4l<t.4) f t  ^

I — Abh., N.S. Part 1,
Ch. 6, p. 625.

2 . —

f JffrTI I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p.627.
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is that Rama who was happy'. In this perception there is neither 

doubt, nor truth, nor error. This is not of the notion of 'This' is 

really that', but of 'This is that'.1

In the refutation of the theory of Sankuka that 'rasa is 

imitation of the permanent mental state', Abhinavagupta has pre

sented the arguments advanced by his teacher, Bhatta Tauta. He 

says that from what point of view rasa has been said reproduction. 

Is it (1) from the point of view of the spectator's perception, or

(2) from the point of view of the actor, or (3) from the point of 

view of the critics who analyse the real nature of dramatic 

presentation, or (4) following the opinion of Bharata himself?2 

The first alternative is untenable as there is no pramana (means of 

cognition) involved in knowing it as reproduction. For example, 

in the case of a person drinking some milk it can be said that 

'Thus so and so drinks the wine'. In this example the action of 

milk-drinking may be taken as reproduction of the action of wine- 

drinking. But in the drama what is it that is perceived on the part 

of the actor, which might seem to be a reproduction of some 

feeling, as, for instance, delight? Is it his body, the headwear that 

crowns it, his horripilations, his faltering words, the raising of his 

arms, the waving of his hands, his frowns, his expressive glances, 

etc. These things can not be regarded the reproduction of delight, 

which is a feeling. These things are insentient and are perceived

1. ^  ^  JffrRfrT: I tH ffrT I TFT:

FTT5T ^  ftrTI SRftfrT«jt

TFT: 3T^lfiffrr iltflicH'kfiirl I — Abh.,
N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 627.

2. I TiT ffrT

— ‘«<KsHidK: <3^3 ffrT I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,
p. 629.
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by different sense organs and they have different substrata, there

fore they are unlike feelings which is an activity of consciousness. 

Further, knowledge of a reproduction presupposes the perception 

of both of the original and of the copy. In the case of drama the 

spectator has ever not perceived the delight of the character, say, 

Rama. Thus the possibility that the actor is reproducing the 

character, Rama, can not be accepted.1

It may be said that the feeling of the actor is perceived by 

the spectator as the reproduction of delight which is the erotic 

rasa. Then the question will arise in what form it is perceived? If 

it is said that the actor's feeling appears to the spectator in the 

form of the cause, such as women, effects, such as expressive 

glances, concomitant elements, such as contentment as it occurs in 

the perception of a feeling in the worldly life. But in this case the 

feeling of the actor would be perceived in the form of delight, not 

in the form of the reproduction of delight.2 If it is said that the 

determinants, etc., are real in the character but unreal in the actor. 

But, even if these determinants, etc, are not the real causes, 

effects, and concomitant elements of the feeling of the actor and

1. ‘kernel FRfcT’ ffrT *R:TTR Hr^Mdlftid JrfrraifrN

^  ^  fa *TRftfrT I ?rf?P3 n ir l^ tk lR ,

TlHsicHslRcblfc, STWFflPjfrT, ^

^  dd^MUUlfrlW: I H ^  Wffif TfrT^q^rjffq:
W t: I’ — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 629-30.

2. 3T5T fad îrAd irfrfW tcddd,K: rMPt f̂ Hlcd=ĥ H

W ^ T ft fW w ^ r f  d,RU|^| f^Td<ffr|: TRftfrpiNT

'ilT Utrldlirl I fifjj wmdiilvlq '8T
trd^dituidMNl^Rb: I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 631.
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are thus artificial, then the question arises that they are perceived 

by the spectator as artificial or real. If they are perceived as 

artificial then how it would be possible to perceive the feeling of 

delight by the artificial means.1 If it is said that for this reason 

what is perceived is not delight but the reproduction of delight 

then it will prove the foolishness of the arguer. Bhatta Tauta says 

that an unusual thing can be derived from an unusual thing only 

by the person who possesses the knowledge of the relation of 

those things, the ignorant of that relation can not infer that. He has 

given the example of a particular scorpion born out of cow-dung. 

Normally the cause of the birth of a scorpion is another scorpion. 

So generally the cause of that particular scorpion, born out of 

cow-dung, will be held by the general people as the normal 

scorpion; only the experienced person will derive its cause as 

cow-dung. So the inference of a normal scorpion from that 

particular scorpion is false. He says that when the cognition of the 

logical reason — e.g., smoke — is erroneous, the inference based 

on this apparent logical reason will itself be invalid. In the case of 

a veil of mist— something which reproduces smoke and is under

stood as a reproduction — does not legitimate the inference of a 

heap of red roses, something that reproduces fire.2

1. ^  ^ I W cqjficiR *T cT̂frT I ftRJ

*RT: ' ' 1 ^  ^Tl ^  ^  <cR=Plfc|: I

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 631.

—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 632-33.
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It may be said that the actor seems to be enraged even if he 

is not really enraged. In this case it is said that he is like someone 

who is enraged. But this resemblance is due to some physical 

signs, such as contraction of the eyebrows, etc., in the same way 

as there is resemblance between a real ox and another ox-like 

species which is due to the shape of the muzzle etc. But in the 

case of the reproduction of feelings no such physical signs may be 

taken as the reproduction because feeling is not a physical ele

ment. Again, it is said that the spectators are not aware of any 

resemblance of the feeling of the character and the actor. The 

spectators are aware of the fact only that the actor is immersed in 

a state of consciousness in which they themselves are also im

mersed. Therefore the thesis that what appears is a reproduction 

is not tenable.1

Further, if it is said that the audience has the perception:, 

"That is Rama", is not correct. Because if this perception, devoid 

of doubt during the drama is not contradicted by another cognition 

which contradicts it, why is it not a true cognition? And, if.it is 

contradicted, why is it not a false cognition? Even if no contra

dicting cognition does appear, it will be always a form of false 

cognition as the aesthetic experience is held to be imitation, so it 

is unreal. In this way the theory of Sahkuka that rasa is 'an 

experience wherein, being it devoid of any contradictory idea, one 

cannot distinguish any error', is not correct. Further, the percep

tion, 'This is Rama’ is found in other actors also so it can be said 

that the spectators can have only the universal aspect of Rama (the

1. *nfrTl WrHHj I
Jw<il Ĥ aiRFnRid I 45fllc[J "T

uiHiRHHi ^  t  jjRnRiRc^c) i m  ^
I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 633-34.
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character) not the particular aspect connected with a particular 

actor.1 Bhatta Tauta says that the assertion of Sahkuka that 'The 

determinants can be realized through the power of poetry' can not 

be explained successfully. The actor can not have the perception, 

'Sfta is the woman I love', as taking STta a part of his own real life. 

The actor does not identify or unite the determinants taken from 

poetry with the things which are causes in his own real life. He 

does not have the perception that they form part of his real life. 

Therefore, it can not be established from the point of view of the 

spectators that Rasa is a reproduction of the permanent mental 

state.2

Discussing the theory of Sahkuka from the point of view of 

the actor Bhatta Tauta says that the actor does not have the notion, 

'I am reproducing Rama or his feeling.' Reproduction of someone 

who has never been perceived is not possible, as every imitation 

presupposes a previous perception. If the term reproduction is 

taken in the sense of after-production (pascatakarana) then such 

reproduction would be extended to ordinary life also. Again, it 

may be said that the actor does not reproduce a particular person 

and he has the notion, 'I am reproducing the sorrow of some noble 

person (uttamaprakrti). In this case the question arises that by

1. MfrlHRi: I ckRi ffrT ftfllcT

R TRtS'̂ TftfrT JllrNRltRd I cRSJ TRR — Abh., N.S.
Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 634.

2. ¿1-cdMc) fSpTRT: f̂cT (Rfr 1 I H

■5^ ,  tiff Wfofr ^RR^RTR RTRJ ft #
'HIHlRicbHi JrfrRftT: I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 635.
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what this reproduction is performed? The reproduction can not be 

performed by sorrow as it is absent in the actor. It can not be 

performed by the tear etc. as these are insentient while sorrow 

being a feeling is of the nature of consciousness. Further it may 

be said that in the actor occurs the notion, 'I am reproducing the 

consequents of the sorrow of a noble person'. But in this case the 

question will arise, of which noble person? If it is said, 'any noble 

person', then it will be impossible because no person can be 

brought into the mind without a definite idea (visista). If it is said 

that the actor is reproducing a person who should have wept in the 

manner he weeps then Bhatta Tauta says that in this case the 

personality of the actor (svatma) will intervene and thus the 

relation of reproduced and reproducing will not be established.1 In 

fact, the actor has no consciousness that he is imitating. At the 

time of performance the actor is conscious of his skill of acting, 

his memory of his own determinants, and the consent of his heart 

aroused by the generality of the feelings and he displays the 

corresponding consequents. He has no consciousness of reproduc

ing any one.2

2.

irfrFTfrT: ‘TFT dRdd^ld ^TS^tlfV SfrTI U« l̂4i<ui f | dldd^dHUI- 

H W T  3T8RSIf4><u|H34><ui dcviliiuiidkulWdlfiJltkbl I 

3T*T ^ Pl4dW ebwRKHebk: crff %̂fcT fxR ^I

dM^^H, clFT tOTlifl xJI ÎdlRdl
FTl^—  d d H M ^ i dM^4)tl*il(rl I I 4FT

■clc'til-ifil RiRiecii Rhi 354 I ftfcftfcT
ffrT I — Abh., N.S. Part

1, Ch. 6, p. 636-37.

5^niq-HI^5Ft
—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 637-38.
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From the point of view of the critic who analyses the nature 

of things (vastuvrtta) Bhatta Tauta says that the thing which is 

perceived latter can not be said the nature of thing. Therefore from 

the point of view of the critic also the theory of reproduction is 

not tenable.1

From the point of view of Bharata's assertion Bhatta Tauta 

says that Bharata never said, in any passage of Natya sastra that 

Rasa is the reproduction of a permanent mental state. Such 

assertion is not found even made indirectly.2

Further Bhatta Tauta says that the theory of reproduction 

can also not be taken in the sense of a person in love who wears 

the clothes of his beloved and behaves like her.3

Further, Bhatta Tauta refutes the theory of Sarikuka which 

holds that the permanent mental state is known through a specific 

kind of inference and hence it is said by a different name of Rasa. 

Sarikuka says that painting of a cow is painted by orpiment etc. 

and the mixture of the colours appears as cow. Bhatta Tauta says 

that if this appearance is taken in the sense of manifestation 

(abhivyaja) then it is incorrect. We can not say that the colour etc. 

manifest a real cow like a cow manifested in the light of a lamp. 

What the colour etc. do is to produce a particular aggregate 

similar to a cow. Actually what is seen in this case is simply the 

aggregate of colour etc. and not the real cow. In the case of the

1. ST'pittjqFTFr d^dcriHmkl: I
dt-̂ RlfcdlH:l — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 638.

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 638.

3. ^  ^  riiHi'TR 1—Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,
p. 638.
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aggregate of the determinants etc. there is nothing to be perceived 

like this. Therefore it is not correct to say that Rasa is the 

reproduction of permanent mental state.1

After refuting the views of Sarikuka Abhinavagupta refutes 

the theory based on the philosophy of Sariikhya. Sariikhya is a 

dualistic system. It holds the separate eternal existence of purusa 

(consciousness) and prakrti (matter). This system also maintains 

the plurality of purusa (soul). According to this system purusa is 

of the nature of consciousness but it is inactive. The whole 

activity is ascribed to prakrti which is constituted by three ele

ments, gunas, viz, sattva, raja and tama. Sattva has the character

istic of pleasure, the raja has the characteristic of pain and tama 

has the characteristic of stupor. The world and everything in it is 

the modification of prakrti and since prakrti is trigunatmaka, made 

of three gunas, so everything of the world is of the nature of 

pleasure, pain and stupor. According to Sariikhya the three gunas 

of prakrti are never in equipose in the course of creation; some

times the sattva dominates, then there is the feeling of pleasure 

and when the raja or tama dominates then there is the feeling of 

pain. These feelings too, are actually, experienced not by the 

purusa out by the ego (aharikara), the product (evolute) of prakrti 

with whom the purusa has identified himself due to ignorance. 

Abhinavagupta says that the theory based on the philosophy of 

Sariikhya, holds that rasa is the product of external object and the

quf'WRdlcllRPi: 'U^HH ^  'ilRrHlR I qyrHoqvxqHM §rH*ii5fSp)?T-

SfcT font: I <irW<̂ ldlH(rNRwisSJ: I 3TOT̂
‘to’ —Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 639.
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external object is made up of those elements which produce 

pleasure and pain. This theory holds that the permanent mental 

state is bom out of the combination of the determinant etc. which 

are external to the spectator. There is given an example of food. 

In this example, in the combination, the determinants take the 

place of petals and the consequents and the transitory mental 

states play the role of that which garnishes it. Out of this 

combination the permanent mental states are born, and these are 

of the nature of pleasure and pain internally.’ The supporters of 

this view interpret the assertion of Bharata metaphorically which 

is mentioned as 'we shall bring to the state of Rasa the permanent 

mental states'. Abhinavagupta says that to interpret the assertion 

of Bharata metaphorically itself shows the awareness of the 

contradiction with Bharata's assertion. The followers of Samkhya 

hold the permanent mental states to be born from the external 

object whereas Bharata has asserted the existence of the perma

nent mental states prior to raise it to the status of Rasa. Therefore 

this theory does not need further argument for its refutation.2 

Besides it if rasa is taken of the nature of pleasure, pain and stupor 

then in one knowledge, of a rasa, there will be mixture of three 

different types of perception and hence it will be difficult to grasp.

After refuting the views of the followers of Samkhya 

Abhinavagupta presents the views of Bhattanayaka. At first

W :  I r T F T T  ^  <11 f o T H i q i :  I 3P J ' H | c | o q [ ^ T i | f < u | :  |

dcHIHííl'jMI 3TRTCT: ffrTI — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,
p. 640.

  ÜWrf&ltfl TTfttféfiT ffcT I

ücíl(rl^wjildJllR AT Rb^ÍMdlHJ —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 640.
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Bhatta Nayaka refutes the theories which are called pratltivada, 

utpattivada and abhivyaktivada.1 According to Bhatta Nayaka the 

theory of pratltivada, that rasa appears, is not acceptable, for if it 

were perceived by the spectator as present in himself then in the 

case of the perception of the pathetic rasa he would experience 

pain2 and consequently he would not go to see drama again. Such 

perception is not logical because Sita, the religious or historical 

character, can not be taken as determinant by the spectator. The 

spectators are not themselves Rama so they can not take Sita as 

their wife. So it can not be said that when the spectator see the 

actor as Sita on the stage, this determinant arouse the conscious

ness of his own beloved in his mind; as there is no identification 

of the image of Sita with his own beloved.3 The spectator can not 

take the representation of the deities in a general sense as their 

actions like ocean crossing etc. being extra-ordinary. Thus being 

devoid of the sense of generalization it can not be the case of the 

perception of rasa.4 In this it can not be said that in presentation 

of such things what occurs is simply the memory of Rama, as 

endowed of such and such qualities as the spectator has never 

perceived such things previously.5 If it is supposed that Rama is 

perceived through verbal testimony, inference etc. then also there 

can not be any occurrence of rasa in the spectators in the same

1. T# ^  I l — Abh., N.S. Part 1,
Ch. 6, p. 641.

2. FTI3J — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 641.

3. ^  ^  JRftfcPfrRI -H d d 'd l^ r^ d H ld J  —  Abh., N.S.
Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 641.

4. ^ s W td l^ lW 4 T ^ I  —Abh., N.S. Part 1,

Ch. 6, p. 641.

5. H xT cTgdt TPTFT I 3^qd=*WldJ — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 642.
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way as there is no arousal of rasa by seeing a thing directly. 

Bhatta Nâyaka says that when in worldly life a pair of lovers are 

seen united together, the mind of the seer becomes followed with 

the feelings like shame, disgust, envy etc., and certainly it can not 

be said that the seer in such a scene is in a state of experiencing 

Rasa. If it is supposed that Rasa is perceived as persent in a third 

person (paragatatvena) then in such case the spectator will be in 

a state of indifference as he has nothing to do with that which is 

not related to him. Therefore Bhatta Nâyaka says that it is not 

possible to hold that Rasa can be perceived whether it be by direct 

perception or by memory.1 He further says that the same errors 

are found in the theory of utpattivâda which holds that Rasa is 

produced. In refuting the theory of abhivyaktivàda, which is held 

by Abhinavagupta, Bhatta Nâyaka says that if it is supposed that 

Rasa first pre-exists in a potential form (saktirüpatvena) and it is 

manifested later, then the determinants must necessarily illumi

nate it in succession, little by little. In this theory another problem 

will also arise that whether rasa is manifested as persent in the 

spectator himself or present in a third person. The objections 

raised against the theory of Utpattivâda and pratïtivâda will also 

be applied against this theory.2 After refuting these three theories 

Bhatta Nâyaka presents his own theory. He holds a specific 

function of the word besides abhidhâ, the power of denotation to 

which he calls the power of bhàvanâ, that may be rendered in 

English as the power of revelation. He says that this power of the

1. ïï W dcikildl cffeFT r̂fïï,

ttîFt t̂ïïTI — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 642.

W'IdrdMrildcrilR ^  — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 643.
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word removes the thick layer of mental stupor (moha) which has 

occupied our consciousness. This mental stupor is characterized 

in poetry by the absence of defects (dosa) and the presence of 

qualities (guna) and ornaments (alankara), and in drama it is 

characterized by the four kinds of presentation (acting). When the. 

mental stupor (moha) is removed the determinants etc: become 

generalized and then the rasa revealed by this power is enjoyed 

(bhuj) with a kind of enjoyment (bhoga) which is different from 

direct experience, memory etc. This enjoyment, due to the differ

ent forms of contact between sattva and raja and tama, is consist

ing of the states of fluidity (druti), enlargement (vistara) and 

expansion (vikasa), is of the nature of resting (visranti) on one's 

own consciousness (samvit), which due to the dominant state of 

sattva, is pervaded by beatitude (ananda) and light (prakasa). This 

beatitude, Bhatta Nayaka says, is similar to the tasting (asvada) of 

the supreme Brahman.1

After presenting the views of Bhatta Nayaka, 

Abhinavagupta refutes the views of Bhatta Nayaka. He says that 

the refutation of the theory of utpattivada (productive theory) 

propounded by Bhatta Lollata done by Bhatta Nayaka is accept

able to him also, as he can not accept this theory.2 The other 

views of Bhatta Nayaka, regarding pratftivada and abhivyaktivada 

are not acceptable to him. He says that any kind of enjoyment

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 644-645.

2. Wf ffrT |
— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 645.
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which is distinguishable from perception can not be found in the 

world. If it is tasting (rasana) then this too is a perception.1 It is 

called by another name, name of rasana, only on account of the 

particular means (upaya) by which it is held to come into exist

ence. This is similar to which happens in the case of direct 

perception (darsana), reasoning (anumana), the revealed word 

(sruti), analogy (upamiti),. intuition (pratibhana) etc. which are 

called by different names on the account of the different types of 

means by which they are gained.2 If it is not admitted that Rasa 

is produced or manifested, then it is to be concluded that it is 

either eternal or non-existent, as there seems no third possibility 

of it. Again, Abhinavagupta says that the existence of an 

unperceived thing can not be affirmed.3 It may be said from the 

side of Bhatta Nayaka that the perception of Rasa is just what they 

call the power of bringing about enjoyment (bhoglkarana) which 

consists of the states of fluiding etc. But the problem arises that 

it can not consist only in the three states. There may exist many 

forms of perception as there are many kinds of rasa. There can not 

be only three states of the combination of sattva, raja and tama, as 

one predominates one time and another at different time. In this 

way it is absurd to limit the forms of taste (rasana) to only three.4

1. W * 45t ^  Ŵ frT *ITft
— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 645.

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 646.

3. 1̂ Plrnl (H5T) 3RTST W  $(rl <Jcft4T Jlfrh

xT xlriRfci — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 646.

4. JftRfrlRfrr *ihi)eb<U|HJ

dld'-HNHJ 413^1 f t  U)IWM-d TJ3 UHldlH: I tM lfcjJulH i

T̂tfTI —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,

p. 646.
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Further Abhinavagupta says that if the word revelation (bhavana) 

is taken in the sense that the poem becomes the object of a 

perception, which consists of a tasting made up of gustation, and 

which is generated by the determinants, etc., it may be accepted. 

He says that Bhatta Nayaka apparently considers Rasa as mani

fested and in this way the theory of manifestation is rather 

maintained than refuted. It is said that Rasa is the aim of poetry 

(kavyartha) and it is an experience (anubhava) consisting of a 

tasting and is the object of cognition by a not ordinary form of 

consciousness (parasamvitti) manifested (vyangya) by the union 

of the determinants etc.1

9

31IWKHldll5^ral 3 ^ 1  11” ftrTI —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,

p. 647.



Chapter 5

Abhinavagupta's Concept of Rasa :
The Aesthetic Experience

Abhinavagupta expounded his concept of Rasa in the light 

of his non-dualistic philosophy of Tantric Saivism. In the Tantric 

philosophy of Saivism the only reality is consciousness. This 

philosophy does not admit the existence of matter (jada) as 

independent and ultimate real. The matter is held to be the 

appearance or abhasa of the Consciousness. The consciousness in 

its ultimate nature is one, universal, non-dual and the only reality. 

The Consciousness is active by its nature and the activity of 

Consciousness is called spanda, vimarsa, svatantrya and ananda 

(bliss). This activity is of the nature of knowledge. In this system 

of philosophy knowledge itself is an activity. Knowledge and 

consciousness are taken synonymous and it is said that due to the 

activity of knowledge, or in other words, due to the activity of 

consciousness the consciousness is called consciousness other

wise it would be not different from matter (jada). The Conscious

ness out of its freedom wills to manifest itself in the form of many 

subjects (knowers) and objects (known). It is the will, which is 

called the power of will (iccha sakti), which is manifested in the 

form of objects. This process of objectifying is the process of 

creation. In the ultimate state of consciousness there is no order or 

succession (krama). It is conscious of itself or it knows itself, that 

is self-consciousness (aham vimarsa) is there and it is called 

akrama (without succession). With the manifestation of the power
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of will the krama, succession begins within the nature of con

sciousness. This krama begins objectified in the form of time, 

kala, tattva and bhuvana. In this way the creation of the world is 

nothing other than the process of objectification. This process of 

objectification begins as its subtlest form of. time and becomes 

more grossified upto the state of the five gross elements (bhuta 

tattvas) which are the grossest form of object. In this process of 

manifestation, although the knower is also manifested in plurality, 

but the knower retains its original status, i.e., its perfection, its 

universal character, in other words, in abhasavada the.knower is 

not abhasa. It remains universal or one and at the same time it 

becomes many. According to Tantric Saivism the universal con

sciousness out of its freedom or play (Ilia) assumes the form of 

limited ego (pasutva)1 and becomes defiled with the impurities of 

maya etc. In that state also its ultimate nature is not changed, it is 

only obscured and it finds itself limited. When this obstruction is

removed its perfection is manifested. So the obstruction is bond-
♦

age and its removal is liberation. On the basis of this Tantric 

philosophy some points, relevant to the discussion of Aesthetic 

experience may be concluded, as follows :

1. Ultimately there is no difference between the kn'ower and 

the known.

2. Ultimately the object of knowledge being the appearance

(abhasa) of the knower is not different from the knower.

3. Ultimately in the process of knowing the knower knows

itself or knows its very nature.

4. Ultimately the object is of the nature of knowledge and

being so it is the very nature of the knower.



5. In the state of individuality when the consciousness is 

obscured with impurities, the object seems to be different 

from the knower.

6. Therefore when the individuality or the obstruction of impu

rities is removed the object will be experienced as the very 

nature of the knower.

7. Since the consciousness, when it is not obstructed with 

impurities, is of the nature of bliss, the experience in that 

state will be of the nature of bliss.

When we ponder over the concept of Rasa propounded by 

Abhinavagupta, the above mentioned philosophical derivations 

are found in the form of. aesthetic concepts. Observing the aes

thetic thoughts of Abhinavagupta we can find that he is not simply 

discussing the aesthetics or poetics rather he is establishing his 

Tantric philosophy of Saivism in the disguise of aesthetics. This 

becomes more evident in his discussion of holding the concept of 

only one Rasa and that the Santa (quietistic) rasa. He holds that 

during the course of aesthetic experience the knots of T or egoity 

is temporarily removed, the knower gets rest in its own self, that 

is its universal state and the object of experience also appears in 

its universal form. In the universal state there is complete unity 

between the subject and object. Therefore in this state, the con

sciousness, temporarily experiences itself. Thus the Rasa, or the 

aesthetic experience is nothing other than the experience of the 

consciousness itself. Since consciousness in its universal state is 

one so rasa also can be only one. And Santa (perfection) is the 

nature of consciousness so there is only §anta rasa. Since con

sciousness is bliss, so the rasa is also bliss, in other words, it is 

pleasant, not of the nature of pain or suffering. And finally, 

Abhinavagupta rejects the objective status of Rasa. He says that
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when it is said that a particular rasa is experienced, it is only 

aupacarika (formal). Rasa is not experienced as object but it is the 

subject itself which is experienced.

Before expounding his theory of Rasa, Abhinavagupta says 

that the existence (concept) of Rasa is already established by the 

Agamas (amnaya), he has to do nothing new in this context. The 

Agamas and Vedas (amnaya) are svatah pramanya (self valid) and 

svatah prakasa (self illuminating). Therefore the use of reasoning 

advanced against them will be proved futile. But still there is use 

of reasoning. In the process of the criticism and refutation of the 

views the true nature of thing becomes more clear or more clearly 

manifested. In the beginning it seems that there is no base for the 

construction of a thing but when any how a foundation is laid 

down then the bridges and houses can be constructed very easily 

upon this. Similarly on the basis of the views propounded earlier, 

the intellect of the scholar rises above and above and becomes 

capable to see the real nature of the thing. In this process the 

previously established theories serve the work of ladders. Al

though after reaching the top the ladders in itself become irrel

evant but it is due to them that the man could reach at the top. 

Abhinavagupta says that although he has refuted the earlier 

established theories of Bhatta Lollata and others but there is no 

intention of rejecting them or proving them as absurd. There are 

many approaches to the Reality and those theories are also 

different approaches viewed from different point of views. There

fore he says that actually he has not refuted those theories but he 

has refined them. The refinement of the already established 

theory is equally significant to the establishment of the original
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theory.1

He says that the Rasa has already been defined by Bharata, 

as, 'kavyarthan bhavayanti, that the meaning or essence of the 

poetry is revealed, and 'tatkavyarthorasah' that meaning or essence 

of the poetry is Rasa.2 He gives examples of arthavada-sentences 

of Veda, like, 'satramasat' (they lay by night) and 'tamagnau 

pradat (he gave it to the fire). He says that after the first 

perception of the literal sense of these statements there occurs a 

second perception of sense in the qualified (adhikari) person 

which replaces the first sense and there arises a sense of motiva

tion that he must also participate in the yajnas with similar 

devotion and commitment. This arousal of the perception of the 

second sense is called in Mlmarhsa school as bhavana (propul

sion), command (vidhi) and order (niyoga) etc. He says that the

1. 3!IhmRi«sI

tit: WtfrT 9lPdH3d<4  ̂I 

3TeT I

M  p R Id ^ d  WlddRHJ

d^l'fdl^ f̂rT T f^W TII

m m . w ret t  «jl̂ diPi RtnRr ^Ttfarnft 1

l{jiNfi1<blRld4)'»MI'tJ d̂UfrlwmidHIMHPd 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, 
p. 649-651.

2. d ^ d l  3RRT ^ d*ll3Jltf— ‘̂ Tsn«rfT
■HM4Pd” Ifir (̂ OTT., 3T.7) dcriiMltif TH: I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, 
p. 652.
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similar thing happens in the case of poetry.1 After hearing the

poetry a perception other than the literal meaning of the poetry 

also occurs in the qualified person (adhikârl) of the poetry whose 

heart is pure and who possesses the power of intuition

drama, namely, Abhijnâna Sâkuntalam, which narrates a fearful 

deer fleeing after being pursued by the hunter, the hero. He says 

that after the perception of the literal sense of the verse there 

arises a mental perception in the mind of the reader of the poem, 

which is of the nature of direct experience and which eliminates 

the temporal (of time) distinction etc. assumed by the verse.3 In 

this perception the deer is devoid of particularity (visesa) and the 

actor, who plays the role of the deer, who shows himself to be in 

fear is unreal (not really in fear).4 Thus what appears there is 

simply fear, fear in itself, unconditioned by time, space etc. This 

perception of fear is different from the ordinary perception of fear 

like, 'I am afraid, he is afraid, my enemy is afraid, my friend is

1. W  f t  ‘WTRïïT’ $c4ldldfôdlfedfôdWlPTC>ïfcT: MlcNRWIdldfcl-

,< fld ü Ü fa d ld ^1lü<2dKH'd<Hfà%3' dHldd>ldfrlU4)lVh 'VlddlPl’

ïïfo d>MW<Wdft Ïlftïïft: l’ — Abh., N.S. Part 1,
Ch. 6, p. 652.

2. ftïïcTOfrntFmfeîI r̂: I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 653.

3. ‘cïFT ^  íft 0?nf- 3T. 1) ?ft (f* ïï-

(pratibhana).2 Abhinavagupta refers a verse from Kalidasa's

¿midüid îrfrnïï, W ïï-ftfà -P l4 )JllR ^ M lM d *d l ïrfrPtft:!

N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 653.

4. riFÏÏ ^

tr ^l+MIíJdlfcll^dH l’ —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 653.



afraid or anybody is afraid. These ordinary (worldly) types of 

perceptions give rise to the birth of pleasure and pain. Therefore 

these are obstacles in the process of aesthetic experience. In the 

case of the perception of the fear experienced through the repre

sentation of the deer, the perception is devoid of obstacles, it 

seems to enter directly'into the heart of the spectator and it seems 

dancing before the eyes of the spectator. Abhinavagupta says that 

this fear is the terrible (bhayanaka) rasa. In such a fear, one's own 

self is neither completely immersed (tiraskr) nor in a state of 

particular emergence (ullikh) and the same thing occurs with the 

other selves.1 Here the state of generality is not limited (parimita) 

but extended (vitata) like the notion of the invariable concomi

tance (vyapti) between smoke and fire or in between trembling 

and fedr. The process of generalization occurs through the 

determiants etc. of the drama. In this process of generalization the 

real limiting causes, which work according to the rule of causa

tion, time, space and the particularity of the subject are eliminated 

and the limiting causes narrated in the poetry are also eliminated. 

This state nourishes the generality and form a uniformity 

(ekaghanata) among the perceptions of all the spectators. All the 

spectators experience the same rasa because they all have the 

same latent impressions of that permanent mental state in their 

mind. This state of consciousness which is devoid of obstacles is

<T4T f ^ i q  PlfifHlUilicW lri W f e f  ^

PlRWHH RmfacfHIH W W t W: I ^  ^  HldHidJ'ri
(rl^dl ftitm  dR̂ riRrid: I ^  — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,
p. 654.
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called camatkara.1 Abhinavagupta says that the physical sign of 

this state are trembling, horripilation, joyful notions of limbs 

(ullukasana) etc. which are also camatkara. Camatkara is 

uniterrupted immersion in a state of enjoyment (bhogavesa). The 

word camatkara means the action of tasting subject or the enjoy

ing subject who is immersed in the spanda (spantaneous activity) 

of a marvellous enjoyment (adbhuta bhoga). It may be said to be 

a form of mental cognition, of the nature of direct experience 

(manasadhyavasaya), or of the form of imagination (samkalpa) or 

of the form of remembrance which is totally different from its 

ordinary nature.2 Abhinavagupta refers a beautiful verse from 

Abhijnana Sakuntalam, which may be rendered as 'Sometimes, 

being in the state of happiness, a person becomes uneasy of mind 

on seeing beautiful objects and hearing sweet musics. It is not 

memory which is understood by the logician as it has not been

1. arPt3 ^  i f i w i k
3TI cT̂ t qfbfli îl I d^tldi cfeMlfifdHi ^

:̂ fRi r̂fcTI 3T?T ^  MfclHRl: Wrft'fNR.I
y l̂HHlRcimHlRli^d^ldyi dWHm'dKklJ ^  -dHc+K

l’— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 655.

2. Wfe?— ¥  I '^HWP^d'HblPl^lfat!^ 
^  HH:=b<ui -dHcdiK SfcTI tT ^
Pjfrraf trqic^T — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 655.

3. R̂li?—

*RfcT I

d^dUl wf?r

11”

C?TTf. S) —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 656.



perceived earlier.1 Certainly, he remembers in his soul, vaguely, 

associations of earlier births deeply implanted in him. In this case, 

it is a form of perception in which what appears is just a feeling, 

say delight,2 which is of the nature of tasting. As this perception 

is not conditioned by any specification, it becomes the object of 

a relish. Abhinavagupta says that such perception is neither a form 

of ordinary cognition, nor it is erroneous, nor ineffable, nor like 

ordinary perception, nor it is of the form of super-imposition.3 

Here refining the theory of Bhatta Lollata, Abhinavagupta says 

that we can say it a state of intensification taking in the sense that 

it is not limited by space etc. Refining the theory of Sarikuka he 

says that it may be said reproduction taking in the sense that it is 

a production which repeats the feelings. Taking it in the sense of 

the doctrine of vijnanavada it may be said that it is a combination 

of different elements. From whichever point of view it is exam

ined, Abhinavagupta says that it is simply a mental state, which 

is the matter of cognition on the part of a perception without 

obstacles and is of the nature of tasting.4

Defining Rasa, Abhinavagupta says that it is that reality 

(artha) which makes, in the mind of the spectator a matter of a 

gustation consisting of a form of consciousness free of obstacles 

and different from ordinary experiences, with the proper combina-

1. ‘3Rf| Wcflfcr ^  R  T

I —Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 656.

Tfrfa T̂TfcT I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 657.

3. tunU i cilftch) T Rtrt 'iiP iq ta i ^

?T I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 657.
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tion of the determinants, the consequents and the transitory feel

ings. The rasa is different from permanent mental state as it is of 

the nature of tasting. It is also not an objective thing 

(siddhasvabhâva). It lasts as long as the gustation persists. The 

determinants etc. are not the causes as they are understood in the 

worldly life. The function of the determinants etc. is just to colour 

thé consciousness of the spectator and this function is called 

vibhàvanâ, anubhâvanà etc. so they are not called with the names 

of cause, effects etc. The function of the determinants etc. lies in 

the fact that they make expressive the latent traces of the feelings 

in the form of tasting and not in the form of an object 

(siddhasvabhâva).1

It can not be maintained, as Sahkuka held, that Rasa is 

simply a permanent mental state which is brought to our knowl

edge by the determinants etc., and because this is the object of a 

relish so it is called by a different name of Rasa. Abhinavagupta 

says that if this be the case why should Rasa not exist also in 

everyday life? For if an unreal thing is capable of being the object 

of relish, a real thing has enough reason to have the capability of 

it. Thus it can be said that the permanent mental state can be 

known through inference but we can not say this about rasa. This 

is the reason that Bharata did not mention the word 'permanent 

mental state' in his rasa sütra. Abhinavagupta says that on the

3  ^ 3  -cl-iuilRlRTb+MlctdKl til: |’

—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 668.



contrary, the mention of it would have been a source of difficul

ties. He further says that such expressions as the permanent 

mental state becomes Rasa,' are due to correspondence (aucitya) 

only.1 This correspondence lies in the fact that the very same 

things which were previously considered to be causes, etc., related 

to a given permanent mental state, now serve to realize the 

gustation and so they are persented in the form of determinants 

etc. The tasting of Rasa is different from memory, inference and 

any form of ordinary cognition.2 He says that a person, who 

possesses the latent impressions of the ordinary inferential proc

esses, does not apprehend a young woman, etc., as if he were 

indifferent to her, but, by virtue of his sensibility, which is the 

consent of heart, he rather apprehends her, without going through 

the processes of memory, inference etc., as if merged in a 

gustation, he identifies himself with young woman etc, which may 

be said, the sprout of the tasting of Rasa,3 about to appear in all 

its fullness. This gustation is not already born in the past, from 

some other means of knowledge so that it may be called memory. 

It is also not the fruit of the operation of ordinary means of
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fft l TT ft e te fo ft  Rfr T m  I STCffitsft ft 4T riH-flddl FIRT ^ f  

^ ‘«TfWrri srsqr C^) ir  i ^
frfT1 w f t  ftfbjjT f̂cTI 3 # ^

3 dr^lRpid^H d>RU||Rd4l ri4uiN4)Pld4l PrHMlferilddHHIdJ

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 669.

2. ?Rlft dlfa+Rld^r^HR 45T rldld1[Vb-dH<ri>Klrill tUIWK:

-q$\ — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 669.

3. traift—  d lR ^ d l^ H  HHdlRdH JffrRUtl

4dldldl+y^ilrdddldiuif'HR)^sttllWKI|(l4l4dld,4H^rillftyimdH Off) 
d'441'Mldir4d-d4u||l||u|dl l — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 668.
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cognition. It is aroused solely by the combination of the determi

nants etc. which are not of ordinary nature.1

Explaining the characteristics of aesthetic gustation, 

Abhinavagupta says that this gustation is distinguished from the 

perception of ordinary sentiments of delight etc. which are 

aroused by the ordinary means of cognition, as direct perception, 

inference, the verbal testimony, analogy etc. It is distinguished 

from the cognition without active participation (tatasha) of the 

thoughts of others, which is said about the direct perception of the 

yogins. It is different from the compact (ekaghana) experience of 

one's own beatitude, which is said to have by the yogins of higher 

orders. He says that these three forms of cognition are deprived of 

beauty (saundarya) as they are subjected to the appearance of 

obstacles and are at the mercy of the object.2 In the aesthetic 

gustation, on the contrary, there is absence of sensations of 

pleasure and pain etc, as it is the case of entering into our own self 

(svatmanupravesa) which is the immersion (avesa) in the latent 

traces of our own sentiments of delight etc., reawakened by the 

corresponding determinants etc. which are generalized and so 

there is not possibility of obstacles.3

fWldlRr+ft»1 WlRd4)>Md)mite4 ^ n i  — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,
p. 670.

2. rtT ^  4)PlJ]r4!*MPld-

<2>dyk.4PR<ildJ — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 670.

3. 3 ^ 3  Wlc4d)Jldc4pl4Hld'Hdld,H WldM4liillrM<JldcdPl4HI4MI^

RlHI-dtl^di I —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 670.



Since the determinants etc. are generalized they are not the 

causes of the production (nispatti) of Rasa. If this were the case 

Rasa should continue to exist even when they no longer are 

perceived under cognition. Due to this reason the determinants 

etc. can not be causes of the cognition (jnapti) of the Rasa, if they 

were, they would have to be included among the means of 

knowledge (pramana), because Rasa is not an objective thing 

(siddha) which could serve the function of a knowable object. The 

determinants etc. do not designate any ordinary thing, but they do 

what serves to realize the gustation (carvanopayogi). It is not 

found elsewhere in the world; it is found only in poetry. He says 

that the taste of panaka does not occur in its constituting elements 

as in molasses, peppers etc, so the rasa does not occur in the 

determinants etc.1 Then the question arises that Rasa will become 

aprameya, not an object. He says that really the rasa has not the 

nature of an object of cognition, etc. It is solely of the nature of 

tasting. He says that the use of the word rasanispatti, the produc

tion of rasa, in the rasa sutra of Bharata, must be understood in the 

sense of a production not of the Rasa, but of the tasting which 

refers to the Rasa (tadvisayarasana). This tasting is neither the 

fruit of the operation of the means of cognition (pramana) nor of 

the means of action. The tasting is self proved, it does not need 

any proof for its validity. It is ascertained by the consciousness 

itself. This is no doubt a form of cognition but it is different from 

any other form of cognition obtained from any other ordinary

1. 3RT trg  ^  Pwirl?;d<i TSFTI d S tq iw te ft

*lFd(ldd: %T I flpgFT tU^midldJ fa dfdfe
SfcTI w r  ■d'fui|n4llil I 'ebl^di ÊfofcT

1 MHdvWIWIdlsft 5frT
— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 671.
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perception, such as sense perception, inference, memory etc. 

Abhinavagupta says that what is produced by the combination of 

the determinants etc. is tasting (rasana) and the rasa is the non

ordinary (alaukika) reality.1

Abhinavagupta has summarized the process of aesthetic 

experience in the Abhinavabharati. He says that in the drama the 

identity of the actor is concealed by the use of crowns, headwears, 

dresses etc. So that there is not the awareness of the real identity 

of the actor. The knowledge of the character, say of Rama, which 

is brought up by the power of poetry also does not persist. The 

spectator takes the actor not as the real acting person but as the 

character, Rama, as 'this is Rama'. But at the same time due to the 

previous matured impressions latent in his consciousness, the 

spectator does not take him as real Rama. In this way the spectator 

takes it neither as the real Rama or as the real actor (the real acting 

person). The character and the actor both are generalized in the 

perception of the spectator. In this way the spectator comes out of 

the time and space of both the character and the actor. The 

spectator has seen in his worldly life the external sign or the 

physical effects like horripilation, blush etc., occuring in the 

persons who are actually in the situation of love. So when he 

observes these things represented on the stage through the deter

minants and the consequents etc., he becomes able to know the

^  PwRlRRl W lj  3rfiRJ I ^

WPT PwRl^rl H ^T: I W ^  WRT ^ 

dl^ldilsqf m  ffrT
—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 671.
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permanent mental state being represented in the drama. Since the 

spectator has also the latent impression of that permanent mental 

state in his own consciousness, he actively participates in this 

knowledge of the permanent mental state; in other words, he is 

not indifferent to it; This knowledge is not caused by a definite 

cause, by a real situation, as he has not seen the real couple in the 

state of love-making, therefore there is no possibility for the rise 

of desire to get anything or achieve any thing, for instance, any 

sensual pleasure, from it, which Abhinavagupta holds a kind of 

obstacle (arjanadi) in the process of aesthetic experience. It is not 

caused by any definite person so that it may be taken as mine or 

other; in other words, the mental state perceived here can not be 

taken as related to the spectator himself or to the other. Therefore 

it is free from the rise of the senses of shame, envy, pleasure and 

pain which is taken as an obstacle in the process of the aesthetic 

experience. It is taken as generalized feeling. Since this general

ized feeling is united with the consciousness, therefore the gener

alized permanent mental state being experienced by the con

sciousness is the Erotic Rasa.1

The process of generlization is brought up by the determi

nants etc. Sometimes it is brought up by the predominance of the 

determinants, sometimes it is brought up by the predominance of 

the consequents and sometimes by the predominance of the

1. W m  d#T=l d lddi^R M I^ I 4MhHdRlrHW>KM
AT Wftf%F2Tf?r I 3RT I ffararcra

'd lfV b l '»JTOT «jyiRld ^  Wf TfrT W lf^ T I

T̂Fli WldtlRl daWHMrtKjilRlK: T di*4d4l WFFT: I T ^  Pl<4d=hKU|d<4l,
4dl4dlRl l̂Ry^HNHI I ^  PndiKldWlddiJI, 1 WTnvfhp
y-dH<^dR4l rfih I — Abh., N.S. Part 1,
Ch. 6, p. 672.
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transitory feelings which occurs due to the predominance of their 

determinant or consequent which manifests them. Abhinavagupta 

has given the examples of all these types in the Abhinavabharati. 

He says that where all these are equally predominating there is the 

climax of the experience of Rasa.1

Abhinavagupta further says that the persons who are 

sahrdaya, who have the poetic sense gained by the practice of 

poetry or by virtue gained in the earlier births, can be able to have 

the direct perception of the meaning of poetry, the rasa, even 

through the implicit determinants etc.2 For them poetry is the 

medium of aesthetic experience; they do not need its dramatic 

representation. The dramatic representation is needed for them 

who do not possess the poetic sense and are called ahrdaya.

1. Ticf ^  I —' Abh., N.S.
Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 675.

t̂fcT I 3RT13̂  ffat cfclc^ I
^  “ PmirKII: T T fW M :”  f f ! t

^  I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 676.



Chapter 6

Concept of Vighna (obstacles) of the
Aesthetic experience

Consciousness in its original or universal nature is perfect, 

bliss and jnanarupa (of the nature of knowledge). When it as

sumes the state of limited individual soul then its nature becomes 

fettered with impurities (mala) which are called as anava mala, 

maylya mala and karma mala. Due to this obstruction of impuri

ties the power of consciousness becomes limited. The power of 

knowledge is not manifested in its fullness. Hence the conscious

ness, in this state, normally, can not have direct experience. In this 

state it depends upon sense organs and other means of knowledge 

like sense perception, inference etc. when the impurities fettered 

on the consciousness are removed by Saktipata or upayas pre

scribed in Tantricism, the consciousness manifests itself perfectly 

and it experiences directly. In the same way Abhinavagupta 

propounds that the permanent mental state, which is of the nature 

of cittavrtti, and which is united with the consciousness from 

beginningless time in its generalized or universal form, is experi

enced directly by the consciousness when there is no obstacle 

(vighna) in the process of experience, that experience is rasa.1 In 

the world, this consciousness (sarnvit) free from all kinds of 

vighna (obstacles) is called as camatkara, nirvesa, (immersion ),

1. wfrn Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,
p. 657.
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rasana (relish), asvadana (tasting), bhoga (enjoyment), samapatti 

(accomplishment), laya (lysis), visranti (rest) etcs.1

According to Abhinavagupta the vighnas (obstacles) of 

aesthetic experience are of seven types2— (1) pratipattavayogyata 

sambhavana virahonama (the unsuitability or the lack of verisi

militude), (2) svagataparagatatvaniyamena desakalavisesavesah 

(the immersion in temporal and spatial determinations), (3) nija- 

sukhadivivaslbhavah (being at the mercy of one's own sensations 

of pleasure etc.), (4) pratityupayavaikalyam (absence of the 

proper means of perception), (5) sphutatvabhavah (absence of 

clarity in perception or lack of evidence), (6) apradhanata (lack of 

some predominant factor), (7) sarhsayayogasca (presence of 

doubt).

Explaining the first type of obstacle, Abhinavagupta says 

that if a person can not understand the object of his perception, as 

he takes it impossible to be, he can not be certain about his 

knowledge, then he can not get rest in his consciousness as he can 

not obviously immerse his consciousness in the object presented 

before him. In such case he will not hold the existence of rasa and 

in this situation there is no question of the experience of the rasa.3 

The means for the elimination of this type of obstacle is the 

consent of heart. When the ordinary events are represented in 

drama the consent of the heart of the spectator takes place easily

1. ¥<*cfi4nRiPi t̂hi u'faRibi
— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 658.

2. RFTT3TW JrfcnraFPjfacTT:, WPTTft#

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 658.

3. cTSTlft—  ^  VI+hNtI

RrailPdRfa w it  i^T: I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 658.



as he takes it possible. But when an extra-ordinary event like 

ocean-crossing is represented, as it is held an impossible action 

the heart of the spectator will not respond to it. In this situation if 

such extra-ordinary events are to be represented, it must be 

associated with extra-ordinary character like Rama etc., whose 

names are famous for such extra-ordinary works. The belief that 

Rama etc. are extra-ordinary persons and they can perform extra

ordinary actions is deeply rooted in the heart of spectators since 

very ancient time as they have learnt such things from scriptures 

etc. So the spectators can take such events possible when repre

sented on stage and they can have a mental perception of it and 

can experience the aesthetic taste. Abhinavagupta says that the 

purpose of drama is learning (vyutpatti) and teaching (upadesa) 

also. Therefore when teaching about the deeds for transcending 

the ordinary life has to be represented it must be associated with 
the extra-ordinary persons famous for such things, as with Rama, 

not with Ravana who is famous for his ill deeds.1

Explaining the second kind of obstacle Abhinavagupta says 

that the experience of the personal feelings of pleasure and pain 

inherent in the spectator is a principal obstacle in the tasting of 
aesthetic experience. If the spectator experiences his own personal 
feelings then he would be worried about the finishing or destruc

tion of the pleasure and about the preservation of that pleasure. He 

will desire to procure other similar sensations. He will desire to 
get rid of them. He will desire to give them open expression, or 

he will hide them. In this way there will arise many such types of 

feelings along with his personal feelings. If the spectator per-
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ceives feelings of pleasure and pain as inherent exclusively in 
other persons then there also will arise other forms of sensations 
in the spectator such as pleasure, pain, mental stupor, indifference 
etc, which will make the spectator unable to taste the aesthetic 
experience.1

For the elimination of this type of obstacle the means is the 
theatrical conventions (natyadharml) which include, the zones 
(kaksya) dividing the pavilion (mandapa), the stage (rangapitha), 
the various types of women's dance, the various dialects (bhasa), 
the dresses, headwears of the actors and the introduction 
(prastavana) and the initial rituals (purvaranga) etc. The presence 
of these elements in drama eliminates the perception of a kind that 
this particular person in this particular place, at this particular 
moment, feels pain, pleasure etc. These means eliminate the 
knowledge of real identity of the actor and also the knowledge of 
the character which is superimposed upon the actor. 
Abhinavagupta says that all these theatrical conventions were 
adopted by Bharata to bring up generality to promote the gusta

tion of Rasa.2

1. t4d>hdHi ^  3T, dcMR̂ MiJd-m
3T, 3T, dl^W-MI 3T, dfMfa^NRlW 3T, d^ ilM ^^i cff,

Hd>KI'd>l 3T, ^  W ll f^T: I

Wlr^Pl

f^T: I —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 659.

2. '^T# HlfaMthllsT JlfcT (FT.m 5 -1 6 2 ) SrMlfcHI

3T f̂rT -T ^fcT I RiFl^Tcfl K̂tfiftTFT »(rl'Hiyfqî -
^iPd^br^H ^  ^  M ^H IdJ dcT: ^

Tnf ®4ltedld: I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,
p. 660.
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The third obstacle in the aesthetic experience is the state of 

the spectator in which he is overpowered by his own pleasure etc. 

If his mind is preoccupied by his own pleasure etc. then he can 

not concentrate his mind upon any other thing. Hence without 

having the capacity of concentration he can not experience the 

aesthetic taste as his mind will not rest upon anything. For the 

elimination of this type of obstacle various means are prescribed 

to be used in drama at suitable times and places, such as music, 

vocal and instrumental, decorated halls, accomplish courtesans 

etc. These dramatic means help the spectator to be free from his 

own mental pre-occupations, tension etc, and his heart becomes 

responsive to the theme represented on the stage. Abhinavagupta 

says that the inclusion of music, dance, song etc. in drama which 

are to be enjoyed by all the spectators possess such a charming 

power that even an unaesthetic person (ahrdaya) reaches limpidity 

of heart and becomes 'possessed of heart' (sahrdaya).1

The fourth obstacle in the process of aesthetic experience is 

the absence of the means of perception. It is said that if the means 

of perception are absent then there will be no perception and the 

question *of aesthetic enjoyment will not arise.2

The fifth obstacle in the process of aesthetic experience is 

the less clear or less authoritative status of the means of percep

tion. The knowledge which is gained through inference and verbal 

testimony are valid but it still requires evidence of direct percep

tion to be believable finally. There remains no doubt about the 

1. ’ " -

—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 660-661.
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knowledge which is gained through direct experience. Abhinava- 

gupta has quoted the statement of Vatsyayana, as, 'all valid 

knowledge depends upon direct experience.' It is the established 

fact that a thing which is directly perceived can not be proved to 

be otherwise by use of any inference or verbal testimony. When 

a burning stick is swiftly revolved there seems to be a circle of 

fire (alatacakra). This is not a real circle of fire but at first site it 

looks to be real. When it is closely perceived it is disproved to be 

real. Therefore to remove such types of obstacles (fourth and fifth 

kinds) there are initiated in drama -- the four modes of represen

tation (acting-abhinaya), furnished with the styles (vrtti), the local 

usages (pravrtti), and the realistic representation (lokadharml). 

Representation is a different operation from that of inference and 

verbal testimony, due to it there is, in drama, pratyaksakalpa 

saksatkara, the experience similar to perception.1

The sixth obstacle of the process of aesthetic experience is 

to hold a thing of predominating nature which is virtually not of 

that status.

In poetry one may take guna (style) as predominating over 

alankara (figures of speech) and rasa, or one may take alaiikara as 

predominating over guna and rasa. In the drama one may hold 

vibhava (determinants) predominating over anubhavas

1. m i sfit

3 4  TtftfrT: H c W ll’ ^fctl ( ^ M  1 -3 )

f̂ T̂ zTPT: I —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 662-663.



(consequents) and sthaylbhavas (permanent mental states) or an

other a thing over others. In this way if the virtual predominating 

(pradhana) thing is taken as of secondary status (apradhana) is a 

kind of obstacle in the process of aesthetic experience. Explaining 

this type of obstacle Abhinavagupta says that the consciousness of 

any person can not rest on a thing of a secondary order. He further 

says that such a perception will not get rest in itself and will run 

towards the predominant thing. The determinants and consequents 

are of insentient nature so they can not be the predominant things. 

The transitory feeling is in not of insentient nature but it is a 

relative thing which depends for its existence and perception upon 

the permanent mental state, therefore it is equally subordinate like 

the determinants and the consequents This is the reason that the 

permanent mental state can be the object of aesthetic tasting as it 

has the predominating nature.1 Out of the various permanent 

feelings some are related to the purusarthas as conducive to them 

so they are prominent. For instance, delight (rati) is related to 

pleasure and also to the forms and gain connected with it. In the 

persons in whom anger predominates it is conducive to gain but 

it can also bring pleasure and merit. Utsaha (heroism) ends in all 

three, merit, pleasure and gain. In the same way the sentiment 

called nirveda (indifference) which arouses by the knowledge of 

reality becomes the means of liberation.2 These four permanent

1. ^  tffafttflTOfrr? cfPN W IFI JTCHRR

*F»Wftirr f̂rrttxE: cTCT — Abh.,
N.S. Parti, Ch. 6, p. 663.

2. m  T3=T rTSTSTRfcT: ÎHtK^PI-StcMPPSTI flfa-
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3 lF it f^ t  sf?r SMWTI —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,

p. 663-664.
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mental states only are of the predominating status. If not all 

together the four permanent mental states predominate in a drama, 

it is supposed that some one of them predominate in each type of 

drama. The predominating mental state should be clearly recog

nised in a drama. Abhinavagupta says that if it is closely ob

served, all the four mental states can be seen to be present in the 

various passages of the same drama in a pre-eminent position.1

Abhinavagupta says that since the aesthetic experience is 

the tasting of one's own consciousness and the nature of con

sciousness is beatitude, therefore, all these rasas are dominated by 

pleasure (sukha). Even the pathetic rasa, whose permanent mental 

feeling is sorrow, is dominated by pleasure. For instance, in the 

world, it is found that women, even when they are immersed in 

the state of the consciousness of sorrow, find rest in their own 

heart as they experience this state without obstacle. Pain is said to 

be the absence of rest. So when women find rest in their heart, this 

is the state of pleasure as there is absence of pain. This is the 

reason that the disciples of Kapila, in explaining the activity of 

rajah, say that the soul of pain is mobility (cancalya).' In this way 

all the rasas are ultimately of the nature of beatitude. In some of 

the rasas some extent of bitterness may also be found on the 

account of the objects through which they are revealed, for 

example in the Heroic rasa there is the appearance of misfortunes. 

Thus delight etc. occupy a pre-eminent status.2

—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 664.
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Further, Abhinavagupta says that laughter etc. also occupy 

a pre-eminent position as its determinants are easily accessible to 

all type of people. The laughter possesses high power of winning 

the heart of the people. He says that this is the reason that laughter 

is mostly found in the persons of inferior nature (anuttamaprakrti). 

Every man of low nature (pamara) laughs, grieves, is afraid, tends 

to despise others and is astonished at the poorest gain of the 

pleasure. All these things depend on delight and thus may be of 

help in obtaining the ends of life. The division of drama into ten 

types is based on the pre-eminence of the permanent mental state 

taking place in each of them.1 The permanent mental states are 

solely nine. Abhinavagupta says that every creature from its birth 

possesses nine forms of permanent mental states. It is said that, all 

beings hate to be in contact with pain and are eager to taste 

pleasure.'2 In this way, everyone is by nature pervaded by sexual 

desires (delight); believes himself to be superior to others, whom 

he is thus led to deride (laughter); grieves when he finds himself 

departed from what he loves (sorrow); becomes angry at the 

causes of such separation (anger); gets frightened when he finds 

himself powerless (fear); desires to overcome the danger which

I $c4H^Mdl U4U)HIHI fa^snEftWtTTT^ fa
^ r i  1 ¥  ft I — Abh.,
N.S. Parti, Ch. 6, p. 664-664.

^ FTfrRFf (F)
lidl^dH M ^irig, qPKHI4: ?SfrT, TTNrfrT, fa ftrT ,

M <PK IH lft4rl I ^  f a F F F f  I tr4 l4 J # d 4 l §  y t i h w l R l c d h f i l

^4IH: I — Abh., N.S.
Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 665.

I 'Hid bj f̂t ulqfc: H-Ocil , f̂rTI F?Tlft—
“^ W T ^ f W  ^sHWK-WKt: I” — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 665.
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threatens him (heroism); feels a thing of revulsion when finds an 

object displeasing (disgust); wonders at the sight of extra-ordinary 

deeds done by himself or done by others (astonishment); and, 

lastly, is desirous of abandoning certain things (serenity). There is 

no living creature who is without the latent impression of these 

feelings.1 It may be the case that some of these feelings predomi

nate in some people and others in others, and in some people they 

originate from the usual causes and in others from causes different 

from the habitual. Thus, only some permanent mental states are 

able to be conducive to get the ends of life and they deserve to be 

the object of teaching. The division of men into higher (uttama) 

and lower (adhama) nature is also based on the portion of the 

occupation of these feelings in them.2

Regarding the status of the transitory feelings, 

Abhinavagupta says that these feelings, like, weakness, apprehen

sion, etc., can never possibly be manifested if the correspondent 

determinants do not exist, for example they can not be existent in 

the muni who has practised rasayana and has got immunity from 

weakness, indolence, weariness, etc. Even in a person, in whom, 

due to determinants, these transitory feelings are present, they 

regularly disappear without leaving their any trace when the 

causes of manifestation cease to exist. On the contrary, the 

permanent mental states, like, heroism etc; even when they appar-

^dRdd^RwWdl^: w f t  *RfcTI — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,
p. 665.

N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 665.
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ently disappear after the completion of their tasks, do not cease to 

remain in the form of latent impressions; the feelings of heroism 

remains to accomplish the other tasks connected with heroic 

action;1 Abhinavagupta says that Patanjali has rightly said, 'The 

fact that Caitra is in love with one woman does not imply that he 

is out of love with the others?2 Thus the transitory feelings being 

threaded on the thread of the permanent mental state appear and 

disappear in various times. They are like the beads of crystal, 

glass, magnet, topaz, emerald, sapphire, etc., which filling the 

thread on which they are threaded, it does not matter whether they 

are red or blue, etc., as to set rather far apart from each other and 

continuously changing their position, do not leave their traces on 

the thread but nourish the ornamental composition made by it; 

and, being themselves various, and varying in turrt the permanent 

thread, they appear at intervals, in its nudity, though at the same 

time, they affect it by their polychrome reflections, the reflections 

meant by the reflection of the transitory jewels; it is the reason 

that these feelings are called 'transitory.'3 When any person says,

<T*nf^—  W M r i ^ T M d l  H lfr lw Pd  I

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 666.

2. M  faCrfi: l” (̂ I.̂ Tr.'»TT.,m.
2 .4 ) —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 666.

yfad'HHHI

FTC ^  ^  RjRld-M'd'lSnW

Ifir srf^nftw 3 ^ 1  —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 666.
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'This is a form of weakness1, it is natural to ask : by what is it 

provoked? This question depicts the instability of this feeling. But 

in the case of the assertion, "Rama is full of heroism", one does 

not want to know the cause. The permanent mental states are 

manifested through the determinants. Even when their corre

sponding determinants are absent, it can not be said that the 

permanent mental states are non-existent. It is said that the 

permanent mental states live in all the beings in the form of their 

latent impressions. The transitory feelings, when their correspond

ing determinants are absent, do not exist; even their names do not 

remain.1

The seventh obstacle of the aesthetic experience is the 

arousal of doubt in the event of the recognition of the permanent 

mental state and its corresponding rasa. The determinants, the 

consequents and the transitory feelings considered separately are 

in no definite relation to any specific permanent emotion; for 

instance, tears, etc., may arise out of bliss, due to some disease in 

the eye, etc. Anger and fear may arouse by seeing a tiger. The 

feelings of weariness and anxiety etc may accompany many 

permanent feelings, as, heroism, fear etc. But the combination of 

these elements has an unmistakable signification. Thus, where the 

determinant is the death of a close relation, the consequent is 

wailing, shedding tears etc, and the transitory feelings are anxiety, 

depression etc., then there is no doubt that the permanent mental 

state is sorrow. Therefore to remove the possibility of the arousal

I fr'HMIWdk'lW: *RT: <r4vUlSI -̂
fadldRldcdHMHIdtfPd I 1 ^ PK>MUs4l: I dKHkHdl
d^^HitbrtldJ 3 wRCHIdl̂ Tt HRlft Hlfcflfo I — Abh., N.S.
Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 667.
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of such doubts the combination is used.1



Chapter 7

Aesthetic and Spiritual Experience

In Indian Aesthetics the aesthetic experience has been held 

at par with the spiritual experience. On the one hand it is strictly 

differentiated from the empirical, the secular or sensual experi

ence, and on the other hand its objective and subjective status too 

has been rejected. Rejecting its objective status it is held that the 

aesthetic experience is of the nature of feeling, experience, taste, 

and, knowledge and the feeling can not belong to the object. The 

object only play the role to arouse the feeling or stimulate the 

feeling in the spectator. Rejecting its subjective status it is held 

that the spectator, in the state of aesthetic experience, does not 

experience his own individual feeling but the generalized feeling 

and thus the aesthetic experience has been given the status of 

universal experience. In the state of aesthetic experience what is 

relished is the consciousness itself tinged with various bhavas 

(feelings) devoid of any spacial, temporal or individual limita

tions. In this way the nature of aesthetic experience becomes a 

matter of comparision with the spiritual experience in which the 

nature of consciousness or self is experienced.

1. The cosmic creation and poetic creation

The Indian scholars of Aesthetics are very much fond of 

equating the cosmic creation with the poetic creation. The poet is 

often equated with God in the context of his freedom of writing. 

The creation of world is often narrated as the drama on the part 

of the creator God and on the part of the creature being.
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Abhinavagupta, in his philosophical writings has preferred the 

analogy of drama to explain the phenomenon of the world. In the 

Dhvanyaloka of Anandavardhan, a verse is found, in which the 

poet is equated with the creator- Brahma. It is said that the world 

of poetry is shoreless and the poet is. the. unique creator. Every

thing is transformed in the way the poet envisions it. If the poet 

is filled with love then the whole world is infused with rasa. But 

if he is filled with vairagya (detachment) then everything will 

become nlrasa (without rasa-dry).1 In another verse found quoted 

in Agnipurana it is said that a great poet, at his own will, makes 

even inanimate objects to behave as if they were animate objects 

and animate objects to behave as if  they were inanimate.2 

Abhinavagupta, in Abhinavabharatl, in the context of pratibha 

(poetic imagination) has said that the poet is like Prajapati (crea

tor), from whose will this, world arises. For the poet is endowed 

with a power to create wondrous and unheard things (apurvartha). 

This power arises from the grace of Paravak (highest speech) 

which is called pratibha. This partibha has its seat in the poet's 

own heart and it is eternally in creative motion.3 Anandavardhana 

says that there is no end to the themes of poetry as long as the 

poet is endowed with pratibha.4 Even though subjects may have

1. aroft cbMdyft WrfrT: I

'SfTcT WFT '5fTTĉl

clrfl I — Dhvanyaloka, p. 498.

2. ÎdHd^dHdH^dHddJ

oild̂ K4irl WtE ^§4#: 451̂  Wd-dddl 11 — Agnipurana.

3. W^ddlddHUddlRdyfrl’TTf^H H idl^dl^lfr^dRi vi

s i t s  IlfvR: JMNtlRd d,HdP)dd<ld: I —  Abh., N.S. Part 1', Ch: I, p. 21.

4. VMio)frl'Hi,j ui: I —  D. L., p. 537, IV. 6.
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been already used, due to the pratibha, they all appear new, just 

as trees appear new during the honey months (spring).1 Thou

sands of poets as eminent as vacaspati if use the subjects, yet they 

cannot be exhausted.2

In the works of Abhinavagupta the simile of Siva for poet 

is often found. For instance in the Mangalacarana (the first verse 

praying God) of the fifth chapter of the Abhinavabharati it is 

found, as follows :

We bow to that sky-form of Siva which acts as a prelimi

nary to the production of the play, the creation of this world by 

providing the proper time and place for the play — the creation 

and the drama.3 Likewise statements dealing with identification of 

world creation and poetic creation are often used.4

2. Status of rasasvada (aesthetic taste) compared with 

Brahmasvada (experience of ultimate reality)

The Indian philosophers of aesthetics are often found com

paring the aesthetic relish with the experience of the ultimate 

Reality. Vishwanatha, the author of Sahitya Darpana has called

1. wft- -UWRiWttJ

^  ¡HmiPa i i — D.L., p. 528, IV. 4.

2. 'ZTrRrT: I

spt 3f?r 11 — D.L., IV. 10.

3. dyi<HI<4pl4fu| ■qridcbWRl'tlHd: I

o41h*P fli -ft: 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 5, p. 497.

4. 'PiFft 

3R#*JRf^Rl

tr 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 7, p.783.
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aesthetic experience the sibling of the experience of the ultimate 

Reality.1 Bhattanàyaka holds rasa (the aesthetic taste) to be nearer 

or similar to Brahmâsvâda (the experience of the ultimate) but not 

synonymic.2 Abhinavagupta has also said that rasa (aesthetic 

taste) is relished in the same way as brahmâsvâda (the experience 

of the ultimate Reality) is relished.3 Commenting on the Sarigïta 

Ratnâkara of Sârarigadeva, the commentator, Kallinâtha4 says that 

rasa (the aesthetic experience) is associated with the sthâyibhâvas 

such as rati etc., and so it is different from the Brahmasamvid (the 

ultimate consciousness) but it is partly similar to thé saccidânanda 

(the highest bliss). The aesthetic experience is distinct from the 

spiritual experience as the bliss which the yogins obtain by force 

by the means of hard austerity, that bliss is received by the 

sahrdaya (heart responding spectator) without any effort and in 

pleasing way. Abhinavagupta has quoted a verse of Bhattanàyaka 

in which it is said that the aesthetic relish is like the cow from 

which the milk overflows automatically for her calf and spiritual 

experience is like that where the cow is milked forcefully.5 The 

pleasure of poetry is more pleasing and tender than the bliss

1. Sâhitya Darpana, 3/2.

2. lit (1t-4 T̂fïï:.....

.....

TTC «piïï sfrri —Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 645.

3. 4IR4W UilWKW I — D.L., p. 200.

— Quoted by Dr. Raghavan in 'Srrigâra Prakâsa of Bhoja', p. 481.

5. TJjT f |  W  I

ïïIFT 11 — D.L., p. 93.



obtained by yoga.1 Abhinavagupta says that the yogic experience 

being devoid of the taste of objects is parusa (harsh) whereas in 

aesthetic experience the heart is filled with various feelings of 

pleasure and pain when the consciousness is experienced.2 The 

yogic perception being of the nature of indifference is devoid of 

beauty.3 The Brahmasvada (the taste of Brahman) is the bliss of 

pure consciousness devoid of object whereas the kavyananda 

(bliss of poetry) is the bliss of consciousness associated with the 

determinants (vibhava) etc.4 In rasa (the aesthetic experience) the 

sthayibhava, such as rati etc, and consciousness, both are present. 

From the view point of consciousness rasa is eternal and self 

luminous and from the view point of the bhavas (feelings) rasa is 

temporal and dependent for its luminosity (paraprakasa).5 In the 

words of R. Gnoli, 'Mystical experience involves the annihilation 

of every pair of opposites, every thing is reabsorbed in its 

dissolving fire. Sun, moon, night and day, beautiful and ugly etc., 

no longer exist in it. The limited 'I' is completely absorbed into

m  I — D.L., p. 50.

W lf rm  T̂T: I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 683.

3. .......

*$¿<4Rl*PIÎ I Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 670.

4. FT ^  f^ldlftfaqdddfadfadH ^M H H cdktJ  

— Rasagangadhara, p. 90.

5. F*T ^HId<u|-RlRRl^lKl W f t :  W f t  4FTt

T3T ifrT dt^dtd, ^PTFT^frr^R^T trMldldfeMI ft&T m  I
itTFTT M W  RreM 4T It Rk SIHKM, ^

fesTHJ Tcdld̂ lHldFI *TI —  Rasagangadhara, p. 88-89.
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Siva or Bhairava, the adored object; everything vanishes from the 

field of consciousness. Aesthetic experience on the other hand, 

requires the presence of the Patent traces of Delight etc. (aroused 

by the operation of the Determinants, etc.).1

3. Use of Spiritual terms in Aesthetics

The scholars of Aesthetics have used the same terms in 

aesthetics which are used to explain the nature of spiritual expe

rience of liberation. Abhinavagupta has used the term, such as, 

samvitti, Camatkâra, nirvesa, rasanà, âsvâdana, bhoga, samâpatti, 

laya, visrânti etc. which have been used to illustrate the nature of 

consciousness in the tradition of Kashmir Saiva Tantrism.2 He 

does not prefer to use the terms, such as, prîti, 'pleasure' and 

vinoda (entertainment) to express the purpose of poetry. He 

prefers the religious word 'ânanda' (bliss). Vishwanâtha, a scholar 

from Sâmkara Advaita tradition has used the terms, such as, 

sattvodreka, akharida, svaprakàsànanda, cinmaya, vedyântara- 

sparsasünya, brahmâsvàda- sahodara, lokottara, camatkàrapràna 

etc.3 which have been used to discuss the nature of the experience 

of Brahman in the tradition of the Advaita-vedânta of 

Samkarâcârya. Utturigodaya, a commentator of Abhinavagupta, 

from fourteenth century, has used the term, mahàhrada for the
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1. R. Gnoli, p. 100.

2. ëfr% y=bdPlHRlPl£t)l dRlRta
— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 658.

3. 1

11

cîl=hlxK-clĤKMIU|: f̂àcîtïïT^T: I

TM: 11 — Sâhitya Darpana, 3/2-3.



heart of the poet from which the poetry is poured out,1 the term 

which has been used for para-sakti in the tradition of Kashmir 

Saiva Tantrism.

4. Comparision of Life with Drama and Dream

In the exposition of the philosophy of Kashmir Saiva 

Tantrism the scholars have often compared life with a drama and 

dream. In the works of Abhinavagupta the analogy of drama and 

dream comes again and again. In his Tantraloka, he describes a 

man, the creator, as destroying the produce of his life, a dream. He 

says that the external buildings are razed in the fire of his sudden 

awareness that he is Siva, the great destroyer. After the realization 

that he is Siva himself there follows the purely joy-filled dance of 

Siva, the Tandava, that has no purpose other than to give expres

sion to a sense of freedom and joy.2 Bhattanayaka in a verse, 

which has been quoted and commented by Abhinavagupta in the 

first verse of Natya sastra, says that the drama is like life. Being 

essentially unreal yet it affects us profoundly. The most important 

thing about it is that it is the means whereby we may attain bliss, 

which is after all the same as the Self and therefore the same as 

moksa'.3 Abhinavagupta, in his commentary, says, 'I shall ex-

1. dtddidH, —

SttrFTNft WFtfal — D.L., p. 170.

2. I

fm  11 — Tantraloka, Vol. II, 286.

3. S)u|uj rmui<W) I

TOFTlfa W II I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 1, p. 8.
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pound that drama which was propounded by Brahman the highest 

Self— as an illustration by which the people might know that the 

worldly objects are not substantial as they are the fabrication of 

ignorance. Just as the unreal actions of Rama, Ravana and others, 

in drama, are essentially a figment of imagination and so they do 

not possess any fixed form, but in a moment, they assume 

hundreds and thousands of forms; which though are different 

from dreams, etc., they are still the outcome of mental imagina

tion, these are enacted by actors who are almost like the creator 

of the world and who have not given up their separate identity, 

those actions, presented by the actors, appear in a most unusually 

wondrous way; though appearing like that, they become the 

means of attaining the purusarthas (the four goal of life) in exactly 

the same way this universe consists of a display of unreal forms 

and names and yet through listening to and meditating on spiritual 

instruction, it leads to the realization of the highest goal of human 

life, moksa.1
  *

5. Exposition of Santa rasa as a spiritual experience

Abhinavagupta's exposition of santa rasa (the quietistic)

I c T 4 T  ' i i u h m h R  ^  I r R T

^  dhbldt-
*iw<dlmiHt54 «iMrn

'W  TO P r ft rF tm  JeH-dl̂ cMiJrl TO I |frTI rT ^T  l "  ffrT

'HH^dl+dPlHiuldid^ I

'SR: 11 sffcTI

—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 24-26.
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raises the status of aesthetic experience to the status, of spiritual 

experience. Abhinavagupta has discussed the various problems 

regarding the presentation, the determinants, the sthaylbhava of 

santa rasa in detail. He has answered all the objections raised 

against the various aspects of santa rasa. He has propounded that 

the Santa rasa is the fundamental rasa and the other rasas are its 

modifications which arise from it and when their purposes are 

fulfilled they dissolve into it. The experience of santa rasa is the 

experience of the nature of the self which is called the state of 

moksa, such as, japa, tapa, meditation etc. are its vibhavas and the 

state of moksa is the sthaylbhava of it. In this way there is no 

fundamental difference between the spiritual experience of moksa 

and the aesthetic experience of santa rasa. The only difference 

which is characterised is that in the spiritual experience of moksa 

the consciousness, the self is experienced in its pure state, devoid 

of any bhavas (cittavrtti) whereas in the aesthetic experience of 

santa the presence of bhavas (cittavrttis) in their latent forms 

(impressions) can not be ruled out. The spiritual experience of 

moksa is eternal whereas the aesthetic experience of santa rasa 

can not be preserved eternally, it persists only during the presence 

of its vibhavas etc. However, this is the reason that while 

Abhinavagupta expounded santa rasa in terms of spiritual experi

ence but he hesitated to give it the same status of spiritual 

experience. Commenting a verse of Anandavardhana in which the 

author has realized the spiritual experience more superior than the 

aesthetic and others, Abhinavagupta says that -- ’For we have 

already explained that the happiness which results from concep

tual understanding of both seen and unseen objects which are 

ascertained by all the means of valid cognition or even that 

transcendent joy which consists in relishing an aesthetic experi-
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ence — to both of these the bliss that comes from finding rest in 

God is far superior and that aesthetic pleasure is only the reflec

tion of a drop of that mystic bliss.1

6. The definition of Aesthetic experience shows its distinction 

from spiritual experience

Abhinavagupta himself has made distinction of Aesthetic 

experience from spiritual experience in a passage in the 

Abhinavabharati, where he says, "carvana (the aesthetic experi

ence) is different from the perception of rati (love) etc., that arises 

by the ordinary valid means of cognition such as pratyaksa 

(perception), anumana (inference), agama (textual authority), 

upamana (simile) and others. It is also different from the tatastha 

(indifferent) knowledge of another person's thoughts that arises 

from direct vision in a yogin, and from the experience that 

consists of compact bliss (anandaikaghana) of one's own self that 

belongs to the highest yogin and which being suddha (pure) is 

devoid of contact with any object of the senses. The reason why 

aesthetic experience differs from all the above, is that of the 

absence of beauty caused by the appearance of the respective 

distractions such as the desire to acquire, the absence of active 

participation, the absence of clarity and being at the mercy of the 

objects of the senses.2

^  Pl-Md'd) 4 4  ?JRTT 3?  ^

— D.L., Locana, p. 508.

2. qi ^  urMtflĵ qiHmHtoqwR-
dlPb+nqiuMPiT qqmqqrwqT

ql^RK^idj —  Abh., N.S. Part

1, Ch. 6, p. 670.
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Some points of similarity and difference may be described

between the spiritual experience and the aesthetic experience. The

points of similarity may be indicated as follows :

1- There is absence of the feeling of pain in the state of both 

experiences. During the course of watching drama one does 

not feel any sort of pain rather he finds everything blissful 

when he attains the state of rasa (the aesthetic taste). This is 

equally true of any higher spiritual experience.

2- During both experiences one forgets the self.

3- There is no want of material gain from the both experiences.

4- Both experiences are alaukika (non-worldly).

5- There is no sense of subject-object dualism in both the 

experiences.

6- The sense of time and space disappears during both the 

experiences. One is not aware of his surroundings during the 

both experiences.

7- During both experiences there is total immersion.

8- In Tantrism avidya is said to be removed for the attainment 

of bliss, in rasanispatti (aesthetic experience) the vighnas 

(obstacles) must be removed before the experience.

9- In both cases there is a sense of rest (visranti), of having 

reached the goal, beyond which there is nothing to be 

accomplished.

Points of difference

1- The Adhikarin in the case of liberation is much more strictly

defined that he is for literature. After all, children are 

perfectly capable of watching a drama, though they might
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not take away as much as a qualified adult. Sahrdaya is a 

much more worldly and concrete qualification than is 

mumuksa.

The drama is not expected to change one's life radically. To 

have a profound aesthetic experience is simply satisfying 

and does not imply that one will be in any sense profoundly 

altered. One can not say the same for mystic experiences.



Chapter 8

Kinds of Rasa

Abhinavagupta holds that aesthetic experience (rasa) is 

nothing other than the relish of samvit (consciousness) which is of 

the nature of bliss as it is perfect, non-dual and of universal 

nature. Since it is non-dual or one its relish (rasa) is also one. 

Therefore he propounds that Rasa as such is one. It is like 

Brahman or sphota. The different names of the rasa, like Srngàra, 

vïra etc, which are called the different kinds of Rasa, are ulti

mately only the modifications of one Rasa. He says that this is the 

reason that Bharata has used singular number in dealing with 

Rasa.1 The different kinds of names given to rasa are according 

to its different evoking conditions. Rasa is ultimately one and so 

Bharata has used singular number.2 According to Kashmir Saiva 

Tantrism the nature of consciousness, in its original state, i.e., the 

state of perfection is spand or Aham vimarsa, which is character-

1. ÏÏ ft m z. ^  Ïîïïfàl — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 620.

flïï T2=T UHN<44f¿)u| oijm|}u|

^  i cmr ?
(6-33) W R  M S 4̂Hr4lPl 3T,

urMiPi 3T,
TORTClfaT *UJ|l(¥tà!(!l<|i!lPl w tà \ — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 611- 
612.

yfrl'Hlírl I fà*iïïï: I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,
p. 621.
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ized as activity in stillness or in other words, as quietistic. 

Therefore from the view point of aesthetic experience, the relish 

or experience of this state is called Santa rasa (the quietistic). 

Abhinavagupta considered Santa rasa as the one fundamental 

Rasa of which the other rasas are modifications. He called Santa 

the Maha rasa, the greatest rasa, as it is related to the highest goal 

of life, purusartha, which is Moksa. He says that the taste of all 

the rasas is of the nature of Santa because the rasa itself is non- 

worldly (alaukika) and being so it is devoid of mundane elements 

of desire, earning etc., hence it is of the form of Santa.1 The 

sthayibhava, according to Abhinavagupta is the Atman itself. In 

the process of creation the Atman identifies itself with citta and 

thus its functions are called cittavrttis. In this way Atman is the 

substratum of all the citta-vrttis which from the point of view of 

aesthetic experience are the different sthayibhavas or bhavas 

which turn into different forms of rasa, like srhgara, vira etc. Thus 

Santa is the prakrti of which rati, hasa etc. are the vikrtis (modi

fications).2 In favour of his thesis, Abhinavagupta says that in the 

older manuscripts of Natya sastra, the santa rasa was discussed as 

the first rasa, prior the discussion of other rasas.3 At least two 

verses of Natya sastra also favour this thesis.4

1. Wl R̂UTTHi T̂RT m  —Abh., N.S. Part 1, 
Ch. 6, p. 776.

2. «cbifrKHlftrePPt — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 776.

3. cim rT '^ITnfi RFT

w i  4 ^ 1  — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,
p. 776.

4. ^MlRldiKI JNHRJ I

f^R:

^  ?1RT HdNeildcl 11 —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 779.
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Abhinavagupta says that in the aesthetic experience the 

samvit (consciousness) is experienced which is ànandaghana, the 

intact bliss, only to bring in varieties there are the functions of 

different bhàvas like sorrow etc.1 There are eight fundamental 

mental states (sthàyibhàvas) and corresponding to them there are 

eight rasas. The eight fundamental mental states are : Rati (de

light), Hàsa (laughter), Soka (sorrow), Krodha (anger), Utsàha 

(heroism), Bhaya (fear), Jugupsâ (disgust) and Vismaya (wonder). 

The eight rasas corresponding to these mental states respectively 

are : Srngàra (erotic), Hâsya (comic), Karuna (pathetic), Raudra 

(furious), Vira (heroic), Bhayànaka (terrible), Blbhatsa (odious) 

and the Adbhut (marvellous). The Santa (quietistic) is the ninth to 

whom some scholars admit and some do not admit. Some scholars 

hold the sthâyïbhâva of Santa as Sama (serenity), some hold as 

nirveda (indifference or world-weariness). Abhinavagupta holds 

Atman as the sthâyïbhâva of Sànta. Holding Sànta as the funda

mental (müla) rasa he has discussed the nature of nine rasas, 

including Sânta, and has refuted the acceptance of rasas more than 
nine. Out of the eight rasas, excluding Sânta, the four are the 

major rasas which are the causes of the production of other four 

rasas. The Srngàra (erotic), Raudra (furious), Vira (heroic) and 

Blbhatsa (odious) are the major rasas and the causes of the birth 

of Hâsya (comic), Karuna (pathetic), Adbhut (marvellous) and 

Bhayànaka (terrible) respectively.2 The illusion (rasàbhàsa) or 

imitation (anukarana) of Srngàra is Hâsya. When the vibhàva

1. I Wl 45T ^Rl^TI Rlddld^
I d^dt^râ xtrbPPnf^tnR: I — Abh., N.S. Part 1,

Ch. 6, p. 687.

2. M&âlUÏ 7ÎT: I

11 —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, verse

39, p. 696.
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(determinant), anubhava (consequent) and vyabhicharins (transi

tory feelligs) are not real but illusory then the rasa is not tasted but 

the rasabhasa is tasted.1 For the example, when Ravana expresses 

his love for Sita, it becomes rasabhasa for the spectators as there 

is no love in the heart of Sita for Ravana and consequently it 

causes hasya (comic) on the part of the spectators. The rati (love) 

on the part of Ravana is only in the form of wish or longing 

therefore it is there as vyabhicarl bhava (transitory feeling), it is 

not the sthaylbhava (permanent mental state). Only the 

sthayibhava is tasted as rasa, not the vyabhicarl bhava.2 Ravana 

is not confirm whether Sita loves him or not. Abhinavagupta says 

that on the part of Ravana there is illusion of rati (ratyabhasa) and 

it is not the laughter (hasa) but on the part of Sita there is anxiety 

against the arrogant nature of Ravana which is impropriety in the 

case of Srngara, therefore the determinant becomes the ground of 

Hasya (comic).3 It indicates Srngara only in the form of

l[ft W4T ft— •U'U'Hiyĉ d d^diK^Hd^l iJTTl̂ uT

I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 694.

T: I ^TFIFffl 
3TcTS W H ITO  # : I WTFT f̂fiTT fstST

ftepit ^  toPt—

3 Sift

TO# flf f^TI

U«l3d tKlRdtJlslitddd 3ftr ^¿HJ

Irq#  W R T # clFift T^IPTO^I— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 694.

3. 'TtJSW *$<fd I tNlft tildlit'Hldd^1Jl ilduld :̂ »<j>fd(d̂ "S.a

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 694-95.



illusion.1 In this way being there impropriety the illusion of 

Karuna (pathetic) and the illusion of Santa (quietistic) become 

hasya (comic).2 The imitation of Sriigara is Hasya and the karma 

(action) of Raudra is Karuna.3 The action performed in Raudra 

(furious) like killing etc., gives result like weeping etc. which is 

the vibhava (determinant) of Karuna.4 The karma (action) of Vira 

is Adbhuta and seeing of Blbhatsa is Bhayanaka.5 The actions 

which spread the name and fame are the causes of Adbhuta.6 The 

scenes of bloodshed etc. are the causes of Bhayanaka.7

Bharata, in Natya sastra, has described the varna (colour) 

and devata (deity) of the rasas to which Abhinavagupta says that
O /

they are useful in worship and meditation. The colour of Srngara

1. tmracW: JRiR: spflVr ^RT: I—Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 695.

dT̂ ||HlRlo4 f^Hldld l̂dkl ^fT5q^| ^Rlfl 3RT
T*t RrHldddrHW°dd*IUdd ^  1̂  I cRNRlOT
WRTT'RRTf fTFT — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,
p. 695.

3. ST^Rfdl: I

Tfepfo ^  R ^4: 3 ^ 4  rR: 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 699.

4. ThtFT 4>dlrHdi ^IdikldW

W>1:1 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 699.

5. ^  qfHlRid: I

t̂ T: R ^ W R fr11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p.700.

6. 4K**t RlS^T: MRd: T̂TT̂ dm̂ m ?T?fi
tdl: I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 700.

7. tT ^  sRFrai:! — Abh., N.S. Part 1,
Ch. 6, p. 700.

8. -EfniffiRJH Ĵyircl sqR 3R4Tfhl — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 701.
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is syama (deep blue), the colour of Hasya is Sita (white), the 

colour of Karuna is like of kapota (pigeon), the colour of Raudra 

is red,1 the colour of Vira is gaura (wheatish), the colour of 

Bhayanaka is krsna (black), the colour of Blbhatsa is nlla (blue), 

the colour of santa is svaccha (bright) and the colour of Adbhuta 

is pita (yellow).2 The deity of Srhgara is Visnu, the deity of Hasya 

is Pramatha, the deity of Raudra is Rudra, the deity of Karuna is 

yama,3 the deity of Blbhatsa is Mahakala, the deity of Bhayanaka 

is Kala, the deity of Vira is Mahendra (Indra), the deity of Santa 

is Buddha and Brahma is the deity of Adbhuta.4

Bharata has described the vibhava, anubhava and vyabhi- 

carin of each rasas and says that the sthaylbhavas will get the 

form of rasa (rasatvam) with the combination of all these.5 

Abhinavagupta says that the sthaylbhavas, which are found in the 

form of cittavrtti in the world, presented by the poet in their 

writings with the puipose to preach, when gets expression with

1. ^I*i) ^qirl Rid") tfl'W 945tfifcT: I

fa l fa : i|c*!)frfd:ll — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, 
verse 42, p. 701.

2. Tfa fafa: f ^ r f a  w r a :  I

'ilcwuf^ W -^dl I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, verse 43,
Ch. 6, p. 701.

3. sp=Ki T̂PT: I

fat w i )  4Ĥ 4d: 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, verse 44, p. 701.

4. 4>ld^dl I

fat 11 —Abh., N.S. Part 1, verse 44,
Ch. 6, p. 702.

WPjqfalFT: I —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 702.
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the combination of proper vibhava etc, and acted by the actors,

1. Srngara (Erotic)

When the sthàyïbhàva, rati (delight) is mainly tasted the 

rasa is called Srngâra (erotic). The name, Srngara is given to this 

rasa on the basis of vyavahâra (worldly practice), âpta vâkya (old 

person's statement) and the tradition of the scholars of Nàtya 

sâstra. It is related to the young nature of higher man and 

woman.2 In the world the persons who wear clear and glamorous 

dresses and decorate themselves and are found involved in tasting 

rati (delight), are called Srhgârl. Therefore the nâtyâcâryas have 

named the taste of rati as Srngara rasa.3 Explaining the concept of

1. ^  ëfï% farPfrqirRHt ^MMUdfad^HdwfoAidl-

"■qr oiimiwdl

t  t  S f f l W  PraHpP?! Pish'd) wi

ÎTRïï ^  ^  ffrTl (SS R ÏÏ., 3 . 4 3 )

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 704.

<̂ M14 ^  I «̂TT ^
ÿ ï ï  F F # T  ï ï ^ t  t S H Î  ’T m Î  ^  HlddlfêMHÎ 

414ÎH W M I<ldldM I'd 'l^ lP l& lPl F F # T I  3IMKR|&I

I ^  3xm^rffrl: I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 705-
06.

3 .  i r 4  s jw if l  W :  I ^  ^ ? r a ë # % i f î ï  f o g :  I f e l t  %?it: I

ëft% ïïffogT 3 T d lt îîÎ5 ^ n f^  o i l o | «4-ci I —  Abh., N .S . Part 1,

Ch. 6, p. 707.

become the locus of the rest of mind and the rasa is tasted.1
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rati Abhinavagupta says that it is distinct from the worldly 

(laukika) rati in which a man wishes the contact with a woman 

and a woman wishes the contact with a man. In this case the rati 

being in the form of wish is transitory feeling. In the drama when 

it is presented with the help of determinant etc. it persists from 

beginning to the end. There, it is in the form of sthayibhava and 

so it is tasted as perfect pleasure.1 The playing of Kami (hero) 

with KaminI (heroine) is rati (delight) and therein is continuous 

repose of pleasure.2 Other things, like, flowers, garland, garden, 

season etc., related to the object of beauty are matter, jada, they 

are not rati (delight) as rati is feeling. Abhinavagupta says that the 

immersion of each other into each other is the highest bhoga 

(enjoyment) wherein the samvid (consciousness) is predominant.3 

Explaining the statement of Bharata in which he says that srngara 

is related to the nature of young man and woman of higher class 

(uttamayuvaprakrti), Abhinavagupta says that here the young 

body of man and woman is not said. Here the young conscious

ness of man and woman is indicated which is the matured feeling 

of delight, the sthayibhava, not the transitory feeling. If man and 

woman are not of higher nature then there would be the possibility 

of viyoga (disunion) as commitment to each other may be ex-

1. dlRxWI f̂rT "STFIT m
sfri 1̂ :, WnfaclRHI^mKNi:

r̂efrT — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 708-09.

2. '»refer— TfrT: sftST ^  4)|RhTN I ?HNr I

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 709.

—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 709.
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pected only in the persons of higher nature.1

There are two aspects or states of Srhgara : Sambhoga 

Srhgara (delight in union) and vipralarpbha Srhgara (delight in 

separation). The determinants of Sambhoga Srhgara are the sea

sons, flowers, garland, use of powder, ornaments, decorated 

houses, seeing of attractive things, hearing of sweet songs, music, 

playing in garden, playng in water, rasallla etc.2 Abhinavagupta 

says that Sambhoga and vipralarpbha are not the two kinds of 

Srhgara, these are the two states of the Srhgara, wherein the rati 

tasted becomes Srhgara rasa.3 This must be acted (anubhava) by 

the movement of eyes, eyebrows, parts of the body and with the 

use of sweet statements.4 The vyabhicaribhavas of Sambhoga 

Srhgara are all the bhavas except alasya (indolence), ugrata 

(pungency) and jugupsa (disgust). The vyabhicaribhavas of 

vipralambha srhgara are nirveda (world- weariness), glani (repul

sion), sahka (doubt), srama (exertion), cinta (anxiety), autsukya 

(longing), nidra (slumber), svapna (dream), vibodha (awakening),

1. ircfl Tfo I 3 ^frTI STcT |
ddldĤ d Tisfr dotifa^cl I 3 tj P̂T: I -¿Id^d 

ft WTT*fa 3 ^ 5 ^  I ¥  (W) dM^lldl^ ^  m
dcM<=bfcl: I y ' R l d l W K 4 l ^ c d l r ( ^ I U ^ ^ c i t f r r i  j j  3  3frT

3 HT TfcT: ^ f f^ l  f^TtTTFI TT̂ -IM-llctJ 3Tf^^TFT5Tf^rMIu»¡fR: I
— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 710.

2. cR*T t  3tfa<bl3 -H*-'h'1 jFl f̂ JprF̂ STI ?T?

Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 711.

3 .  ^  3  I 3Tft 3  ' d ^ l l f f i l s u j ^ l P F f l  m

TfrKI'WKHlfrH«*)! HFITailt<=ll4JMIH ^pfR: I —  Abh., N .S. Part 1, 

Ch. 6, p. 711.

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 717.
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vyádhi (illness), unmada (lunacy), apasmára (catelepsy), jádya 

(stupor) and maraña (death).1 Abhinavagupta says that in the state 

of Sambhoga all the pleasurable bhávas are held to be the 

vyabhicárí except the nirved etc. which are painful. Although the 

svapna (dream) is inherent in slumber as dream occurs only in 

slumber but they (svapna and nidrá) are counted separately. In the 

state of sambhoga (union) in the proximity of the determinant 

where there is absence of nidrá (slumber) the vibodha (awaken

ing) is the vyabhicari. In the state of sambhoga there is nidra 

(slumber) due to srama (exertion) after rati (delight) but it (nidrá) 

does not bring any distinction in rati (delight), therefore, nidrá has 

not been held vyabhicárí in sambhoga. But in the state of 

vipralambha (separation) there may occur the feelings of rati of 

náyiká (heroine) in the dream so nidrá (slumber) is specially 

needed here hence nidrá is held as vyabhicárí in vipralmbha.2

Abhinavagupta says that according to the old scholars the 

states of unmáda (lunacy), apasmára (catelepsy), and vyádhi 

(illness) which are not extremely dirty can be shown in poetry and 

drama. In the opinion of Abhinavagupta, in those states the 

connection of rati (delight) with the body is broken, therefore, it 

is impossible to show them in the poetry and drama.3 About the

ft'dlc^PlPKI I — Abh., N.S. Part
1, Ch. 6, p. 718.

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 719.

3. $icUdl ^TT  ̂ I jfrU d l $

■^ rtsR l 3frT ^T : I ^  s£T: I cTT̂TCÍ T̂FTT W'jflfadRwiftHdiNÍ 
d ^ ^ ^ lU cd lcM d d d ^ N ^ sfír  íd^éJd TĴ fcT 3TtT^ T^l —  Abh., N.S. 

Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 720.
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inclusion of marana (death) in vyabhicarlbhavas of vipralarnbha 

he says that here death should be taken in the sense of very short 

separation, since there is hope for reunion immediate after death 

so the death would not assume the form of soka (sorrow).1 He 

cites a verse from Raghuvansha wherein Aja (the hero) because of 

dying in the pilgrimage of Prayaga immediately gets joined with 

the class of deities (devas) and gets companion of a woman, 

Indumati, who is more beautiful than the companion of Aja in his 

previous body and enjoys in the garden of heaven.2 The meaning 

of the term vipralarnbha is also famous as vancana (cheating) so 

in the eight types of nayika (heroines) the vipralabdha nayika is 

held an independent nayika. The nayika, whose lover does not 

come after informing or indicating the time and place of meeting, 

that vancita (cheated) nayika is called vipralabdha nayika. In this 

cheating the nayika feels the separation (viraha) of the nayaka. 

Here holding unity (abhedopacara) in cause and effect the viraha 

produced by vipralmbha is called vipralarnbha.3 When there is 

love, rati in both then there is no question of cheating. Love is the 

state of complete surrender to each other. In such case due to 

tanmayata (concentration) caused by separation the love becomes 

more intensified. Therefore without vipralarnbha the srhgara can

1. HiUHirK'blcliK'ill'riTlH*!*« — Abh.,
N.S. Parti, Ch. 6, p. 720.

1. W —

^ l JIKH<UMU|HI<rl̂ HWhU m i

cfltfPliNtHd l — Raghu, 8-95.

—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 721.
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not be attractive in poetry or drama.1 Sambhoga is the place of the 

taste of compact pleasure like the sweetness of sugar. To bring in 

some sort of discontinuity to avoid one type of taste the poets 

make involvement of other women to create jealousy competition 

and other things to cause vipralambha (separation). Vatsyayana 

has said that kama (sex) works in opposite way.2 It becomes 

intensified when checked. It manifests itself for some time and 

vanishes, like electricity, although it makes the rati (delight) 

intensified but it itself can not be sthayl (permanent mental state), 

it is transitory (vyabhicari). Abhinavagupta says that although the 

sthayl (rati) is also not permanent but being present continuously 

in the form of impressions it is sthayl and it is matured. The 

vyabhicarins do not stay for more than moments.3 In Kama sutra 

of Vatsyayana there are ten forms of srhgara described. 

Abhinavagupta says that they are the ten stages of love so they are 

inherent in the two types of srhgara as sambhoga and 

vipralambha.

Discussing the difference between Vipralambha and Karuna

1. fcdfrT TTÍftW ifrT f̂ HT ̂ R l  SPlft :
ifrT — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 721.

2. tmT tw í  hbTHslfeld
ífiíTCt P W M ftlI 35FT:’ (^ h T .m , 2 -7 -1 ) f̂cT

— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 721.

3. ^  ^  WldíH üch¿¿1 -dfkl<1

dlRMHMfíPd ^  ^ f̂ HT: I feít: (TSTTSft
^  fa t  1331 ^  gmRpr i

îRldWiK ^  jftsqPfll tifo WUIMI — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 
722.
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(pathetic), Abhinavagupta says that Karuna is an independent rasa 

which has Soka (sorrow) as its sthayTbhava which is caused by 

the suffering produced by curse, death of nearest person, relatives, 

friends etc. The vipralambha is originated by the relative feelings 

of autsukya (longing), cinta (anxiety) etc.1 If the transitory feel

ings of Karuna and vipralambha are the same or there is unity of 

the transitory feelings of both then what will be the difference 

between Karuna and vipralambha. Explaining the problem 

Abhinavagupta says that there is no vipralambha in the lower 

nature. Vipralanibha rasa is very tender and the person of lower 

nature is cruel so his relationship with the nayika (heroine) of soft 

nature can not be continued. Thus there is absence of the 

sthayTbhava of vipralmbha due to the absence of the determinant 

in the form of nayika etc. The Karuna different from Vipralambha 

is there in the lower nature. Karuna is also there in higher nature 

but there soka (sorrow) opposite to rati is the sthayTbhava. There

fore, it is said that Karuna is an independent rasa. In rati the 

expectation of alambana vibhava continues as the rati can not 

exist without alambana vibhava. The expectation of relatives, 

friends etc. does not continue in Karuna as there can not be soka 

(sorrow) in the presence of relatives etc.2 Abhinavagupta says that 

the feelings like nirveda (world-weariness) etc. which are found in

RlMd^d: l —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 725.

2. 3rf*T5rpf»)<iln*><'U|: iPT faMeP'Hlfoilld eM?ulfacllrl I

T :  ^ ¿ d m i d l d j dd dldtt><>ui:

eFarafaS: I Hd^dHH^dldft FTFftl 3T?T

f ^ T :  I M fSreMHHHj —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,

p. 725.
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Karuna, they are produced by independent soka (sorrow) being 

quite unrelated to rati. The cinta (anxiety) where the feeling of 

longing dominates is relative to rati and autsukya (longing), cinta 

(anxiety) are produced from the feeling of rati. Abhinavagupta 

again says that the sthayi and determinant of vipralambha and 

sambhoga are the same.1 Longing occurs for the object. If the 

object is destroyed there can not be longing.2 Thus the Karuna 

and vipralambha are different. Associated with all such types of 

feelings is srngara.2 The person united with enormously pleasure 

producing means, enjoying the seasons, garlands, play (vihara) 

and when he is united with woman (pramada) he is called as
* A.
Srngara. Commenting on the Above statement of Bharata, 

Abhinavagupta says that the use of the term Srngara in singular 

number indicates that Srngara is one.5 Purusa is the bhokta

1. ^  WT^tcTT I
fctfSPM ?f!ri

^  TWmfWr ^  | f%RTRKÍ5^-
^ fojPTÍ I 3TcT ^

^  ^pihllRstdi) I T33J i^miRírl fir 3rT^l — Abh., N .S. Part 1, Ch. 6 , 

p. 726.

2 . «rafcTl sjfoptf H ÍPRfitl — Abh., N.S.

Part 1, Ch. 6 , p. 727.

3. ■QcriRT: 3 ^ 5 ^ !  fiW?PT f̂cTI TJ<#T »¿PfKÍ «T̂ frTI — Abh.,

N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6 , p. 726.

4 .  3 # r  ^

*¡1̂ 17: ffrT 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6 , p. 727.

5. —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,

p. 727.
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(enjoyer) which is conciousness and the enjoyer is the sthayl 

(permanent) bhava of the form of consciousness. The transitory 

feelings are of the nature of bhoga (enjoyed). So rati itself is the 

purusa. As it is said 'this man is full of piety' or 'the man is of the 

nature of piety'. In the same way pramada (woman) is also of the 

form of rati. In the both pramada (woman) and the purusa (man), 

the purusa (man) is the enjoyer (bhokta) and the pramada 

(woman) is the enjoyed (bhoga). Due to being bhokta (enjoyer) 

there is predominance of the purusa. The pramada is bhogya 

(enjoyed). Due to the predominance the purusa is not dependent 

on the bhogya. So when the purusa is connected with other nayika 

(heroine) there is no brake in Srhgara but when the nayika 

(bhogya) is connected with other there is brake in Srhgara because 

the bhogya is paratantra (dependent on other).1 About the deter

minants characterized by Bharata as the purusa combined with 

pleasing things, Abhinavagupta says that this is so said that there 

should be proper and complete determinants for the rise of rasa. 

Before the rise of rasa and its being tasted, the determinants have 

the status of determinants as separate from the enjoyer. In the 

state of tasting of rasa there is no sense of duality. The enjoyer is 

completely immersed into the determinants. He says that before 

the tasting also the determinants lie in the consciousness of the 

enjoyer but there is sense of enjoyer and enjoyed. But in the state 

of tasting there is complete unity of the enjoyer and enjoyed. In

1 . g *?  SfcT W cb ls ftfa : I I |

Tfcfa TgH: I MSTSfiri iff

3TcT ^  H w f c t :  I —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 728.
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that state there is only one consciousness. He further says that if 

the object of taste (visayasamagrl) is complete and proper there 

will be proper rati1 but the fulness of the object is not rasa.2 It is 

rasa when there is taste. Bharata has said that the Srngara rasa 

originates from enjoying the seasons, wearing garlands and orna

ments, union with the beloved person and dancing, hearing music, 

sweat songs and poetry, in that union, walking in garden and 

playing (vihara) there. It should be acted by the movement of 

eyes, face, smile, sweat speech, patience, hilarity (pramoda) and 

with sweat movement of the limbs of body.3 Here abhinavagupta 

says that by the word, gandharva, song etc. the objects of heart are 

indicated, and, with the use of poetry the ideal (will form) nature 

of the determinant is indicated. The words dhrti (patience) and 

pramoda (hilarity) indicate the transitory feelings. He says that the 

view that the meaning of poetry which causes the birth of the 

feelings in the knower of the poetry and thus the poetic meaning 

which produces pleasure, is rasa, has been refuted here. It has 

already been shown that the object of rasa is not rasa and at last

1. I f̂ HMK4l fa: I
'»ftWPftfrT f^FTRc  ̂ ^  cPffafntl

—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 728.

2. R W H yW ííl^u ií W  ffrT ̂  Í)t|IH'yiPrl<*kU|H¿Í I ^  ^

HlPcHHcb: I —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 728.

3. 3lfT r||  ̂̂nqkjf<=l«S, 3tT*f ĉld: I

T: 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 729.
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it has been shown that Srhgara is one.1

2. Hasya rasa (comic)

The sthayibhava of Hasya rasa (comic) is laughter. It is 

produced by the determinants of wearing uncommon dresses, 

ornaments of others; and by arrogance, greed (laulya), kuhaka (to 

touch abdomen, neck and side of the hand to make a child or 

person laughed), false speech, showing unnatural part of the body; 

and by giving the analogy of deffects.2 Commenting on Bharata's 

statement Abhinavagupta says that in the statement, 

'hasasthayibhavatmakah', it is said that hasya is of the form of 

hasasthayl. Here the sthayibhava makes possible or produce the 

rasa. This is not in the case of rati and soka. Rati does not form 

or produce the experience which is said tasting. In the experience 

of the taste o f rati and soka the determinants used are extra

ordinary (asadharana).3 The determinants of hasya rasa are the 

same as they are found in the empirical world (loka). The 

unnatural dress etc. are the causes of laughter in the world and 

they are also the determinants of hasya in poetry and drama. 

Abhinavagupta says that in rati and soka there are continuous 

experience of pleasure and pain respectively at extreme so they

1. fjh 'J l'i) I 'lldlfcsijRiq-HlHelSluiHj fa p ra iv ’f

fairarfa elSTCfcTl WIT? siRRR Jn̂ sfafrTl 3TcT:

I P ft TtlSfcT ^  ^fcP^I

ierNW'nfar ^4 I — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 729.

2. 3T?T fTFlt HPT fTtrcsnf^lMlrHcb: I ¥  ^  fafnT M t^ ld ^ K ^ IK d d W

4 N f ^ W T l f W f I  — Abh., N.S. Part 1,
Ch. 6, p. 731.

3. —  dcKIWKdPsdi ft^ H T  P elf ffa% l JPjtt

falMKWdl>t|Ku |̂ î — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 730.
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are experienced from extra ordinary means and so the muni has 

used the word 'prabhava (pre-eminent) for them. The other rasas 

(all the other 7 rasas) are experienced from ordinary determinants 

so the muni has used the word 'atmak' (of the nature of) for them. 

The conduct of meekness (obeisance) and arrogance is of the form 

of injustice and so in any time and space it is the case of anger, 

fear, disgust and wonder for all.1

Bharata says that the hasya should be acted by shaking and 

shrinking lips and noses, by beating cheek, by opening and 

winking the eyes, by showing sweets, by changing the colour of 

face, and by touching the sides etc. The transitory feelings of 

hasya are avahitha (hiding), alasya (laziness), tandra (sleeping), 

svapna (dream), prabodha (awakening) and asuya (jealousy) etc. 

It is of two kinds — atmastha (laughing by self) and parastha 

(making others laughed).2 Explaining Bharata's statement 

Abhinavagupta says that when the vidusaka (joker) laughs due to

1. ^ ^ y S l + ^ c j c l i r l  [ecHiq-
^%frr <(ri^il+i^

M<Hd̂ lrf)<4dfa<tlWKl
Jl^d^ddl^d)dt4)cl 3Tdl5d4lt{Pidl fnTHJ ^ Rrqt#

N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 730.

oijBl-dlRuiaMW^MWd^lPlstlWHUdlyitidld^: I fWrgRWTPT: WST2TI 
^  S*rfcT cRTSScqFT: I ^  ^ ’R SRFtfcT m  I W : I

RmíldM^itfí^dNKiRraprtt^ i

R ^ i d N R l ^ d ^ U I

WlfcT *FT ¿HdldWl^dl ?1FT: 11 —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,

p. 731-732.

?§dTI — Abh.,
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the uncommon dresses of himself it is his (atmastha) hasa (laugh

ter) which lies in himself and when he makes the nayika (devi) 

laughed this is the hasa (laughter) which lies in other (parastha). 

Abhinavagupta says that this is not true. This is the differentiation 

of the determinants and the circumstances. This is not the differ

entiation of hasa (the sthayl bhava).1 Bharata says that hasya rasa 

(comic) is seen much in women and the men of lower (adhama) 

nature. It is of six kinds -- smita, hasita, vihasita, upahasita, 

apahasita and atihasita. There are two kinds of hasa of each 

category of uttama, madhyama and adhama nature respectively.2 

Smita and hasita are the kinds of the persons of higher nature, 

vihasita and upahasita are the kinds of the persons of middle 

(madhyama) nature, apahasita and atihasita are the kinds of 

persons of lower (adhama) nature.3 In which the cheeks expand 

very shortly, attractive eye movement (kataksa) and teeth are not 

seen, that laughter is called smita and it belongs to the persons of 

higher nature.4 In which the mouth and eyes are blossomed and

1. ftfasraraftfcTl FPf FflfrT ^  dWHWI
dTO TO*?: I ^  ft f̂ HMHIHIdl̂ kdRiWT: TOtfl *T

?RTFTI — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 732.

2. to  i

3*  115111

Iff 10 ^ 0  1152 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, verse
51-52, p. 733.

3. ^WHi Rl*RldN*Rkl ^1

W lW i ^ift 153 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,
verse 53, p. 734.

4. I

^TlHW i fbld ^ 1 1 5 4 1 1  —  Abh., N .S. Part 1, Ch. 6,

verse 54, p. 735.
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cheeks are expanded and teeth are seen that laughter is called 

Hasita.1 In which the eyes and cheek are shrunken and oblique, 

there is some sound, the face is red, and the laughter which takes 

place in society on proper time, that sweat laughter is vihasita and 

it belongs to the persons of middle nature.2 In which the nose is 

puffed up, the tongue is seen, the parts of body and the head is 

bent, that laughter is upahasita.3 In which the laughter takes place 

on improper time, the eyes are filled with tears, the shoulders and 

head are shrunken, that laughter is Apahasita.4 In which there is 

superimposition of origin, the eyes are filled with tears, the sound 

is originated with rubbing, the hand is kept on the back, that 

laughter is Atihasita and along with Apahasita it belongs to the 

persons of lower nature.5 Bharata says that the Hasya being 

arising in one's ownself and being arising in otherself is of two 

kinds and being belonging to the three natures of persons it is of

1. 5 J|ujRfchRt̂ <«TI

Tf ilfWtath I55 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, verse 55,

Ch. 6, p. 735.

2. (Ml

«hMHki HFTCPf clt f^ fM  ^115611  — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, 

verse 56, p. 735.

157 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, verse

57, p. 735.

4. 3RS1PWM ^  tTI

d ^ d W + R K td - I N ^ d  *1^1158 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, 

verse 58, p. 735.

5. U<.°*T 'iTTij'-b ^

xt d^lli^ftd  159 11 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, verse

59, p. 736.
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three states and it must be acted accordingly on the stage.1

Abhinavagupta says that the kinds of Hasya as of two kinds of 

each nature, higher, middle and lower must be understood in the 

sense of transmission of laughter from one nature to other. For 

example the laughter lying in the higher nature being transmitted 

it becomes Hasita. It is so that there are three states of laughter 

said otherwise it may be many. The little feeling of laughter is 

Smita and its special form is Hasita. The more specific form than 

that is Vihasita and the more specific form than that which is 

transmitted to other (para) is Upahasita which is different. The 

exaggerated laughter is Apahasita.2

3. Karuna Rasa (The Pathetic)

Karuna rasa is. produced from the permanent mental state of 

sorrow (soka). The determinants of Karuna are pain of separation 

of beloved persons due to curse, destruction of property, killing of 

relatives, abduction of relatives, relatives being wounded by 

stampede, and the pain caused by the relatives being fallen in bad

1. FJ: dildidldlP l I

<JTlHld,-w<wlMl4cl dlfl 160 11

verse 60-61, p. 736.

2. d « lrH < s t)H U ||fa ll^d ^ l fa w  f |  dcH<*l*d «« tik i1  ^

5 ^ 4 )  ffrT I ^5^41 152 11

fad*ildd ld lH J TTdl ( 4 ^ u i I^ R ld  I T O

1153 11

uludH ^c-duidl I f^TT I T O lt 1154 11 f W ^ ^ f r T I

fatflTO Tt H s M m M  dftfcTI f a d  Ad 1 3 3 ^ '  U Ad^Md |A died *f: 1155 11

—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 734.

T# 1161 11 —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6
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habits (dissipation). The Karuna should be acted by tearing, 

weeping, drying of palate, changing the colour of the face, 

laziness of the body, by expiration; lack (loss) of memory, being

feelings of it are : nirveda (world weariness), glani (languor), cinta 

(anxiety), autsukya (longing), avega (excitement), bhrama 

(doubt), moha (delusion), shrama (weariness), bhaya (fear), visada 

(gloom), dainya (affliction), vyadhl (illness), jadata (stupor), 

unmada (frenzy), apasmara (epilepsy), trasa (horror), alasya (in

dolence), marana (death) etc.2 Bharata says that by seeing the 

killing of relatives, by hearing unpleasant statements (messages) 

and by above mentioned specific feelings the karuna rasa becomes 

possible.3 It must be acted by weeping in high pitch, breaking 

body and slapping (beating) chest.4 Explaining the Karuna rasa 

Abhinavagupta says that according to a commentator (Sahkuka) 

hasya is required for Sriigara and the Karuna is required for 

vipralambha due to the similar transitory feelings of both. But, he 

says, this view is contradictory in the sense of succession 

(purvapara). The kind hearted person possesses compassion in his 

heart, it is prevalent in the world and this compassion by signs is

—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 737-38.

I —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 738-739.

3. W iT U ftri

162 11— Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p.739.

3TÍ^I: WTWÍ 163 11 —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p.739.

benumbed, by tremor, and, by change of voice.1 The transitory
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understood to be in the actor by the spectators henceforth the 

compassion itself is Karuna rasa; this is the view of Sarikuka. 

Abhinavagupta says that this is due to forgetting the context of 

succession (purvapara). The action in the context of sorrow (soka) 

is karuna and the desire to protect is compassion. So how can it 

be the follow up of soka (sorrow). We are unable to understand 

for whom is his kindness. Therefore the tasting of sorrow is called 

Karuna or the name of experience of sorrow (soka) is karuna in 

its generalized form. As rati being tasted is Sriigara so the Soka 

being tasted is Karuna.1

4. Raudra Rasa (The Furious)

The sthaylbhava (permanent mental state) of Raudra rasa is 

krodha (anger). It lies in raksas (demon), danava (monster) and 

the persons of arrogant nature and the cause (hetu) of it is war. It 

is produced from the determinants of vadha (killing), adharsana 

(to misbehave with sister, daughter and woman), adhiksepa (to 

reprehend caste and family), mithya bhasana (slandering), 

upaghata (destruction- hurting), abusing, rebel, will to kill, and 

matsarya (envy). It should be acted by the anubhavas (acting) of 

tadana (beating), patana (ripping or cleaving), pidana (crushing), 

chedana (cutting), bhedana (act of piercing), to take arms of

¿IchlcbK: I T3^T
JPTfsqt 5frT I fit HRraTI 3T
^  srfrRTcTf WTlf^Rlfirfrr t&t ?ftSlf3J: I

!jil«bl^'btuIHNl 3ffrT ^  ^ t f  ^ f r T  1  I

ffcr vir+w t r ^ n w i ^ r  w i

I m '& v i —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 737.
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enemies, to knock down the arms, to kill by arms, to draw the 

blood and to drink, etc. It should be acted by red eyes, bending 

eyebrows, pressing the lips by teeth, slapping the cheek, sweating, 

vepathu (shivering, tremor), excitement, and gadgadika (sobbing), 

etc.1 The transitory feelings in it are : sammoha (foolishness), 

utsaha (enthusiasm), avega (excitement), amarsa (intolerance), 

capalata (fickleness, frivolity, flippancy), ugrata (acrimony) and 

garva (pride) etc.2 It is said that the Raudra rasa lives in raksasa 

(demon), danava (monsteer) and the persons of arrogant nature 

then the question arises that does it not live in others? In answer 

to this it is said that it lives in others also but here it is said in the 

sense of adhikarl (eligibility) because these raksas (demon) etc. 

are by nature raudra (furious).3 Here question arises why they are 

furious by nature? It is said in answer that because they have 

many mouths, many hands, the hairs of head are shaking, 

discarded and of yellow colour, the eyes are red and protuberant 

and they are of deep black colour. Whatever the gesture they 

perform with speech and body part that all are of Raudra by their, 

nature. They often use srngara by force. The persons who follow 

them are also permitted for Raudra rasa due to war and blow

1. 3T«T <1sfldlHd>)q̂ nRrHMIcH+i W R m teT  | ^

I —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 741-742.

2. 1 —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, 

p. 742.

3. 3^1?—  ¿Kfaf£d ^  TST: I ^ T l  3 ^ 1 —  3 ^ ^ ! ^

W: I | ^ ^  tf̂ T: I —  Abh., N.S. Part 1,

Ch. 6, p. 744-45.
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(prahara).1 Abhinavagupta says that injustice is the subject of 

krodha (anger). Seeing the act of injustice, in the world, the 

persons become angry and possess thirst of drinking the blood of 

the injust person and they say that if they can find the injust 

person they will drink his blood. The person incapable of drinking 

blood possesses will to do that in mind. In this way the determi

nant of Raudra is general like Hasya which is found in the world. 

The anger being tasted is Raudra rasa.2

5. Vira Rasa (The Heroic)

The Vira rasa has the permanent mental state (sthaylbhava) 

of utsaha (heroism) and it lives in the persons of higher nature. It 

is born from the determinants of the diligence of right knowledge 

(asammohadhyavasaya), humility (vinaya), bala (might), para- 

krama (valour), sakti (power), pratapa (majesty), and prabhava

2.

■*rsr FPTId̂ lilid
o t W i ?Ni dl̂ cblRuil ^ tkl |

3 ^ 4 7 ^  311̂  W :-—

^*K4lddR)<£d^kdRKKu1l4 I

1164 11

ffrT '<k<^ I

116611 — Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 745-748.

SPlTWftdT WU T̂'T afaFl f̂ PT: I ^1^1 ^  ^  sft HdikUR) 
d lH lR ^  I cTZTT elldi:—  d l^ il 'JTk d d4 k  ^R k h Ih 'flrd ld

  t f r  ^IPMdrymKU|RrmdrdM<iu||fH ds(*HM<u| afcllPPf;

TpTl —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 740-41.
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(infulence) etc. It should be acted with the anubhavas (effects) of 

sthairya (firmness), dhairya (patience), saurya (valour bravery), 

tyaga (abnegation, relinquishment), vaisaradya (competence, skill\ 

fulness), and romanca (horripilation, titilation) etc. The transitory 

feelings of it are : dhrti (patience), mati (intelligence), garva 

(pride), avega (excitement), augrya (wrathfulness, pungency), 

amarsa (envy), smrti (memory) and cinta (anxiety) etc.1

Abhinavagupta says that the determinant of war and strike 

which is found in Raudra is also in Vlra rasa but in Vira it is not 

with the desire of killing as in Raudra rather it is with the desire 

of victory. The utsaha (heroism) is found in the persons of higher 

nature so Vlra is found in the persons of higher nature. The utsaha 

(heroism) of the persons of higher nature is tastable (asvadya) 

everywhere. He says, further, that heroism (utsaha) is found in all 

the persons but it is not preachable as it is not found on the proper 

occasion. The persons whose character (caritra)' is preachable the

I Jl4hW1:1

ihlI¿1 rw) '^dirl 1167 11

f: 1168 11 —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, verse

67, 68, p. 749-51.
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utsaha (heroism) of them is found on the proper occasion.1

6. Bhayanaka Rasa (The Terrible)

The Bhayanaka rasa (terrible) has the sthaylbhava (perma

nent mental state) of bhaya (fear). It is born from the determinants 

of hearing terrific sounds, seeing terrific beings, hearing the sound 

of owl and jackal, udvega (fury), wandering in empty forest, by 

seeing, hearing and narrating of the killing and abduction of 

relatives etc. It should be acted by shivering of hands and feet, 

frivolity (capalata) of eyes, horripilation (pulaka), change of the 

colour of face (mukhavaivarnya), change in voice (svarabheda), 

stumbha (astrigency), sveda (sweatig) and gadgadika (puffed up 

of body) etc. The transitory feelings of it are doubt (sanka), moha 

(delusion), dinata (distress), avega (fit-flurry), capalata (fickle

ness), jadata (stupor), trasa (awe-horror), apasmara (epilepsy) and 

marana (death) etc.2 Bharata says by citing a verse that there must 

be artificial (krtak) fear from guru (teacher) and king.3 Explaining 

the verse cited by Bharata Abhinavagupta says that fear lives

1. ft 3ft I RMtlirl I vWHHi JnjrfcT: ^ ri^ l

3cS#5tTl ifo ra ts fir W4TI 4 f t  4T ^  Jp p n tR

«frtftlrt ŴTTf̂ l m  ft^4ft44 ^¿M ^dRddl I

I —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 752. 

3. Rl^dtdyTdd^fdillHKU-il^^JHdld,!

UHfrlRfcl RTHId^dN ftgl I —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 749.

i yRidd

44H4S1 ^ 4 :1169 11 —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,

verse 69, p. 753.
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naturally in women, persons of lower nature and in children, it is 

not found in the persons of the nature of higher and middle. The 

persons of higher and middle nature must show artificial fear from 

guru (teacher) and the king. Being done so the guru and the king 

will understand the doer a humble person. Here question arises 

that being artificial the bhaya can not be sthaylbhava as it is 

produced by artificial determinant. And aftificial determinant can 

not produce the real tasting of Rasa. Abhinavagupta says that if it 

is followed for a long time it appears to be natural and as the 

result it begins to produce tasting. Therefore it is permanent 

mental state not the transitory feeling.1

7. BIbhatsa Rasa (The Odious)

Bibhatsa rasa has the sthaylbhava of jugupsa (disgust). It is 

born from the determinants of the hearing, seeing and narrating of 

ahradaya (disheartful), apriya (not liked), acodya (unsayable) and 

unwanted (avahchita) things. It should be acted by the anubhavas 

of destruction of whole body (sarvanga), shrinking of the whole 

body, by covering the mouth and nose, by shrinking mouth, nose, 

eyes etc., broken parts of the body, spitting, udvejana 

(purturbation) etc. Its transitory feelings are apasmara (epilepsy), 

avega (fury), moha (delusion), vyadhi (illness) and marana (death)

Üsft W  I ^KiydHH ’RfcT I SnnjN'
w ? — sfrri ( w  1.7)1 w R h c t r r

13̂  Rbtert>lddd^W¡)—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 753.
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etc.

8. Adbhuta Rasa (The Marvelous)

The Adbhuta rasa (marvelous) has the sthaylbhava of 

vismaya (wonder). It is born from the determinants of seeing 

divine persons, obtaining of desired (Ipsita) and willed 

(manoratha) things, wandering in garden and family of deities 

(devakula); sabha (meeting), vimana (air-vehicle), maya and 

indrajala (magic) and possibility etc. It should be acted with the 

anubhavas (consequents) of seeing with open eyes, without wink

ing, horripilation, stumbha (perplexity), gadgadika (pleasing ges

ture), pralaya (falling), asru (tears), sveda (sweating), harsa (hap

piness), managing charity, thanking, sound laughing, raising 

hands on clothes of the body and face, moving hands and fingers 

etc. The transitory feelings of it are avega (fury), sambhrama 

(perplexity), jadata (stupor) and capalata (fickleness) etc.2

9. Santa Rasa (The Quietistic)

Santa rasa motivates towards Moksa (liberation) and has the

3T*T

I AFT
I

3£*1% 173 11

HWW^KdlddiildM:!

3tcq^qr^T?T^f’TiF: 1174 11 —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6 ,

p. 756-57;

31T̂  W :—

W3TFT an^m m ^dNddK -H : I —  Abh., N.S: Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 757-58.
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sthaylbhava of Sama (nirveda — world weariness). It arises from 

the determinants of tattvajnana (knowledge of the reality), 

vairagya (detachment), purity of citta (mind) etc. It should be 

acted with the anubhavas (consequents) of yama (abstenations), 

niyama (observances), adhyatmadhyana (meditation on self), 

dharana (concentration), upasana (devotion), sarvabhutadaya 

(compassion towards all beings), lingagrahana (wearing of reli

gious signs)., stumbha (astrigency) and romanca (thrill) etc. Its 

vyabhicarlbhavas (transitory feelings) are nirveda (world-weari

ness), smrti (remembrance), dhrti (firmness of mind), 

sarvasramasauca (purity in all the four asramas- stages of life) 

etc.1 Bharata says that in this regard there are the aryas (sayings) 

and slokas (verses) according to them the Santa rasa has been 

preached to attain highest good which arises from the knowledge 

of truth by means of concentration on the self.2 The Santa rasa 

should be known as that which is for the happiness and welfare 

of all beings and is accompnied by the stabilization in the self that 

results from the controlling of sense organs and organs 

(jnanendriyas and karmendriyas) of physical activities.3 Santa 

rasa is that state wherein there is no pain, no happiness, no hatred, 

no envy, and wherein there is the sense of equality for all the

1. 3TH ?TPrft HPT- TPT^lRlHldkH^ Hfeppfifo: I H' $  dTd:tfH4TIJ4 W 4 ^ 4 l f t -

Ü4ld>°4: I I

^TCTftftF: 5ÍIMUÍI HPT Ĥ THfrT 1183 11 —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, 

verse 83, p. 777.

üll-duil HPT fttH: 1184 11 —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,

verse 84, p. 778.

—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 762-63.
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beings.1 The emotions (bhavas) like delight (rati) etc. are the 

vikaras (deformations) and Santa is the prakrti (natural state of 

mind). The vikaras (deformations) arise out of prakrti (the original 

state of mind) and again merge into it.2 The emotions arise out of 

Santa due to their respective causes and when their specific causes 

cease to exist, they all merge back into Santa.3

Explaining Bharata's statement about Santa rasa

Abhinavagupta says that Bharata has described the characteristics 

of Santa rasa according to those who hold the number of rasa nine 

(nava rasah) instead of holding the number as eight (astau rasah)4 

In this regard some holds that sama (tranquillity) is the 

sthaylbhava of Santa rasa and it arises out of the determinants of 

ascetic practices (tapa) and with the association of yogins etc. It 

should be acted by the anubhavas (consequents) of the absence of 

lust, anger etc. Its vyabhicaribhavas are firmness (dhrti) and 

wisdom (mati) etc.5 He says that some others do not accept it

1. R 4^ R ^71 R RTft RTO7: I

^  TO: 1185 11 —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,

verse 85, p. 777-78.

2. 4M t e t r  i

foER: efath 186 11 —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, verse

86, p. 778.

3. W TO PlfiMHWI« TTRTT̂ TFT:

^  TTRT 187 11 —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, verse

87, p. 778.

4. % TOT ffrT TT3f̂ T ?FT  ̂ —  Abh., N.S. Part 1,

Ch. 6, p. 762.

5. TT? — ?TRT: TOTTOTf̂ n̂TRT̂ TOPTTOPTbTOR̂ iff̂ i: RrHl4<?cMuil I cTTO
WraThTRPTT^^ryTT^rf^PPT: I srfrPTfrWjfcT: I ffrTI — Abh., N.S.

Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 762.
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because according to them sama and santa are synonymous, and 

the number of bhavas given by Bharata will increase more than 

given number of 49 (forty nine). Another point in not holding 

sama as the sthayibhava they say that in regard to srngara rasa the 

vibhavas of seasons, flowers etc cause immediately the rise of 

love etc., but ascetic practices, vedic recitation etc., do not imme

diately give rise to Santa. Tapa and Vedic recitation etc. are the 

causes of the tranquillity of mind, they are not the cause of Santa. 

It can be argued that ascetic practices, Vedic recitations etc., are 

the immediate causes of the knowledge of the truth (tattvajnana), 

and, since the knowledge of the truth which precedes Santa is the 

effect of the ascetic practices etc. so they cease to be the determi

nant of Santa. The absence of lust etc. can not be the anubhvava 

of Santa as they are present in other rasas also and it can not be 

presented on the stage. The cessation of activity can not be 

presented on the stage. The anubhavas, like sleep, swoon etc. can 

be presented by action like breathing in and out, falling down, 

lying on the ground etc. How can the firmness of mind (dhrti) etc. 

accompanied with the attainment of objects be the vyabhicari- 

bhavas in Santa? It can not be instructed how to attain the 

knowledge of the truth by means of a state of inactivity. The 

persons who are found affected with the sufferings of other 

persons in the world can not be said to have attained the state of 

tranquillity which is the characteristic state of the attainment of 

highest knowledge as they are found more involved in the turmoil 

of worldly life. Therefore, they conclude that Santa rasa does not 

exist.1

f^Idl^R I^K ^W cU H H '-di'H lídP l ffrT

^  7TRTFT, 7FTFT (3 )  tc R : I ^frT

crff M4l̂ 4r)(rl f̂ tT̂ TT
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In reply to this Abhinavagupta says that just as in the world 

the trivarga, three purusarthas (goal of life) viz. dharma, artha and 

kama, are known so also moksa too is well known as the fourth 

purusartha and it is found to be taught in the sastras, like smrtis 

and itihasas with the prescription of means for its attainment. Just 

as the states of mind (cittavrtti) which are proper to love (kama) 

etc., and are said by the words as rati (delight — sex) etc., when 

made capable of relishing through the attempts of the poet and the 

actor, are brought to the status of rasas like srngara etc., in relation 

to the spectators who possess the proper sympathetic response; in 

the same way, why the state of mind appropriate to the highest 

goal of life called as moksa can not be brought to the status of a 

rasa?1 The mental state found in the state of moksa is the 

sthayTbhava of Santa. The point is that by what word it be called. 

Some say that it is nirveda (world-weariness) born out of the 

knowledge of the truth (tattvajnana). This nirveda (world weari

ness) is different from that which arises from poverty etc., as its 

cause, viz. knowledge of the truth (tattvajnana) is distinct from 

poverty. Abhinavagupta says that this is the reason that Bharata 

has mentioned nirveda in the middle of the sthaylbhavas and the

<Tif -?TRTt W  SfrTl —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 762-63.

^Klftd^l f̂ Trl<ffrT: foftfcT TSvi 'zTFfl<4d

l$ \ ^ 5 5 ^ 1  —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 763-64.
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sa^Caribhavas otherwise the muni (Bharata) who is mangalika 

(auspicious) would not have mentioned it at the place (in the 

middle of the vyabhicaribhavas). Bharata did not grant the use of 

disgust (jugupsa) as a vyabhicarlbhava of srngara while he has 

accepted the interchangability of the characters of the 

sthaylbhavas, the vyabhicaribhavas, the sattvikabhavas, and the 

anubhavas, in regard to all the 49 bhavas in the context of the 

requirements of a particular situation and on the presentation by 

the power of words and their meanings.1 Nirveda which arises 

from the knowledge of the truth overpowers (upamardaka) or 

pervades other sthaylbhavas as it is more stable than other 

sthaylbhavas like rati (love) etc. which persists together with the 

existence of the variety of emotions.2

The objection is raised that if nirveda arising from the 

knowledge of truth is the sthaylbhava of Santa which amounts to 

hold the knowledge of truth (tattvajnana) to be the vibhava 

(determinant) of nirveda then how can the other things like 

vairagya (detachment), samadhi (meditation) etc. be the Vibhava 

(determinant) of nirveda. If it is said that vairagya etc. become the 

vibhava of nirveda because they are the means for attaining the 

knowledge of the truth then it will amount to giving the name

1. xim1dqr*idlRW<¿Rl: FJTf*r>M: I f^ ̂ FTT#— dv*jllH)R4d)
rPlT fé— ^  cTcifŜ r I

4wyutllclJ Mfód: I 3T̂ISIT *T Ĥ dJ

^ M rd lP l I —  Abh., N.S. Part

1, Ch. 6, p. 764.

2. I WT: t l̂Rüííld:
I —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 764.
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vibhava to that which is the cause of another cause, as it will lead 

to the fallacy of atiprasanga1 (out of context), as the vibhava 

means the direct cause of the sthaylbhava, not the remote cause. 

It is also said that nirveda is the rejection of everything (detach

ment) and it is helpful to the attainment of the knowledge of truth 

(tattvajnana). When a detached person seeks the knowledge of 

truth he attains it. The attainment of Moksa is due to the knowl

edge of truth. It is not the case that a person knows the truth, and 

then feels detached and from that detachment moksa is attained. 

Here Abhinavagupta refers Isvarakrsna of Sarhkhya system who 

says in his Samkhyakarika (45th verse) that from detachment 

(vairagya) only prakrtilaya (dissolution of prakrti) is attained, not 

the moksa.2 It is also said that the person who is the knower of 

the truth (tattvajnanin) sees detachment everywhere. Patanjali has 

also said that from the knowledge of truth (purusakhyati) there 

arises an extreme detachment for the gunas. Abhinavagupta says 

that it is true but Patanjali himself has said that such detachment 

is actually the highest state of knowledge. Thus the knowledge of 

truth is nothing than a state of knowledge arising from a state to 

another state. Therefore, nirveda is not the sthaylbhava of Santa. 

The knowledge of the truth is the sthaylbhava of santa. The 

knowledge of truth (samyagjnana) is like a person coming to the 

state of dissipation of the attitude of acceptance who has been

1. — dr^M^l *¥1141 (cl drttfnA'dU
41'3)1415, ^ 4 faHiqndJ tW uuiwuIŝ f^Hlddl^dSK:i

*T I —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 764.
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45) —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 765.
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deceived by a delusion of long standing for an unworthy object of 

the world. Abhinavagupta quotes a verse in which a poet de

scribes about his right knowledge of a miser. The poet says that 

he srerved a miser for a long time like milking a bull mistaking 

it for a cow bending under the burden of her full udder; in vain 

he embraced an ugly eunuch taking him to be a young girl, in vain 

he cherished a longing for a piece of glittering glass taking it to 

be beryl. All this he did when bemused as he was, he bowed to 

a miser who was unable to appreciate merit.1 In another objecton 

it is said that attachment to the sense-objects is due to the false 

knowledge and it will cease on the attainment of the knowledge 

of truth. Abhinavagupta says that this is the same what Aksapada 

has said when he says that knowldge of the truth is caused by the 

removal of false knoweldge and that it is further the cause of 

vairagya which is of the nature of the removal of all faults (dosas). 

This means that vairagya and nirveda are same and therefore it 

can be said that nirveda is the sthaylbhava and tattvajnana is a

1. ^5 d^iPiH:
ffrT(dl'UJd, 1-16)1 KI+IWI l’ ffrT

1-16) ■qWT5«raTfal OT dr^M ^d ¿Rl^ldd MRql̂ HmRlfcl

di^<<fcldf^Hf^d<^wlHI^R|<jdil | —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, 

p. 765.
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vibhava. Abhinavagupta says that vairagya and nirveda are not 

same. Vairagya is a higher form of detachment. While nirveda is 

a state of mind which is characterized as a state of sadness 

whereas vairagya is the complete cessation of raga, etc. which 

includes even soka.1 Even assuming vairagya and nirveda as 

identical, Gautam has placed it in the midst of the means of moksa 

and has not mentioned it as the immediate cause of moksa. It may 

be said that nirveda arising from tattvajnana is the sthaylbhava of 

Santa means it is like giving to sama the name nirveda. In reply 

to this Abhinavagupta says that santa and sama are said to be 

synonyms like hasa and hasya, but the synonymity in the case of 

santa and sama is apparent not real. There is difference between 

santa as a rasa and sama as a sthaylbhava because sama is siddha 

(accomplished) while santa is sadhya (to be accomplished); sama 

is laukika (worldly) while santa is alaukika (non-worldly), sama is 

sadharana (ordinary), while santa is asadharana (extraordinary). 

Therefore, Abhinavagupta concludes that nirveda can not be the 

sthaylbhava of Santa.2

Others hold that there are only eight mental states, such as 

rati etc., said by Bharata. Those mental states when they are based 

on extra-worldly (alaukika) vibhavas such as sruti which are

IPlkkt I —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 766.
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—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 766-67.
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different from the ordinary (kathita) vibhavas become unusual 

(vicitra). Out of them one sthayibhava can become the 

sthayibhava of 6anta rasa. The rati when it is for one's own self 

can become the means for attaining moksa. Henceforth that rati 

itself is the sthayibhava of Santa. In Bhagavadglta it has been said 

that (he man whose love is centred in the self and is gratified in 

his own self, and who receives all delight in the self, there is 

nothing any longer to be accomplished for him.1

Abhinavagupta says that in this way any of the eight 

sthaylbhavas beginning with rati and hasa and ending with 

vismaya can be explained as the sthayibhava of Santa. It is found 

that a person attains moksa when he realises the oddity of 

everything in the world (hasa); when he finds that the whole 

world is lamentable (soka), when he finds the happenings in the 

world harmful to his spiritual development (krodha), when he 

resorts to extra-ordinary energy dominated by the absence of 

delusion (utsaha), when he feels fear from all the objects of the 

senses (bhaya), when he feels disgust for young women (jugupsa), 

when he feels astonished on his unprecedented realisation of his 

own self (vismaya). Abhinavagupta says that it is not the case that

3T^ IT dldi<¿íí ^dl^Pld-
'chfódfó'HwfáRiTt>i uranj
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Bharata has not agreed with this position.1 It is found that when 

Bharata enumerates particular bhavas by using words like rati etc., 

and describes therein its other varieties by using the word ca 

(and), it seems that he admits their ability to lead to moksa, the 

condition is that they must be the result of extra-ordinary causes 

(vibhavas) not of the ordinary causes. Abhinavagupta says that in 

the case to hold that any sthaylbhava can be the sthaylbhava of 

Santa, the different sthaylbhavas would reject each other and in 

this way none of them can be regarded the sthaylbhava of Santa 

because of their contradictory character. If it is said that the 

different sthaylbhavas can be the sthaylbhavas of Santa because 

they lead to moksa in view of their different approaches, 

Abhinavagupta says that their view has already been refuted. 

Further, he says that due to the different sthaylbhavas of Santa 

depending on the approaches of the different persons concerned, 

there would be an infinity of Santa rasas. If it is said that there 

would be only one Santa rasa, not infinite, because its result is 

one, moksa, Abhinavagupta says that, then, vlra and raudra would 

have to be regarded as one rasa because they both lead to a single 

result, i.e., the destruction of enemy. Some hold that all the 

sthaylbhavas become merged together, like different flavours 

merge together in a beverage, and in this way by merging together 

they become the sthaylbhavas of Santa. In reply to this view 

Abhinavagupta says that different states of mind can not co-exist 

at the same time, and also because of being mutually antagonistic

1. TJcj Wflfatfa fa# ^  f a d 'l l :  Tf ^rlH*miR^H

%RiRiRirl I

faFPTRTHPRIcmFT ^ T F H d H J  —  Abh., N.S.

Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 768.
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they can not co-exist. Therefore, this thesis is also not tenable.1

Now the problem arises what is the sthaylbhava of Santa? 

explaining the sthaylbhava of Santa Abhinavagupta says that 

since moksa is attained by the means of the knowledge of the 

truth so it would be proper to hold knowledge of truth 

(tattvajnana) the sthaylbhava of moksa. Tattvajnana (knowledge 

of truth) is another name of atmajnana (knowledge of self). The 

knowledge of the self is different from the knowledge attained by 

senses. The knowledge attained by senses is the knowledge of 

worldly objects, whereas the knowledge of the self is non- 

sensuous, non-worldly, super-sensuous. Anything which is differ

ent from the self is non-self.2 Therefore, Atman (self) itself is the 

sthaylbhava of Santa, which is characterised as possessing pure 

qualities (dharma), such as knowledge, bliss etc., and is devoid of 

imagined enjoyment of sense objects. This sthaylbhava of the self 

can not be expressed in terms of the other sthaylbhavas. For, the 

other sthaylbhavas , like rati etc., arise and disappear on the 

emergence and disappearance of their respective causes being 

attached for some time with the self (as its substratum-bhitti) and 

so they are called sthaylbhavas, whereas atman (self) is of un-

I I R̂ 4>4>cicdl̂ b)
FTT̂ I cj mddHRddfaRFi TITOT: ^  ̂  VKdto 

5rHl̂ : I hrÎ irJ —  Abh.,

N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 768-69.
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changing nature in comparison to them. Tattvajnana (atmajnana) 

is the substratum (bhitti) for all the bhavas (emotions) and it is 

most stable of all the bhavas. Its status as sthayibhava is estab

lished by itself, by its own nature. It transforms all the states of 

mind, like love etc., into transitory feelings. It is self-established 

sthayibhava so it does not require any specific mention and so it 

is not proper to count it separately, in addition to the eight 

sthayibhavas. Abhinavagupta says that by considering a lame bull 

and a dehorned bull, the bullness is not counted as a third thing. 

This is why the number of 49 bhavas has not been disturbed by 

adding tattvajnana or atman as sthayibhava.1 It may be asked that 

why atmajnana (the knowledge of truth) is considered separately 

(by Abhinavagupta). In reply to this Abhinavagupta says that it is 

so because it is separately enjoyable (asvadayoga). The other 

sthayibhavas, like rati etc., in their pure form, can be the object of 

ordinary perception, without being mingled with anything else; 

the nature of the self is not the subject of ordinary perception in 

its pure form, as the rati etc. are, without being mingled with 

anything else. In its pure nature it is of an indeterminate form. 

But, in the state of vyutthana (after return from samadhi-medita- 

tion), it is experienced mingled with various states.2 Abhinava-

■H4>d'HI4l'd#lRl*414)4 *4lf4d4

f t ^#4 4tc4ftft TFreftl r̂4o4l^di|4 I
—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 769.

fad<2r4'd<4>d,q£l4l44Tftl —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 770.
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gupta says that it does not matter whether the self appears soiled 

with various mental states or it appears without mingling with 

other mental states. All possible mental states can not be regarded 

as sthayibhavas because they are of no use in regard to the rasas 

(eight rasas) mentioned by Bharata. They can be regarded only as 

transitory feelings. In this it can be justified that there are 49 

bhavas. The nature of self can not be held transitory as it would 

be impossible, unimaginative and also improper. Sama is the 

nature of the self and Bharata has also described the nature of self 

with the use of the word sama. There is no problem if that nature 

of self is called sama or nirveda. Here the point is that nirveda 

(world-weariness) is also found arising out of poverty, etc. This 

nirveda though apparently is similar to the nirveda which arises 

out of tattvajnana (atmajnana) but it is different in regard to the 

means and it can not be regarded the sthaylbhava of Santa. 

Although the both types of nirveda are different in regard to their 

respective means but they both are called nirveda. Abhinavagupta 

says that it is the same as rati and bhaya though associated with 

different causes, such as different women in the case of rati but 

still it is called rati, the fear may arise from lion, snake etc. but 

still it is called fear.1

Abhinavagupta says that atmasvarupa (nature of self) itself 

is tattvajnana (knowledge of truth) and is sama (tranquillity). The 

rati etc. are the specific impurities of raga (attachment technically

¥  ¥IH¥l«tT 1 I ^  5 ft TT̂ 3T tRT

*RfrT —  Abh., N.S.

Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 770.
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the category of Maya) which fetters the self. By means of 

continued concentration (samadhi-meditation) the real pure nature 

of self can be realised. Although in the state of vyutthana (return

ing back from meditation), these feelings of rati etc. continue to 

arise in mind as it is said that the flow of samskaras (impressions) 

continue, still the tranquillity (sama) is experienced. All these 

ordinary and extraordinary states of mind act as vyabhicarins in 

regard to the sthayibhava that is tattvajnana (knowledge of truth). 

Its anubhavas are that which are performed in yama and niyama 

etc., and also svabhavabhinaya which are described in the third 

chapter under upahgabhinayas. They are concerned with Santa 

rasa itself. This itself is its nature. The vibhavas of Santa rasa are 

grace of God, etc. Rati (love) etc. are tasted in Santa rasa like 

vyabhicarins. In the Santa rasa rati etc. are tasted as eagerness 

(autsukya), though a vyabhicarin (transitory) is tasted predomi

nantly in vipralambha srhgara (love in separation), in sambhoga 

(love in union) the love which has not reached its maturity (has 

not yet got satisfaction of its fulness) is tasted predominantly), 

augrya, (pergency) a vyabhicarin appears as predominant in 

raudra (the furious), as nirveda (indifference), dhrti (firmness of 

mind), trasa (fear), and harsa (joy) being transitory in nature, 

appear as prominant in karuna (pathetic), vlra (heroic), bhayanaka 

(furious) and adbhuta (the marvelous). But in jugupsa (disgust) 

other transitory feelings do not appear as prominent because it is 

completely opposed to love (srhgara). The point is that the 

transitory feelings of all the other rasas can appear as prominent 

in the Santa or in other rasas for some time except jugupsa 

(disgust).1 In the mahavrata of kapalikas to carry skulls, use of



wine and woman which are prescribed whether to practise in full 

or short, are the causes of hatred in the tradition of Smartas and 

Srautas. In the same way if a widow begets a son from the 

younger brother of her husband it is prescribed to anoint her with 

oil that is to create feeling of hatred in such actions.1

Abhinavagupta says that the person, who has realized the 

true nature of his self, will not be inactive in his life, but he will 

make all the efforts for the good of the others. His enthusiasm 

(utsaha) assumes the form of an effort which is motivated by the 

will to help others. This energy willing to help others is a 

synonym of compassion and it is very intimately connected with 

Santa rasa. Due to this characteristics of Santa some people call 

Santa rasa dayavira (compassionate heroism), and some call it 

dharmavlra (religious heroism) because of utsaha (enthusiasm) 

which becomes intensive.2

An objection is raised that utsaha (enthusiasm) is related to
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ego whereas Santa is the state of the loosening of egoism. In reply 

to this Abhinavagupta says that an opposing feeling can be a 

vyabhicarlbhava in its opposite rasa, for instance, we find nirveda 

(indifference) in some states of love as its vyabhicarlbhava. There 

is no state which is devoid of enthusiasm (utsaha). There is a great 

deal of utsaha (enthusiasm) found in helping others. If there is no 

usaha (enthusiasm) in a person he would be like a stone. 

Abhinavagupta says that the person who has realized the higher 

and lower self, there is nothing to do for his own. Therefore he 

will do for the sake of others. It is not contradictory to the person 

whose heart is tranquill if he gives his all in all, his body for 

others. The saying of sastra, 'one should preserve his body' is 

meant for those who have not realized their true nature of self, 

because realization can be attained only with the help of life.1 It 

is not said for the sarhnyasins, ascetics (sages) as there is no 

motive in protecting the bodies for them as they have realized the 

self. It is said that 'life (prana) is meant for the attainment of the 

four purusarthas — dharma, artha, kama and moksa. When these 

are destroyed what is not destroyed? When they are portected

^ <dlRlq I
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Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 772-73.
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what is not protected', in other words, by preserving the 

purusarthas everything is preserved.1 Thus the utility of body in 

regard to purusarthas is shown. For the person who has realized 

his self it is said in the context of asceticism (samnyasa) that he 

should give up his body into water, fire or in a pit. Here the point 

is that if he has to renounce his body at his will, after getting 

realization, then what is harm in giving up his body for the sake 

of others.2 Abhinavagupta says that for the persons who have not 

attained the knowledge of truth and hold their bodies to be all in 

all (who do not know the true nature of self), it would be 

inconceivable to abandon their bodies for the sake of others. They 

enter the battle only to conquer the enemy. For them in the case 

of suicide by jumping off a cliff etc., the main purpose is the 

desire to attain a more beautiful body in the life to come. It is 

inconceivable for the persons who have not attained the knowl

edge of the self to renounce their bodies for the sake of others 

without any reference to their own benefits. For the persons who. 

know the truth there is liberation in all the asramas (stages) of life. 

This is what is taught in the smrtis and the srutis. It has been said 

that the person who continues to worship gods, who is based in 

the knowledge of the self, who loves to host the guests, who, in 

order to perform ceremonial rites to his ancestors, gives out all the

1. tM lRni I ft—

5IFTT: yR«iirltdd: I

dlGlfHdl ?tf Tffll ^ l-(ftdl4^l, 1.83 ffrT) —  Abh., N.S. 

Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 773.
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’RfrTl —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 773.



wealth, he is liberated even he is a householder.1 The 

Bodhisattvas who perform actions for the welfare of others get 

another body in rebirth according to their deeds as result of their 

previous karmas. The knowers of the truth (tattvajnana) also get 

repose (aesthetic enjoyment) and it is proper to their nature. For 

instance, Rama, in the Ramayana, obeys his father's order and 

goes into exile he gets repose, though this repose is subsidiary as 

his main sthaylbhava is vira (the heroic). In the same way other 

rasas like srhgara may occupy subsidiary position in a poetic 

work. In this sense the santa is not the major rasa in the drama 

entitled Jimutavahana; wherein welfare of others is means for the 

attainment of trivarga (dharma, artha and kama).2

For the contention that anubhavas can not exist because of 

a complete absence of action in the case of Santa and thus the 

Santa can not be represented, Abhinavagupta says that it is true in 

regard to other rasas also. In the culminating stages of love and 

sorrow etc., there is no possibility of representation. Sympathetic
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response is possible for the persons who have got the knowledge 

of truth. Bharata has said that the people take delight in moksa 

who are devoid of passion. But it is not possible for everybody to 

get sympathetic response to everything, for instance, the person of 

heroic nature can not sympathetically respond to the character of 

bhayanaka rasa.1 An objection may be raised that how can a 

heroic person takes delight in such presentation. In reply to this 

Abhinavagupta says that in a work where Santa is presented, 

other rasas useful to purusarthas are also presented. The aesthetic 

taste of other rasas are grounded in Santa. In Prahasana etc. 

too where hasya etc. are major, the aesthetic taste is grounded in 

other rasas which arise in their wake. Some hold the view that 

different types of drama are meant for the different type of 

spectators.2

Therefore, Abhinavagupta says that the Santa rasa does 

exist. This is the reason that in older manuscripts of Natya sastra 

after the passage., "We will show how the sthaylbhavas become 

resas", the definition of Santa in the phrase, 'what is called Santa 

has for its sthaylbhava sama', etc. is found. The taste of all rasas 

is similar to the taste of Santa as in it the taste is experienced 

without actual sense-object contact, as only the latent impressions

1. 3KT TJcJ ffcT
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(vasana) of the particular sthaylbhavas are found there mixed with 

Santa. The Santa was mentioned in the beginning to indicate that 

it is the root of all rasas. Abhinavagupta says that in ordinary 

worldly parlance a thing which is common to a number of other 

things, is not mentioned separately. So the Santa and its 

sthaylbhava being common to all rasas were not mentioned 

separately. The analyst for the sake of analysis describes the thing 

which is common to all. So the Santa has become a separate 

subject as the experience of the tasting spectator for study. The 

description of nine rasas are found in the itihasas, puranas and 

dictionaries etc. It is said in Siddhantasastra that the eight rasas 

should be displayed in the places of eight gods and the Santa rasa, 

the nature of supreme God, Siva, should be displayed in the 

centre.1

The vibhavas (determinants) of Santa are vairagya (detach

ment) and fear of samsara (world) etc. Santa is known through the 

presentation of these. Its anubhavas (consequents) are the study, 

thinking of moksa sastras, the texts which deal with liberation. 

The vyabhicaribhavas of Santa are nirveda (world-weariness), 

mati (wisdom), dhrti (patience) etc. Abhinavagupta says that

1. TTRTt Tit: I cTSTT Rk-ddHtd^ ‘**llRwlcil<
299)  SciJH'TH ‘TTRlt T̂PT R .TIT .,^. 332)

^5^1 m  ycktlHi 7TRTCR HAIWKl RmR^I d ^ d ld N l^ d d
eft% ^

H I yiHMHRl $ R i^ id  hUI^RlRl

'3TIRW

^  ?IRT I ?frTI —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6,

p. 776-777.
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bhakti (devotion) and sraddha (piety) which are means for medi

tation on God and which include smrti, mati, dhrti and utsaha, 

should not be counted as separate rasas. In this regard there is a 

sangraha karika in which it is said that Santa rasa is that which 

arises from a desire to secure the liberation of the self, which 

leads to a knowledge of the truth and is of the nature of highest 

happiness. In this verse the vibhavas, sthaylbhavas and anubhavas 

are shown respectively by the three adjectives of Santa rasa. In 

another verse it is said that the various bhavas (feelings) arise 

from Santa due to the arousal of their particular respective causes 

and when these causes disappear, they merge back into Santa. In 

this way it is said that Santa is the source of all other rasas.1

Here a problem is raised that in defining dim (a type of 

drama), Bharata has said that there are six rasas, excluding both 

hasya and srhgara because it is based on a composition with an 

exciting rasa (dlptarasa), there can be no question at all of Santa, 

as it is opposed to raudra which is predominant in Dima. The 

question is what is the point of excluding it? Since Dima is based 

on exciting rasa (dlpta rasa) Santa is not possible in it. Does the 

saying of Bharata means that a Dima is associated with six rasas,

(1W ^  fail'll: I I *í)*SKIH?lRl'fll-

I °qfNlR¥: I 3KT '»ifoSRjt
SlWfofrT ^ ¥1^1  m
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^  f t  ftftrprrara 711̂ 513:
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W cRT —  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 777-79.
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excluding Srngara and hasya and so the Santa would not have 

been excluded. There is an objection that the quarter stanza 

(dlptarasakavya yoni) excludes karuna, bibhatsa and bhayanaka 

as predominant rasas. Abhinavagupta says that is is not true as the 

Dima is associated with the Sattvati and Arabhatl styles, in this 

way they are excluded automatically as they belong to KasikT 

style. In Santa only sattvati style is used, and so only this reason 

would not be enough to exclude it. Abhinavagupta says that the 

definition of the Dima does not go against the existence of Santa. 

Sriigara is possible in a Dima because the demons make love in 

a violent way. Hasya is helpful to sriigara and therefone only their 

exclusion is specifically mentioned. He says that only a possible 

thing can be excluded, but not an impossible thing. So Santa is not 

excluded.1

Abhinavagupta says that since Santa is common to all rasas, 

it is not proper to name especially a colour or god for it, but still 

some do so. In this way the reasonableness of Santa has been said. 

The hasya, vlra and bibhatsa tend to lead towards Santa. There

fore in the case of Santa the practice of yama, niyama meditation 

on God etc. are instructed which leads towards moksa, the highest 

goal of life It eschews the enjoyment of worldly objects and it is

1. ^  I 4My<W°44lPl:’ (R.m
18.85)  SfrT
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more important than any other rasas as it pervades the entire 

aesthetic work.1

The question arises that what is the nature of the taste of 

Santa. Abhinavagupta says that the nature of the soul is tinged by 

utsaha, rati etc., like in a garland the white thread is tinged with 

jewels. As the white thread shines assuming the form of the 

jewels and also sometimes separately, in the same way the soul 

tinged with various feelings shines through them and sometimes 

separately also. It is devoid of all sorts of miseries of the world. 

It is identical with the consciousness of the realisation of the 

highest bliss.1

Abhinavagupta concludes that there are only these nine 

rasas which are useful in the four goals (purusarthas) of life. It is 

wrong to say that affection, with a sthaylbhava of ardrata (being 

moved) can be a rasa, because affection is nothing other than 

attachment and all attachment culminates in rati, utsaha etc. For 

instance, the love of a child for its mother and father terminates 

in fear. The affection of young man for his friends terminates in 

rati. The affection as of Laksmana etc;, for his brother terminates 

in dharmavira. The same may be applied in the case of an old man

1. ^Rirhl
T̂PT: I WPT 4U41'McWl I 3TcT

—  Abh., N.S. Part 1, Ch. 6, p. 779.
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p. 780.
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for his son etc. The so-called rasa 'cupidity' with the sthaylbhava 

of 'greed' can be refuted in the same manner, as it can terminate 

in hasa or rati. The same is applicable in the case of Bhakti 

holding it a separate rasa.1

1. d4q <UI: I [ 3T tfa UlMUfatsft
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